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Abstract
The thesis addresses the problem of agent-based approach to air-traffic modeling, simulation and collision
avoidance. The thesis content is focused on multiple areas in this complex domain. There are addressed
autonomous algorithms for collision avoidance in the air-traffic domain for civilian air-traffic management system
as well as for the unmanned aerial systems. In both areas (civilian and unmanned), there are involved human
operators who are responsible for flight operation safety – airplanes have to be separated in order to avoid their
physical collisions. The growth of the civilian air transport demand and increasing usage of unmanned systems
for wide variety of operations requires delegation of the safety assurance to autonomous algorithms because
the human operator responsibility for such tasks becomes very inefficient and more risky. Moreover, there is
important task of mixing both the civilian and unmanned traffic in order to operate in the same shared air
space. To provide safety assurance, the thesis presents several agent-based collision avoidance algorithms. The
algorithms work with the different level of coordination autonomy, respect realistic assumption of imprecise
flight execution and work in real-time, where the planning and plan execution phases interleave.
The multi-agent collision avoidance methods are based on high-level flight plan variations using evasion
maneuvers utilizing flight trajectory planner. Such approach requires efficient trajectory planner component.
The thesis presents several extensions of A* algorithm used for flight trajectory planning for airplanes with
complex models operating in air-space with existing excluded areas. The Accelerated A* algorithm provides
acceleration of the planning process without loosing the ability to find a path through a narrow parts of the
airspace. This concept is further extended with iterative approach and parallelization of the search to further
speed-up the search process in complex environment.
Increasing air-traffic demand implies that new air-traffic management concepts lowering air-traffic controller
loads, maintaining safety and increasing efficiency need to be designed and implemented. Many of such ideas
are prepared within Next-Generation Air Transportation System. Before they can be deployed to real daily
usage in National Airspace System, they must be rigorously evaluated under realistic conditions. The thesis
presents a scalable high-fidelity distributed multi-agent simulator with precise emulation of the human controller
operation workload model and human-system interaction. The designed multi-agent model is used by U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for validation of new advanced concepts designed for the future airtraffic management system. The scalable simulator is complementary tool for evaluation of new concepts to
human-in-the-loop simulations which are very resource intensive requiring many people and cannot be scaled-up
to a whole airspace.
The habilitation thesis has the form of a collection of articles and papers accompanied by a commentary part.
The collection is representative subset of author’s publications and contains four articles in impacted journals,
one book chapter and five papers published in the proceedings of international conferences or workshops. The
author percentage contributions to all articles and papers are clearly stated in the chapter summarizing papers in
collection. All publications have been written and published while D. Šišlák was employed at Czech Technical
University in Prague, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and these percentage contributions comes from the
university’s system for publications from where they are exported to the information register of R&D results
(RIV).

Abstrakt
Tato habilitačnı́ práce se věnuje problematice agentnı́ho přı́stupu k modelovánı́ leteckého provozu, simulaci a
řešenı́ konfliktnı́ch situacı́ na letových trajektoriı́ch letadel. Práce se zaměřuje na několik oblastı́ této komplexnı́ domény. V jedné části se práce zabývá autonomnı́mi multi-agentnı́mi algoritmy pro řešenı́ konfliktnı́ch
situacı́ v civilnı́m letovém provozu a také pro zabezpečenı́ letu bezpilotnı́ch letounů. V současnosti jsou v
obou oblastech zapojenı́ lidé, kteřı́ jsou zodpovědnı́ za bezpečnost letu – pro bezpečný let musı́ být v každém
okamžiku dodrženy minimálnı́ rozestupy, aby se předešlo fyzickým kolizı́m mezi letouny a také nežádoucı́m
vlivům vzájemných turbulencı́. Z důvodu narůstajı́cı́ho počtu uskutečněných civilnı́ch letů a také narůstajı́cı́ho
použitı́ bezpilotnı́ch prostředků pro širokou škálu různých úloh je potřeba přenést zodpovědnost za bezpečný let
z člověka na autonomnı́ systémy. Systém založený na řı́zenı́ pomocı́ řı́dı́cı́ch operátorů je pro vysoký počet letů
velmi neefektivnı́ a také rizikový. Proto práce představuje několik agentnı́ch algoritmů pro řešenı́ konfliktnı́ch
situacı́ na letových trasách. Tyto algoritmy pracujı́ s různou mı́rou koordinačnı́ autonomie, respektujı́ realistické
předpoklady průletu navrženou trasou a pracujı́ v reálném čase, kde plánovánı́ a také samotný let probı́hajı́
současně.
Představené multi-agentnı́ algoritmy pro řešenı́ konfliktnı́ch situacı́ na letových trasách jsou založený na
vysokoúrovňové variaci letové trajektorie použı́vajı́cı́ úhybné manévry a plánovač letové trasy. Tento přı́stup
vyžaduje efektivnı́ plánovač letové trasy. Proto práce představuje několik rozšı́řenı́ A* algoritmu použitého pro
plánovánı́ letové trajektorie letadel s komplexnı́mi modely operujı́cı́mi v letovém prostoru obsahujı́cı́ bezletové
zóny. Představený akcelerovaný A* algoritmus přinášı́ zrychlenı́ prohledávánı́ bez ztráty schopnosti nalézt trasu
přes velmi malé oblasti v povoleném letovém prostoru. Tento koncept je dále rozšı́řen o iterativnı́ přı́stup a
paralelizaci prohledávácı́ho algoritmu pro dalšı́ zrychlenı́ procesu plánovánı́ trajektorie v rozsáhlém prostředı́.
Narůstajı́cı́ poptávka po letovém provozu vyžaduje, aby byly vyvinuty nové přı́stupy k řı́zenı́ letového provozu
snižujı́cı́ zátěž řı́dı́cı́ho, dodržujı́cı́ bezpečnost a zvyšovaly efektivitu. Mnoho takových přı́stupu je navrženo v
projektovém programu budoucı́ generace řı́zenı́ letového provozu. Před tı́m než mohou být jednotlivé přı́stupy
nasazeny do reálného dennı́ho použitı́, musı́ být pečlivě testovány při realistických podmı́nkách. V práci je
představen škálovatelný multi-agentnı́ simulátor letového provozu a řı́zenı́ s preciznı́ emulaci chovánı́ lidských
řı́dı́cı́ch obsahujı́cı́ zátěžový model a také interakce lidského operátora s podpůrnými systémy. Tento navržený
multi-agentnı́ model je použı́ván americkým úřadem pro civilnı́ letectvı́ (FAA) pro ověřovánı́ nových pokročilých
konceptu řı́zenı́ letového provozu. Škálovatelný simulátor je doplňkovým nástrojem vedle simulacı́ s lidmi, které
jsou velmi náročné na množstvı́ zapojených lidı́ a nemohou být škálovány na ověřenı́ v celém letovém prostoru.
Tato habilitačnı́ práce je koncipována jako soubor uveřejněných vědeckých pracı́ doplněný komentářem
(podle §72 odst. 3 pı́smeno b zákona č. 111/1998 Sb., o vysokých školách). Soubor pracı́ je reprezentativnı́m
výběrem z autorových publikacı́ a obsahuje čtyři články z impaktovaných časopisů, jednu kapitolu v knize a
pět přı́spěvků publikovaných ve sbornı́cı́ch mezinárodnı́ch konferencı́ a seminářů. Procentuálnı́ podı́l autora na
jednotlivých vědeckých pracı́ch je přehledně zmı́něn v kapitole shrnujı́cı́ všechny publikace obsažené v souboru
pracı́. Všechny publikace byly vytvořeny a publikovány v době, kdy byl D. Šišlák zaměstnán na Českém Vysokém
Učenı́ Technickém v Praze, na Fakultě Elektrotechnické a tyto autorské podı́ly jsou registrovány v univerzitnı́m
systému pro vykazovánı́ publikacı́, odkud jsou dále přenášeny do republikového rejstřı́ku informacı́ o výsledcı́ch
(RIV).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Application of autonomous algorithms into the air-traffic domain is a very hot topic these days. Many existing
systems rely on decisions made by human operators. In the air-traffic domain, there are two different areas
addressed: (i) the civilian traffic control and (ii) the unmanned aerial vehicle control. In the field of the
civilian air-traffic, the currently world-wide air-traffic management (ATM) system [150] is based on human
controllers providing ATM services to airplanes. The key services provided by operators are the detection of
potential conflicts (separation service) and providing clearances to airplanes. Thus human operators are the
primary actors to guarantee the safety for flights. Even though such approach is working for many years, there
are observed many separation issues because the air-traffic density is very high and this approach reaches its
limitations. Even though the growth of the air transport demand has been reduced by the global financial
crisis in last years, the demand for the air transportation will be increasing in next decades. In the recent
2008 Current Market Outlook Report [193], the Boeing company anticipates that the cargo will triple over the
next 20 years. Thus, the current system cannot guarantee that it will work efficiently and provide safe control
also in the future especially when the number of flights is still increasing. On the other hand, Unmanned
Aerial System (UAS) field (referred also as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles – UAV) is much more flexible in the
means of deployment of autonomous algorithms because it is not so restricted by existing legislation and many
players participating in air transportation like in civilian domain (airline operators, airport operators, airplane
manufacturers, etc.). Thus, existing unmanned systems use some level of autonomy in the flight control but on
the airplane-to-airplane level they rely on external constraints mostly provided by human operators [203], e.g.
each UAS operates in the reserved airspace area (that area is exclusively used only by that one airplane) and
thus its operation is safe.
Both fields, civilian and unmanned air-traffic, are very similar in the airplane-to-airplane level. In the large
program studying the Next Generation Air Transportation Systems (NGATS) [146], there is addressed the free
flight concept [183] where airplanes in their en-route phase control their own flight trajectory, adaptively solve
identified conflicts and react also to changing weather conditions. The same mechanism is addressed in the
UAS domain. Unmanned aerial systems typically operate in the shared air space where they are fulfilling their
mission goals. In order to mix different unmanned systems together within the same airspace, each airplane is
required to implement the automatic See and Avoid capability [203] in order to provide safe operation from the
collision avoidance perspective. Moreover, both manned (either civilian or military) and unmanned airplanes
should be able to operate in the same air space as the concept of the reserved air spaces for particular usage is
very inefficient.
In this thesis, my research in the area of civilian and unmanned air-traffic focus on the following components:
• collision avoidance,
• trajectory planning,
• modeling and simulation of air-traffic.

2

Chapter 2

Related Work
In this chapter, there is provided the summary of related work relevant for this thesis categorized into adequate
components.

2.1

Collision Avoidance

The field of autonomous collision avoidance in the air-traffic domain is tackled by the research community for
about last twenty years. Many approaches were designed after both Europe and United States of America
identified the issue with the capacity of the current Air-Traffic Management (ATM). The primary tasks of ATM
systems are to maintain the air-traffic flows and to ensure air safety by avoiding the occurrence of airplane
conflicts – loose of minimal allowed separation among all airplanes. The rapidly increasing air-traffic in recent
year is a challenge to the current ATM system based on centralized ground control.
During the flight, the airplane is in permanent connection with the respective traffic control center in an
appropriate air sector [150]. In such control architecture, the responsibility for the airplanes separation is on
the traffic controllers who are not optimizing airplanes’ trajectories with respect to their individual priorities.
This implies that unnecessary fuel is wasted and atmospheric pollution increased [33]. In 2005, there were an
estimated 322,272 hours of delays within the National airspace of the United States of America with a total
cost estimated to exceed three billion dollars by industry [61].
Even though the growth of the air transport demand has been reduced by the global financial crisis in last
years, the demand for air transportation will be increasing in next decades [193]. Higher number of airplanes
causes higher density of the traffic and thus higher number of potential conflicts among airplanes. The number
of detected potential collisions increases quadratically with the number of airplanes. The European Commission
funds the research for the future ATM via Eurocontrol Experimental Center (EEC) and the United States of
America runs broad research programme Next Generation Air Transportation Systems (NGATS).
The ultimate goal in the next generation ATM is an application of the free flight concept [183, 146] to
the en-route part of the flight. Within the free flight approach, airplanes can fly freely according to their
own priorities while they coordinate only operations in the terminal parts with airport ATMs. The free flight
concept relaxes requirements for a permanent connection with the air sector controllers and the separation task
is done by airplanes themselves. Thus, the free flight approach requires decentralized algorithms providing
collision detection (CD) and conflict resolution (CR) for the flight. The use of the free flight concept reduces
the controllers workload (as they will provide other services on top of the automated separation) and minimizes
the failures in the current ATM [110]. The same free flight approach is also suitable for automated control for
unmanned aerial assets (UAA) [203] even though they are operating in segregated air-space which is excluded
from ATM control. UAV, while fulfilling the mission objectives, has to avoid static obstacles as well as moving
obstacles like other UAVs, airplanes or areas with bad weather conditions.
The collision detection and avoidance methods supporting the free flight concept are widely addressed by the
research community. The presented approaches differ in several aspects such as centralized and decentralized
approach or the type of control actions used for collision avoidance. Centralized planners search for a globally
optimal solution which is aware of the objectives of different agents but also tries to maximize the utilization
of the common resource [147]. Centralized solutions are very computationally intense and solution can be
complex. Many automated conflict detection and resolution techniques also exist in other domains, e.g. in the
ground robotics or the vessel domain. These techniques provide two-dimensional control only and many of these

3

2.1.1. Rule-based Approaches

approaches have been already adopted into the air-traffic domain and thus are not mentioned in this survey.
Existing collision avoidance methods listed in this thesis have been divided into following categories where
each category is described in its own section and their relation to the thesis is discussed at the end of each
section. Section 2.1.1 contains rule-based approaches where a conflict resolution manoeuvre is pre-described
for a certain type of an observed potential conflict. Section 2.1.2 provides a review of algorithms based on the
game theoretic approach where all potential manoeuvres of opposing airplanes are considered while searching
for its own manoeuvre. Section 2.1.3 presents force, potential and vortex field approaches which are used for
establishing the current airplane control inputs. Section 2.1.4 summarizes algorithms considering geometrical
representation of a collision situation while searching for an evasion manoeuvre. Section 2.1.5 contains conflict
resolution algorithms formulated as an optimization problem minimizing an objective function. Section 2.1.6
presents collision avoidance methods combining various algorithms. Section 2.1.7 summarizes existing multiagent approaches for air-traffic conflict resolution. Section 2.1.8 contains all other methods related to air-traffic
control which do not explicitly belong to one of the previous category.

2.1.1

Rule-based Approaches

Schild [182] designed a set of rules for autonomous separation for en-route air-traffic. His approach considers
following three evaluation objectives: (i) safe inter-aircraft separation, (ii) minimum number of manoeuvres
used and (iii) maximum efficiency in additional time and fuel provided. The rules are derived from many
optimization tasks considering optimization function based on those three objectives. Thus, the result of this
approach is a set of rules where for each rule there is defined an activation condition specified in the form of
mutual position and orientation of airplanes. These rules are defined for two airplanes. For multiple airplanes,
these rules are applied sequentially and the stability of this rule-based system is validated in his work.
Duong et al.[47] proposed extended flight rules which extend the current visual flight rules (VFR) by assigning a priority to each airplane involved in a collision. The rules may be simple to understand and easily
implementable, but they do not properly work with unexpected events. E.g. a conflict situation may fall into
several predefined cases due to uncertainties in the aircraft’s position and heading. In these cases, the ambiguity
in which rule to choose may lead to an unsafe resolution. The algorithm requires many rules to completely
cover all possible conflicts.
Hwang et al. [95, 96] described the protocol-based N-aircraft method for multiple-aircraft conflict avoidance.
There is assumed that each airplane’s position, heading and velocity are available to all involved airplanes,
nominal trajectories of airplanes are at constant altitude and heading and all airplanes initiate conflict resolution
manoeuvres at the same time and at once. The velocity is then constant along the maneuver. The multi-airplane
conflict resolution is presented as (i) an exact conflict and (ii) an inexact conflict. In the first case, the exact
conflict, original trajectories of all airplanes collide at a point which helped to derive a closed-form analytic
solution for the required heading change. This case is unrealistic for more than two airplanes but motivates the
solution for the general case. In the second case, the inexact conflict, conflict points of multiple airplanes do
not coincide. The velocity change is considered for the inexact conflict.
They construct a finite partition of the airspace around the conflict and derive a protocol for resolving the
worst-case conflict within each partition. Thus the conflict resolution method is formulated as a rule which is
easily understandable and implemented by all aircrafts involved in the conflict. There is shown that the solution
is robust to uncertainties in the airplane’s position, heading, velocity and also with respect to asynchronous
manoeuvres where airplanes not necessarily change their heading at the same time. The resulting method is
not optimal in the sense of the deviation from the desired trajectory. However, it is implementable in real time,
and always guarantees a safe conflict resolution. The method requires only few numerical computations and is
understandable also for pilots.
Even though these approaches optimize the solution in the phase where the rules are designed, the set of
pre-described rules is then fixed and has to be the same for all airplanes in the shared airspace. It is not
possible to integrate further intentions and needs of a particular airplane into the conflict resolution process.
The major advantage of the rule-based approach is its simplicity and fast implementation during the flight.
There is required no communication or very limited communication flow among airplanes. In many cases, such
rule-based system is easily understandable for human pilots. One of methods proposed in this thesis is inspired
by rule-based approaches stated here and integrates the visual flight rules (VFR). Such rule-based approach is
then compared against other methods.
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2.1.2

Game Approaches

Lachner [120] investigated a worst case approach based on pursuit-evasion differential games [97]. An evader
(correct airplane) tries to avoid a collision against all possible pursuer’s manoeuvres. The solution of such
differential game provides a strategy which guarantees a best possible control against all unknown disturbances
of opponent’s actions. He represents an optimal collision avoidance strategy along a lot of optimal paths which
is used to synthesize a collision avoidance strategy globally by means of Taylor series expansions.
Zhang et al. [227] formulated the conflict resolution problem as a differential game too. They apply the
Lie-Poisson reduction on the dual of the Lie algebra of the special Euclidean group. The reduced Hamiltonian
dynamics is then derived and can be integrated explicitly backwards in time. They use a hybrid automata to
describe the solution to the reduced dynamics as well as the aircraft manoeuvres in the game. They calculate
the safe portion of the target frontier set and the conflict resolution solution is derived as the safe portion of
this boundary.
Later, Bayen et al. [12] applied a differential game formulated for a two-vehicle collision avoidance problem
to the derivation of an alerting logic for conflict in high-altitude air-traffic. Using computational methods based
on level sets, the tree-dimensional solution of the game is calculated. The solution is employed to define unsafe
regions for each pair of aircraft in the relevant airspace, and these regions are used as a metric to indicate if loss
of separation could occur. Their approach consider the worst case based on the airplane kinematic configuration.
Algorithms based on the game theoretic approach are very useful for noncooperative cases where airplanes
cannot communicate together due to any reason, for example they are using different systems (they are incompatible) or in the case of unmanned airplanes they can be mutually hostile. For the case where airplanes
cooperate together, these methods become inefficient because they are suitable as short-term methods. They
cannot be used for mid and long-term conflict resolution because they work with the current airplanes states
only and future movement prediction uncertainty grows quickly with time to the future. Such airplanes cannot
effectively plan their mission as they do not know what will happen in the future.

2.1.3

Field Methods

Duong et al. [48, 46] presented a technique in which a force field generated by an intruding airplane produces
a conflict avoidance action and a force from the flight plan generates an attracting action. The work further
extends [226, 224] where there is proposed a distributed conflict resolution algorithm based on a symmetrical
force field method. The resolution maneuver is generated using a relatively simple equation. However, the
resolution maneuver may have several discontinuities which aircraft cannot follow and the safety cannot be
proven about such multi-airplane manoeuvres. A review of different approaches based on force fields for airborne
conflict resolution is described in [225].
Hu et al. [87] calculated the probability of conflict between two airplanes by modeling the airplane motion
as a deterministic trajectory with addition in a scaled Brownian motion perturbation. They considered only
two-dimensional case where both airplanes fly at the same altitude. The probability of a conflict becomes
the probability that a Brownian motion escapes from a time-varying safe region. Brownian motion integrates a
measure of the probability of each path where paths of large deviation are less likely than paths of small deviation.
Their approach provides a closed form formalism with approximations considering both finite and infinite timehorizon cases which makes its implementation computationally inexpensive and enables fast derivation of a
resolution algorithm. Previously, they used the same algorithm for a highway safety analysis [88].
Eby et al. [55, 103, 56] proposed the distributed conflict resolution method derived from the potential-field
model. Their self-organizational approach utilizes the concept of the force field. Airplanes are represented by
positive charges and airplanes’ destinations by negative charges. Positive charges are tend to be drawn toward
the fixed negative charge because of the mutual attraction of their opposite charges. At the same time, the
positive particles tend to maintain distance between each other because of the mutual repulsion of the like
charges. They demonstrate that their approach is robust in a complex multi-airplane conflicts. The algorithm
is more complex to compensate distance dependency between an airplane and its destination. Also there is
a modification which guarantees a minimum separation among airplanes. They studied also communication
failures and restricted maneuverability constraints.
Prandini et al. [167, 168, 169] proposed two probabilistic models, one for mid-range and one for short-range
conflicts. They developed probabilistic models for predicting the aircraft position in the near-term and midterm future. The mid-term model is supposed to provide centralized conflict resolution in a role similar to
Center-Tracon Automation System (CTAS) [58] in the current air-traffic management system. On the other
hand, the short-range model is supposed to operate as a pilot advisory tool similarly to Traffic Alert and
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Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) [172, 131]. Both their models deal only with the level flight and the
three-dimensional case is briefly proposed only.
Based on the mid-term prediction model, the maximum instantaneous probability of a conflict is proposed as
a criticality measure for two airplane encounters. They introduce randomized algorithms to efficiently estimate
this measure of criticality and provide quantitative bounds on the level of approximation. For short-term
prediction model detection, they obtain approximate closed-form analytical expressions for the probability of a
conflict. Using these expressions, their algorithm for the decentralized conflict resolution generalizes a potential
field which is then used for making heading changes in order to airplanes repeal each other.
Later in [93], Prandini et al. studied the safety in the three-dimensional airplane flight. In their study,
the airplane future position during the flight is predicted based on a stochastic model that incorporates the
information on the airplane flight plan and takes into account the presence of wind as the main source of
uncertainty on the airplane motion. In [94, 89], this approach is extended with Markov chain approximation of
the stochastic processes modeling the motion of the aircrafts for the mid-term model. For the predicted aircraft
positions along some finite time horizon, they integrate additive wind perturbations to the airplane’s velocity.
The spatial correlation structure for the wind perturbations is driven by distance of airplanes – for two closer
airplanes, they use stronger correlation between the perturbations to airplanes’ velocities. The probability of
conflict is computed using the Markov chain state space which is obtained by discretizing the region around the
position where the encounter occurs. In [166], they introduced a switching diffusion model to predict the future
positions of an airplane following a given flight plan adopting the modeling framework of stochastic hybrid
systems [17]. The weak approximation of the switching diffusion through a Markov chain is used to develop a
numerical algorithm for computing an estimate of the probability that the airplane enters an unsafe region of
the airspace or come too close to another airplane.
In [170], Prandini et al. proposed conflict resolution where the design of an optimal conflict resolution
manoeuvre is based on the airplane intent information. The intent information is made robust against the
uncertainty affecting the airplane future positions by a randomized stochastic optimization method. Such a
way, they account for a probabilistic description of the uncertainty affecting the aircraft motion and avoid the
excessive computational load of a pure Monte Carlo stochastic optimization method.
Field methods are very close to a reactive control mechanism. Based on the current configuration (e.g.
position of other airplanes, weather condition, considered uncertainty) the field is computed. Then, airplane
based on own position in this field applies the control action depending on the current state of the airplane with
respect to the field. The major disadvantage of these methods is the computationally intensive phase where
the field is computed. The field has to be updated when the current configuration is updated. Similarly to the
previous game approaches these methods are not suitable for a long-term airplane operation optimization.

2.1.4

Geometric Approaches

Ota et al. [156] proposed a method which produces avoidance trajectory in both the horizontal and vertical
planes of motion based on the geometric relationship between airplane and threats. They introduce the new
concept ”threat map” which is used to describe moving threats as static threats. Thus, motion planning for
dynamic threats is reduced to path planning for stationary threat avoidance. The threat map is regularly
updated and the velocity direction of the airplane is calculated to avoid the threats. They use the ”risk space”
to model a threat. Airplanes avoiding the risk space keep a safe separation from threats.
Chiang et al. [32] proposed approach based on computational geometry, where the flight is represented
as a Delaunay diagram [67]. Their resolution algorithm is computationally intensive in construction of nonintersecting tubes in that diagram representation.
Bilimoria [15] proposed a geometric optimization approach to the aircraft conflict resolution, utilizing information on current positions and velocity vectors. The resolutions are optimal in the sense that they minimize
the velocity vector changes required for conflict resolution which results in minimum deviations from the nominal
trajectory. His approach utilizes the geometric characteristics of airplane trajectories along with intuitive reasoning to provide conflict resolution manoeuvres from a closed-form analytic solution. The algorithm provides
optimal combination of heading and speed changes for conflict resolution in horizontal plane.
For two airplanes, it is shown that the analytical solution is optimal which is validated by comparison
with numerical solutions from a compute-intensive optimization process utilizing a semi-definite programming
approach. Multi-airplane conflicts are resolved sequentially – each aircraft resolving its most immediate conflict
at each update cycle. The successive application of pairwise conflict resolution cannot guarantee safety for
multiple-aircraft conflicts as shown in [95].
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Hu et al. [91, 90] designed optimal coordinated manoeuvres for the multiple airplane conflict resolution.
They proposed an energy function to select among all the conflict-free manoeuvres the optimal one. Their cost
function incorporates a priority mechanism that favors those manoeuvres where the airplane with lower priority
assume more responsibility in resolving the predicted conflicts. The resolution manoeuvres involve changes in
heading, speed and altitude as well. They penalize the vertical manoeuvres with respect to the horizontal ones to
integrate the sake of passenger comfort. For the conflict of two airplanes, they provide a geometric construction
and a numerical algorithm for computing the optimal resolution manoeuvres. For the multi-airplane case, they
use an approximation scheme to compute a suboptimal two-legged solution.
Christodoulou et al. [34] formalized the three-dimensional air-traffic collision problem as a mixed-integer
nonlinear programming problem. The optimization function is defined as the total flight time of all airplanes
avoiding all possible conflicts. They considered only manoeuvres considering velocity changes. In [35], they used
neural networks trained with examples prepared through the nonlinear programming to avoid three-dimensional
collisions. However, this extension works with velocity manoeuvres which optimize velocity changes. Their
neural network predict the optimal velocity change of many airplanes in order to avoid imminent conflict. They
train the neural network by randomly generated collision situations along with the generated optimal solution
computed as a nonlinear optimization.
Luongo et al. [129, 25] proposed an optimal three-dimensional geometrical solution for aircraft non-cooperative collision avoidance. They derived analytical solution as a proper kinematic optimization problem
based on a geometric approach. Their approach combines all control variables (velocity, heading and vertical
changes). In a pair-wise collision avoidance, they continuously update velocity of the airplane in order to keep
safety surrounding the other airplane which is considered as an intruder. The algorithm doesn’t consider fixed
obstacles and the limited airspace, e.g. terrain surface, special use airspaces. Up to now, their solution handles
collisions of two airplanes only.
Pappas et al. [152] presented the method for crossing the metering fix by a set of aircrafts based on the
mixed integer geometric programming. For ordering of the aircrafts above the fix point they consider obtaining
the utility function from the airlines.
Park et al. [164] described the method for conflict resolution that uses simple geometric approach. Two
airplanes are treated as point masses with constant velocity. The authors discuss en-route aircrafts who build
the information database based on the ADS-B [101, 119] updates. The algorithm calculates the Point of Closest
Approach (PCA) and evaluates the earliest collision between two airplanes. The paper proposes one resolution
maneuvering logic called the Vector Sharing Resolution. Using the miss distance vector in PCA, the algorithm
proposes directions for two airplanes to share the conflict region. With these directions, airplanes are going to
maneuver cooperatively.
Geometrical approaches consider in many cases the whole trajectory of the airplane while it avoids observed
solution. Various approaches optimize given objective function while they are searching for the proper evasion
trajectory. In many cases, these methods are considering only collision of two airplanes and for multi-collision
situations they come with sub-optimal approaches or sequential application of collision of two airplanes where
they do not guarantee safety. Geometrical optimization is very complex problem especially if it considers all
available actions like change of heading, velocity and altitude. There is relation between these methods and
evasion manoeuvres used in cooperative avoidance algorithms in this thesis. Evasion manoeuvres consider
the geometrical configuration of identified conflict for construction of various solutions. In combination with
flight trajectory planning (integrating airspace restrictions and flight dynamic constraints) and subsequent
optimization they construct efficient way for conflict resolution.

2.1.5

Numerical Optimization Approaches

Durand et al. [50, 4, 2, 52, 138, 40, 41] proposed predefined manoeuvres which are used to construct a multiairplane conflict resolution maneuver to solve en-route collisions. They formulate conflict as a constrained
optimization problem minimizing the delays due to the conflict resolution. Their method uses an optimal
problem solver which is based on a stochastic optimization technique using genetic algorithms to generate each
resolution maneuver successively. They demonstrate the method on many experiments where genetic algorithm
is very efficient to solve conflicts in a real-time situation. Later in [51, 53], they use the genetic algorithm for
training a neural network which is then used to solve conflicts between two airplanes.
Menon et al. [141, 139, 140] proposed a conflict resolution algorithm based on the quasi-linearization method.
They used nonlinear point-mass airplane models with integrated operational constraints. They compute a
conflict resolution trajectory with two different costs: (i) deviation from the original trajectory as a square
of the perturbation from the nominal trajectories and (ii) a linear combination of total flight time and fuel
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consumption. The optimization process gives the three-dimensional optimal multi-airplane conflict resolution
but the optimization process is in general computationally intensive.
Frazzoli et al. [68, 185, 153, 155, 154] used randomized searches to choose one from all possible cross patterns
and use a convex optimization on the chosen cross pattern to obtain a resolution maneuver minimizing energy.
They show that planar multi-airplane conflict resolution problem accounting all possible crossing patterns
among airplanes can be re-casted as a non-convex quadratically constrained program. They show that there
exists efficient numerical relaxations for this type of the problem. These relaxations lead to a random search
technique to compute feasible and locally optimal conflict-free strategies.
Bicchi et al. [14] proposed the planning optimal conflict resolution method for kinematic models of airplanes
flying in the horizontal plane with the constant cruise speed and curvature bounds. The conflict resolution is
formulated as an optimal control problem to minimize the flight time. The solution was used as the decentralized
hybrid system for mobile agents evolving on the plane [69, 162].
Pallotino et al. [161, 160] described two different formulations of the multi-airplane conflict resolution as
a mixed-integer linear program. In the first case, only velocity changes are considered. In the second case,
only heading manoeuvres changes are planned. The linear formalization of the problem is quickly solved with
existing solvers in contrast to the nonlinear model presented in [14]. The primary benefit of this approach is
its real-time implementation due to the speed of the solution. They prove that a decentralized adaptation of
the algorithm is possible with a given look-ahead distance considering the worst-case maneuvering requirements
during state transitions as other airplane become visible.
Raghunathan et al. [173] described the problem of the optimal cooperative three-dimensional conflict resolution with multiple airplanes as the rigorous numerical trajectory optimization – minimize a certain objective
function while the safe separation between each airplane pair is maintained. They model airplane as nonlinear
point-mass dynamics. The optimal control problem is converted to a finite dimensional nonlinear program
by the use of collocation on finite elements. The nonlinear problem is solved by the use of an interior point
algorithm that incorporates a line search method. They propose a reliable initialization strategy that yields a
feasible solution.
The major benefit of these methods is that there is clearly formalized the optimization criterion and the
final control is optimized with respect to the given problem definition. With increasing number of airplanes
the problem becomes analytically unsolvable. The limitation of considered time horizon simplifies the problem.
However, it is very hard to integrate airspace limitations like excluded airspaces (special use airspaces) and
ground surface. Thesis contribution includes the decentralized collision avoidance algorithm utilizing a solution
of the defined optimization problem where efficiency criteria, collision penalties and airplanes’ mission are
integrated in an objective function. There is used an optimization solver to find the optimal control for airplanes
optimizing over the objective function.

2.1.6

Combined Approaches

Pappas et al. [163, 197, 200, 181, 198] proposed an automated decentralized conflict resolution scheme based
on a hybrid system including both (i) noncooperative dynamic game and (ii) coordinated resolution based on
predefined control laws. The basic component of their collision avoidance architecture is the long range conflict
prediction component. This component identifies the set of airplanes involved in potential conflicts. Once this
set of airplanes is identified, their approach assumes that no new airplane will enter the set until all conflicts are
resolved. If a new airplane is likely to enter that set, an extended problem including this airplane is formulated.
The first attempt to resolve the conflict is to perform the noncooperative collision avoidance with no coordination among airplanes. In this case, airplanes are considered as players in a noncooperative, zero-sum
dynamic game [130]. Each airplane is aware of the possible actions of others. Actions of other airplanes are
modeled as disturbances. Assuming a saddle solution to the game exists, the airplane chooses an optimal policy
assuming the worst possible disturbance. The resulting solution involves switching between different modes of
operation and can be represented as a hybrid automaton. The performance requirements for each airplane are
encoded in various cost functions and the game is won whenever the cost function exceeds a certain threshold.
The performance requirement is encoded by the distance between two agents which should never fall below a
minimum threshold - known as a separation distance. If the saddle solution of the game is safe (the cost function
exceeds a certain threshold), the airplane follows the policy dictated by the saddle solution and no coordination
is used.
If the saddle solution of the game is not safe, partial coordination between airplanes is used in order to reduce
the disturbance set. During the partial coordination, homogenous airplanes exchange their disturbance sets for
which a safe solution exists for their game. If the intersection of these reduced disturbance sets is nonempty
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then collision can be avoided by simply reducing the possible actions of each airplane. With heterogenous
airplanes, where each airplane is ranked with unique priority, airplanes may choose their own policy as long as
it doesn’t interfere with the policies of the higher ranked agents. Whether the reduction of disturbance sets
still doesn’t lead to the safe solution, the full cooperative collision avoidance is applied. In this case, airplanes
follow predefined manoeuvres which are proven to be safe - for example the right hand rule. The coordination
among airplanes is in the form of predefined communication protocols and control laws which have been proven
to satisfy performance requirements.
In [163, 197], only heading control for airplanes is considered. In the subsequent extensions of this work [198,
194], there is addressed the noncooperative part of the hybrid architecture described above where the game is
modeled by a finite automata with differential equations associated with each state and results into the hybrid
system which is safe by design. There is provided the automata implementing a constant altitude conflict
resolution where there is considered both (i) resolution by angular velocity (heading changes) and (ii) resolution
by linear velocity (speed changes). In [195, 199, 196], there is provided verification that conflict resolution
manoeuvres resolves the initial conflict and are safe. Košecká et al. [110, 111] used potential and vector field
techniques for multiple airplane motion planning. The hybrid system technique introduced above utilizes the
coordination between airplanes using a series of horizontal and vertical planar avoidance manoeuvres resulting
in two and half dimensional solutions.
Krozel et al. [113] proposed an optimal control theory [20] to maximize the miss distance for short-term
conflicts. Their solution considers only short-term conflict for two airplanes in a deterministic setting. They
introduced a tactical alert zone around an airplane which is used by the optimal control strategy to provide a
resolution manoeuvre based on an economical conflict resolution strategy with safety integrated as a constraint.
The resolution strategy is the result of the optimization function where the closest approach is maximized. They
apply Euler-Lagrange equations for the optimal control. Moreover, initially only the two-dimensional case is
considered which provides heading or velocity manoeuvres only. Later in [114], they extended the approach to
provide the fully three-dimensional solution considering also altitude manoeuvres for the conflict resolution.
In [115, 117], they extended the tactical approach with the strategic level which provides the conflict resolution for mid-term collisions. They model the strategic conflict detection with a non-deterministic analysis by
introducing a conflict probability map. The strategic strategy optimizes economics while it maintains safety as
the constraint. The strategic conflict resolution strategy analyzes the geometry of heading, speed and altitude
manoeuvres and estimates the direct operating const for these manoeuvres.
Holdsworth [86] models an escape trajectories generated by different algorithms using Brisbane Model. The
presented method uses Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) and Dynamic Programming. It
uses tesselated space with aircraft’s position represented as one tile. This model with probability and risk
calculation is used to identify cases where algorithms fail for further analysis.
Gross et al. [80] used a mixed geometric and collision cone approach known from ground robotics [30] for
collision avoidance of two airplanes in the three-dimensional environment. For the most general cases, they
derived analytical results using numerical optimization techniques. The results provided by their algorithm are
optimal as they tend to minimize the velocity vector changes and thus result in minimum deviations from the
nominal trajectory and avoids the conflict. Similarly to [129], the mixed approach combines changes in velocity,
heading and vertical changes together. They integrate implicit bounds on the airspeed and turning rates to
enforce realistic scenarios.
Angelov et al. in [5] present passive approach to the conflict detection and resolution. The collision is
detected based only on the bearings of the aircrafts. The method estimates the risk based on the current and
passed bearings. The risk estimator uses the Gaussian. Once a collision is detected, the manoeuver based on
the worst case scenario is initiated. After avoiding the collision an optimal return to the pre-planned route is
executed.

2.1.7

Multi-agent Approaches

Wangermann et al. [215, 214, 213, 212, 82] used the principled negotiation [66] among agents with different
interests for the air-traffic management by time slot negotiations. In their approach, agents generate options
and assessing proposals that are best-suited to their problem. So, each agent optimizes its own actions. Actions
of all agents are incorporated in a declarative, procedural and reflexive model of behavior. Principled negotiation
allows agents to search options that would not be available otherwise, improving the utility function of all agents.
Rong et at. [180] described a cooperative agent-based solution based on constraint satisfaction problems.
Conflicting airplanes negotiate pair-wise until a mutually acceptable resolution is found. A pair-wise and
argument-based negotiation approach is established for the airplane to search for a multilaterally acceptable
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conflict resolution. The proposed algorithm can fail and no solution is provided. The ground based air-traffic
controller is always included in their system and acts as a high-level supervisor and coordinator. It has the
authority to approve or override any proposal from any airplane. If negotiation fails, the centralized controller
forces its own resolution.
Wollkind et al. [218, 184] defined various protocols for a fully distributed solution based on agent to agent
negotiation. They propose the solution for two airplane conflict using the monotonic concession protocol [229]
using aircraft to aircraft data links. The airplane looks 20 minutes into the future for prediction of conflicts. If
a new conflict is going to occur, the airplane initiates negotiation with the other airplane. Airplanes exchange
alternative trajectories along with utility scores integrating preferences of the airplane. After this exchange,
airplanes initiate the monotonic concession protocol to select one of the deals from the negotiation set.
Resmerita et al. [178, 176, 177, 175] used the airspace partitioning into static cells occupied by only one
airplane at given time. The conflict resolution is carried out by finding a conflict free path through that cells.
Two trajectories of airplanes are in conflict if they occupy the same cell at the same time. These cells become the
vertices of an undirected graph whose edges are paths between cells. Agent (airplane) trajectories are directed,
timed graphs that overlay the airspace graph. Before an aircraft enters the system, it registers itself with a
central controller that maintains a list of all airplanes and their trajectories. The controller then distributes
resources as planes request them, eliminating any communication between agents.
Conflict resolution becomes necessary when an agent desires a resource that has already been allocated.
First, the agent attempts to alternate the paths. If no acceptable path can be constructed, the controller will
request that agents holding the resources to free them by choosing alternate paths of their own. Such cascade
of resource shuffling can free necessary resource or fail and the airplane cannot enter the system at all. Each
airplane follows one of its optimal paths; if an optimal path cannot be found, it does not enter. This algorithm
is computationally intense and depends on a centralized controller with full knowledge.
Hill et al. [6, 85, 99, 84] used an approach based on the satisficing game theory [7, 192]. The satisficing
game theory is the concept based on the dual social utility: selectability and rejectability. The selectability
characterizes effectiveness in reaching the goal regardless the cost and the rejectability describes the amount of
resources consumed. Unlike conventional game theory models maximizing self interest metrics, they propose
satisficing extension where the airplanes take into consideration the preferences of others. Their algorithm
provides heading changes only. Each airplane divides all other into subgroups with specified priorities. Based
on these priorities, each airplane computes the complete selectability of higher ranked airplanes using its own
incomplete knowledge. This approach is very complex.
Thus, they introduce the simplified model, where the airplanes are divided into five groups according to
possible heading changes. The number of airplanes in each group is taken as a weight for the group. The final
decision is made according to whether the airplane is risk averse or risk seeking. Risk averse airplanes select
the option with the lowest rejectability utility and risk seeking airplanes select the option with the highest
selectability utility. The mode of the airplane is selected according to the difference between selectability and
rejectability utilities for each airplane.
Jonker et al. [100] used a monetary system by which selfish agents can cooperate reciprocally. Their domain
is tactical airport planning where agents represent airlines and jointly solve planning conflicts. They show that
a straight-forward market mechanism can lead to unfair situations when agents misuse key positions. They use
trust-based credit-valuation function for tactical airport planning, wrongdoers are retaliated and it is no longer
dominant to deviate from the retaliating strategy. They proposed the use of spender-signed money where every
user signs every credit it uses. Their mechanism is applied to the plan repair problem which works with a
pre-defined plan but this plan has to be altered depending on many reasons, e.g. delay.
Approaches provided by Wangermann et al. [215], Resmerita et al. [178] and Jonker et al. [100] are related
to conflict resolution but do not adopt the free flight concept which has many benefits in comparison to the
algorithms working with the current ATM structures. The iterative peer-to-peer collision avoidance approach,
presented in this thesis, is motivated by approaches used by Rong et al. [180] and Wollkind et al. [218]. There
are pairwise negotiations where in each negotiation a collision between two airplanes is resolved. The method
presented in this thesis is modified to work as the high-level process which modifies conflict resolution waypoints. This brings the ability to integrate airspace limitations and complex airplane dynamics which is not
considered in the previous work. The algorithm presented in the thesis is further extended with the concept
of an unchangeable time marker that allows to deploy the algorithm for real-time control. While agents are
negotiating about solution and perform planning, airplanes are still flying. This pairwise approach is modified
so it converges into a stable solution also for multi-airplane conflicts but its sub-optimality depends on the
order of pairwise negotiations. This inefficiency is tackled in the multi-party algorithm where the search for the
optimal combination of resolution manoeuvres is performed for all airplanes involved in a collision.
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2.1.8

Other Approaches

Erzberger et al. [59] presented the approach combining deterministic trajectory prediction and stochastic conflict
analysis to achieve the reliable conflict detection. The conflict probability algorithm is a three-dimensional
extension of their previous algorithm [159]. They formulate error models for trajectory prediction and estimate
conflict probability as a function of an encounter geometry. Then, they use motion equations for generating
four-dimensional trajectories for the automated conflict resolution with constraints on the conflict probability.
Viebahn et al. [208] developed the method for detecting and avoiding flight hazards that combines all
potential external threats for an airplane into a single system. Their method is based on an airplane surrounding
airspace model consisting of discrete volume elements. For each element of the volume the threat probability
is derived from the sensor output. The position of the own airplane is predicted by utilizing a probability
distribution. Such approach ensures that all potential positions of the airplane within the near future are
considered during weighting the most likely flight path. The conflict resolution manoeuvre is generated taking
into account all potential hazards in its surrounding.
Alliot et al. [3, 49, 78] solved multi-airplane conflicts by generating resolution manoeuvres for each aircraft
sequentially with a token allocation strategy. Each collision pair is solved so that there is no collision for the
next 5 minutes. They used the A* algorithm for selection the optimal maneuver from a set of predefined
manoeuvres. Problems may occur when one attempts to apply successive the pairwise resolution to multiple
aircraft conflicts. The performance depends highly on the quality of the ordering. It is extremely difficult to
find the optimal ordering [79, 50].
Burdun et al. [21] designed an artificial intelligence knowledge model which supports the automated conflict
management for the free flight operation. A group of potentially conflicting airplanes is represented as an
autonomous process. This process incorporates the principles of collective behavior inspired by nature, like bird
flocking, fish schooling, insect swarming, etc. These principles are used to manage potential conflicts based
on kinematic and geometric constraints. Beside these principles, it integrates also comprehensive knowledge of
system dynamics. They combine self-organization and physics-based prediction because a flocking model alone
is not sufficient to avoid collisions. Based on certain conditions they employ one of the method.
Hu et al. [92] used the braid theory to categorize the types of multi-airplane resolutions. They classify the
type of conflict resolution for airplanes’ encounters according to their state in the joint space-time coordinates.
The probabilistic resolution algorithm is integrated as a random type chooser so that the combinatorial optimization problem is solved with a randomized solution. The result of this classification assigns correspondence
with the one of the pure braid groups. They construct the resolution manoeuvres by solving a convex optimization problem to minimize the total length of trajectories included in the cost function for a given type of
maneuver.
For two airplanes, they use analytic expressions for construction of optimal resolution manoeuvres. For the
multiple airplane case, they use the convex optimization technique to find the optimal two-legged resolution
maneuver within each categorized collision type. For increasing the number of airplanes, their solution becomes
computationally complex. Due to the usage of randomized algorithms, their approach could produce different
solutions to the same conflict problems.
Krozel et al. [116] described the distributed algorithm using a constant speed heading changes only. It
resolves the future collisions in pair-wise manner using finite time horizon. The solution of the previous conflict
can cause further conflict which is solved within the next iteration. The colliding airplane is passed in front or
behind the conflicting airplane using two different strategies. The myopic strategy determines the most efficient
resolution for the conflict by choosing the front-side or back-side manoeuvre that requires the minimum heading
change. The look-ahead strategy first determines the most efficient maneuver (front- or back-side) and then
checks if this maneuver would create a new conflict earlier than the current one. If no such conflict is found, it
executes the selected manoeuvre (similar to myopic strategy). However, if such a conflict is found, it check the
opposite solution to see whether it is conflict-free. If so, it executes that solution. Otherwise, it searches for the
manoeuvre heading in 2 degree increments starting from the original variant until it finds a conflict-free path.
This results into a minimum separation distance in given time horizon.
Mao et al. [136, 44, 45, 133, 132] addressed the conflict resolution problem for two perpendicular airplane
flows intersecting at a fixed point. They proved that the resolution scheme based on one minimum heading
change formulated as the heading change manoeuvre upon entering the airspace provides a stable solution
for this conflict as an extension of their previous work [134]. Further work was extended to analyze the
multiple intersecting flows where simple decentralized conflict avoidance rules may not handle all traffic scenarios
[201, 135]. The conflict resolution problem is decomposed into a sequence of subproblems. Each involves only
two intersecting flows of airplanes. The strategy for achieving the decomposition is to laterally displace the
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airplane flows so that they intersect in pairs and the resulting conflict zones are non-overlapping. They define
conflict zone as a circular area that is centered at the intersection of a pair of flows. They formulate an
optimization problem to minimize the lateral displacements of the airplane flows. The non-convex problem is
then converted to a closed-form solution for three intersecting flows.
Bayen et al. [10, 11, 13] used a theoretical model of sector-based air-traffic flow which is derived using the
hybrid automata theory. Their model is based on trajectory dependent aggregate quantities such as the average
number of aircrafts in a portion of airspace. Using the finite set of simple instructions for airplanes provided
by the air-traffic control system, their model tries to reach thee maximum authorized number of aircraft in
sectors. The system is very close to the current air-traffic control based on pre-defined airways where the
system primarily controls the distribution of airplanes along these airways. The defined hybrid automaton used
for airplane control integrates also airways changes represented by shortcut and detour actions.
Visintini et al. [205, 124] defined the conflict resolution problem as an optimization of expected value
criterion. Their model includes the levels of uncertainty using a stochastic simulator [73]. The iterative procedure
based on Markov chain Monte Carlo is used for the conflict resolution in a stochastic setting. Their approach
is motivated by Bayesian statistics [144]. They consider an expected value resolution criterion that takes
into account separation. The approach selects the most efficient manoeuvre which is safe with high enough
probability. Such a constrained optimization problem they approximated by an optimization problem with an
expected value criterion so that the optimal manoeuvre ensures a high probability of constraint satisfaction.
The method is validated for terminal and approach sectors.
Grabbe et al. [75] set the domain in terms of a job shop scheduling problem over user-preferred routes
to reduce trajectory crossing points. For the specified job shop scheduling problem, they use a 0-1 integer
programming model to calculate the optimal departure and en-route control. The model is enhanced with a
ration-by-schedule based heuristic to transform the original model into a subset of problems.
Paielli [158] provided an algorithm for computing vertical resolution manoeuvres [157] to resolve air-traffic
conflicts within next two minutes. He uses several procedures including rejection of altitude amendments,
temporary altitudes, step altitudes, level-off confirmation.
Grabbe et al. [76, 77] proposed a sequential optimization method to manage the air-traffic flow under
uncertainty in airspace capacity. They developed a decision support system by integrating a deterministic
integer programming model for assigning delays to airplane under en-route capacity constraints to reactively
account for system uncertainties. They address the departure control model which assigns the pre-departure
delays to individual flights based on deterministic estimates of the flight schedule, airport capacities and airspace
capacities.
Some of the methods introduced above are not adopting the free flight concept and are based on the
structures in the current ATM. All others do not tackle the collision avoidance in the airspace domain with all
its restrictions as it is presented in this thesis. However, works listed above present various interesting scenarios
like randomized, super-conflict and perpendicular flow scenarios which were implemented and used for empirical
analysis presented at the end of the thesis.
Kim et al. [104] presents a real-time algorithm for collision avoidance which uses 3-D point - mass aircraft
models. The conflict probability is calculated by using Monte-Carlo simulation. Time of the collision and
distance between the aircrafts in the given time are compared to given threshold values to determine the
collision probability. For the conflict resolution, the predefined manoeuvres are used. The best manoeuver for
resolution is selected and the acceleration command is transformed into thrust, load and bank angle of the
aircraft.
Gariel and Feron [71] presented a 3D conflict resolution algorithm in the presence of uncertainty in the case
of failure in communication, navigation or surveillance systems. The authors propose to use a minimal set
of maneuvers – heading change, speed change and flight level change. The mixed integer program is used to
determine the set of maneuvers to be used in conflict resolution. Uncertainties are simply modeled as increase
in the requirements to the safety zone size.
Kouzegharani in his dissertation [109] models the conflict resolution process as an hybrid system - interaction of the continuous dynamics of the aircraft used for collision prediction together with the discrete conflict
detection logic. A hybrid hidden Markov model is used to enable the prediction of the stochastic aircraft states
by combining elements of the probabilistic timed input - output automaton and partially observable Markov
decision process frameworks.
In the dissertation of van Daalen [204], the author introduces probabilistic collision detection using the
flow of probability through the boundary of the conflict region. The actual conflict detection is computed
using adaptive numerical integration. The conflict resolution method uses the kino-dynamic motion planning
algorithms with probabilistic road-maps.
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Trajectory Planning

The trajectory planner is the crucial component of almost all autonomous systems for autonomous vehicles. Deliberative controllers of intelligent autonomous vehicles have to include the path planning component otherwise
they are not able to do any calculation related to the vehicle movement like estimation of time to accomplish
given task or evaluate the quality of some plan. Thus, the problem of path planning is widely addressed by
the research community. There are many approaches studied for the ground robotic domain which are working
in the two-dimensional space. Transition from the two-dimensional domain into the three-dimensional domain
makes the planning problem more complex as the state space is much larger.
The review of trajectory planning approaches is divided into following categories where each is described in
its own section and their relation to the planning approach presented in this thesis is discusses at the end of
each section. Section 2.2.1 summarizes classical planning approaches for a grid-based or graph representation
of the environment where there is the limited number of possible successors for each node – e.g. four or
eight-connected grids. Section 2.2.2 presents algorithms removing the limitation of the number of successors
and resulting in any-angle paths which are more realistic for the vehicle movement than those from the first
category. Section 2.2.3 provides a review of approaches based on randomized sampling of the state space which
are very popular last years. Section 2.2.4 contains algorithms utilizing the evolutionary concept of the genetic
algorithm. Section 2.2.5 presents potential and vector field methods for trajectory planning. The proposed
parallelization approaches in the research community is summarized in Section 2.2.6.

2.2.1

Grid-based Planners

One of the oldest and the widely used algorithm for the graph search is the Dijkstra algorithm [42]. The Dijkstra
algorithm computes paths from every node to a specified goal node where the search is started in the goal node.
Each node has a reference to the node from which this state has been generated. Thus, the planning from some
position to the goal requires to search for the appropriate state and then to proceed via parent references. The
A* algorithm [83] uses a heuristic to focus the search from the particular start location towards the goal. Thus,
the A* algorithm is accelerated and expand only the states which seem to be good candidates for the final
path considering a heuristic function. It produces a path from a single location to the goal very efficiently in
comparison to the Dijsktra algorithm. There are some limitations on the construction of the heuristic function
in order to find the optimal path.
Koenig et al. [107] described an incremental version of the A* algorithm called the Lifelong Planning A*
(LPA*) algorithm. An incremental search tends to only recalculate those start distances (distance from the
start to a given vertex) that have changed or have not been calculated in a previous planning run. The Lifelong
Planning A* algorithm uses heuristics to focus the search. A heuristic search tends to only recalculate those
start distances that are relevant for recalculating a shortest path from the start vertex to the goal vertex. Thus,
upon change in an edge cost in the graph, the algorithm recalculates only very few start distances. In other
words, when an edge cost is changed, the incremental A* algorithm reuses old knowledge and restart the search
from the beginning but only update already existing states.
Stentz [191] proposed the D* algorithm which is a graph-based search that extends A* to efficiently repair
solutions when changes are made to the graph. He integrated incremental repairing of the path which reuses
the information build in the previous search. The D* algorithm uses the opposite direction of the search, thus
it starts at the goal and searches towards the current vertex of the vehicle (robot). This removes the necessity
to replan the trajectory from the scratch (like in LPA* [107]) when new information about an environment
is discovered. He shows that such repairs significantly reduces the total time required for the initial path
calculation and subsequent path repairs. Later, Koenig et al. [106] extended the D* algorithm and combined
it with LPA*. The algorithm structure has been simplified and uses only one tie-breaking criterion when
comparing priorities which simplifies the maintenance of the priorities and does not need nested if-statements
with complex conditions. Ferguson et al. [62] proposed a modification of the D* algorithm so that the D* Lite
is yet more efficient. It comes with a modified version of D* Lite that delays the propagation of cost increases
as long as possible. When the cost changes occur, only affected states are updated. Other are updated during
the search or not updated at all if they are not necessary in the updated version.
Botea et al. [19] proposed a hierarchical approach for reducing the problem complexity in path-finding on
grid-based maps – hierarchical path-finding A* (HPA*). They convert a map into linked local clusters. At
the local level, the optimal distance for crossing each cluster are pre-computed and cached. At the global
level, clusters are traversed in a single big step. A hierarchy can be extended to more than two levels. Small
clusters are grouped together to form larger clusters. Computing crossing distances for a large cluster uses
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distances computed for smaller contained clusters. For this algorithm, it is no longer guaranteed optimality of
the resulting path and it depends on the set of hierarchy cluster setup.
Using sampling based algorithms working with the fixed grid, there is a trade-off between the search speed
(efficiency) and the search precision defined by the pre-specified sampling density of the continuous space (ability
to find path through small gaps). If the number of cells in the grid is high, then the search algorithm is slow.
There exists an extension of the A* algorithm, the incrementally refined A* algorithm [38], which starts sampling
initially with a sparse grid and its resolution is iteratively refined until a solution is found. Such a modification
generates a path that can go around obstacles instead of going through small gaps between them. To check
that no path exists between the initial and goal positions, it needs to iteratively fail several times until it fails
for the most precise search. Once the path is found, it cannot be guaranteed that there does not exist a better
(shorter) trajectory going through smaller gaps (which cannot be passed with a certain grid resolution). On
the other hand, to check that the path does not exist, it needs to iteratively fail several times.
The grid-based planners presented above are not suitable for the planning of the flight trajectory. The
path result of the algorithm is the sequence of line segments where the turn angles between two successive line
segments are from the limited set of angles [223]. The complex dynamic model of the airplane has to be modeled
with the nonholonomic system where the internal state depends on the path taken to achieve that state [16].
There is presented extension of the A* algorithm, called Accelerated A* algorithm, which is suitable for such
planning task. The original grid-based A* algorithm is used in one set of experiments, where properties of the
Accelerated A* algorithm is evaluated in grid-based planning.

2.2.2

Any-angle Grid-based Planners

All approaches presented in the previous section address the problem of planning over uniform four or eightconnected two-dimensional grid representations. Such limitation produces unrealistic paths for robots as it
produces a path that uses only a limited set of possible heading changes [223] – e.g. heading changes based on
45 degrees for eight-connected grid.
Ferguson et al. [65, 63, 165, 64] designed an interpolation-based planning algorithm called the Field D*
algorithm to avoid unnatural paths based on small set of possible headings changes. They use the linear
interpolation during planning to calculate the accurate path cost estimates for arbitrary positions within each
grid cell land produce paths with a range of continuous headings.
Carsten et al. [29] proposed an interpolation-based planning and replanning algorithm that is able to produce
direct, low-cost paths through the three-dimensional environment. This algorithm is called the 3D Field D*
algorithm. It extends the Field D* algorithm [65], which is suited for two dimensions only, to work with the
three-dimensional grid. Similarly, they use a path cost estimates for points not residing on the corners of
the grid. This estimation is computed by interpolation for points at the faces between adjacent cells. The
interpolation function integrates costs at all four corners of each face and the final cost is given by ration of
distances to that corner positions from the current position.
During the search, the algorithm computes the approximate least-cost path from one cell to its successor
minimizing the function for the cost through any point at their common faces. There can be computed the
optimal point, but it has to use the numerical optimization which is very slow. The output path is not
constrained with any limit on the turn and is relatively sharp.
Nash et al. [145] proposed the Theta* algorithm. Theta* is extended version of the A* algorithm that relaxes
the issue of unrealistic paths while running over the eight-connected grid. This is done by replacement of the
vertex parent with its grand-parent whether such connection doesn’t intersect any obstacle. Such modification
implies that the parent of a vertex can be any vertex in the grid and not only a neighbor like in the A* algorithm
running over the eight-connected grid. The described parent replacement is done for each generated state and
if it occurs, the cost of such state is updated to reflect the updated parent state. They provide also the anglepropagation version of Theta* which should limit the number of line-of-sight checks for obstacles. But they
experimentally found that such mechanism slows-down the algorithm runtime instead of speed-up.
Any-angle grid-based path planners summarized in this section produce still paths consisting as a sequence
of line segments. In contrast to the previous section, such paths can contain any angle turns between two
successive line segments. Such paths can be executed precisely by a vehicle which is able to stop at the end of
the line segment, turn itself and then continue along next line segment. This is typically valid for the ground
robotic domain but is impossible for airplanes. The path can be approximated but based on the available
turning radius of the airplane there can be lost separation from obstacles or excluded areas which are avoided
in the any-angle planning results. The Theta* algorithm which is the best from this category is used as a
comparator in the grid-based evaluation of the proposed Accelerated A* algorithm.
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2.2.3

Randomized Planners

Barraquand et al. [9] presented a planning algorithm performing a gradient descent search and when it gets
stuck in local minima it perform random motions to escape the potential well. The planning algorithm can
be viewed as a state machine with three states: (i) gradient descend, (ii) escape from local minima and (ii)
backtrack. First two states have been already introduced. The third state is triggered when the algorithm gets
stuck too many times. In such state, the algorithm performs a backtrack – it restarts the gradient descent
behavior from one of the points where the randomized escape was applied. The algorithm is relatively simple,
but there is required determination of the potential field function which is very hard to design based on the
environment.
LaValle et al. [123, 31, 122] presented the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) algorithm. RRT builds
a tree rooted at the starting configuration. At every iteration, a random configuration is generated and the
closest node in the tree is determined. By applying suitable inputs, the tree is extended from the closest node
towards a newly generated random configuration. Such extension of a branch in the tree terminates when an
obstacle is hit, or after the fixed integration time. By combining two trees into a bidirectional search schema,
RRT is able to solve challenging motion planning problems and is one of the fastest planners available. The
path produced by RRT is not guaranteed to be optimal with respect to path length, clearance, or any other
criteria.
Carpin at al. [28, 26] presented the one-pass (no preprocessing of an environment) motion planning algorithm
based on adaptive random walks. They introduced an adaptive components in order to let the algorithm adjust
its random components to better address the environment. The random walk approach is based on a simple
idea. It tries to find a solution by building a random walk growing from the start configuration. At every step, a
new sample is generated in the neighborhood of the last point in accordance with a Gausian distribution (higher
probability while it is closer). If the segment connecting them lies entirely in the free environment, the point
becomes the last point in the walk, otherwise it is discarded. They introduced the update procedure when the
point has been used. The aim of the update step is to introduce adaptivity in the sampling distribution. By
this way, the algorithm is able to modulate the sampling process in order to address the specific shape of the
region of the environment that the random walk is currently exploring.
The key benefit of the random walk algorithm is that one cycle of the algorithm doesn’t depend on the size
of the previously generated samples set. Thus it is done in almost constant time. Thus the overall time of the
algorithm is linear in the number of samples. The quality of the path is poor because it includes a wide number
of useless motions. They use post-processing smoothing which is repeated until the trajectory is smoothed.
Carpin et al. [27] extended the adaptive random walk planner [28] with the idea of a backtrack option from
the randomized potential field planner [9]. When the random walk gets stuck (some number of last steps is still
in the same neighborhood), they perform the backtrack where the new end node is selected randomly using a
uniform distribution from the set of already accepted samples. The next improvement is in the introduction of
a bias in the sampling distribution. The bias is integrated as a non-zero mean for the sampling (the original
random walk planner uses the zero-mean distribution for the sampling). They tried to introduce a bias towards
the goal or towards the current position of the secondary walk in the opposite direction – from the goal to the
start.
Random-based path planners are very fast and are able to search directly for the paths executable by a
nonholonomic vehicle. On the other hand, there cannot be guaranteed any optimality for resulting paths.
Due to their random nature, neither sub-optimality of them cannot be determined. These approaches are
very popular in the last few years as they are able to efficiently plan also in high-dimensional spaces. The
most popular family of RRT algorithms were selected as a representative of this category within the empirical
comparison of the Accelerated A* algorithm.

2.2.4

Evolutionary Planners

Michalewicz et al. [221, 126] developed a planning algorithm for a holonomic robot moving in 2D using the
power of evolutionary computation for motion planning tasks. The chromosomes are paths consisting of one or
more line segments. Each chromosome includes the initial and goal configurations, and additional intermediate
nodes. The number of nodes in a chromosome is randomly generated in the initialization process. The diversity
of the population is sustained by eight operators. The firing probabilities of the operators are not fixed bud
tuned during the evolutionary process.
Nikolos et al. [149] demonstrated an evolutionary approach able to solve the planning problem for an aerial
vehicle in the three-dimensional environment with obstacles. They integrated a genetic algorithm where paths
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are represented as B-Spline curves. A chromosome describing the path contains control points of a B-Spline
curve which form the path itself. They produced the initial population using a random number generator
restricted within certain boundaries avoiding the ground area. The evolution is then done by mutation which
randomly moves control points in a chromosome and by crossover operator combining two paths together.
Erinc et al. [57] used a genetic algorithm [142] to find and optimize solutions for nonholonomic motion
planning problems in static environments. Their approach is based on the present randomized algorithms to
come up with suboptimal paths and iteratively optimizes them according to a fitness function which includes
the path length, safety (clearance from obstacles) and smoothness (to prefer less curvature paths). They used
extended encoding representing a path as a linked list of nodes in a chromosome based on [221] and they
defined a set of four domain specific genetic mutation operators and a one-point crossover operator to evolve
the population over time.
The initial population is filled by chromosomes representing paths satisfying the nonholonomic constraints
by RRT algorithms [123]. The bidirectional RRT planner is used also for application of mutation and crossover
operators where it is used to make missing connection while the path is muted or crossed with another one.
They use the fixed number of iterations for a genetic algorithm.
Even though evolutionary approaches perform some type of optimization while they are searching for the
planning result, the quality of the resulting path cannot be guaranteed like for the random-based algorithms.
Such optimization is integrated in the phase of generation of a new population by application of mutation
and crossing operators to selected chromosomes according to a fitness function. The optimization criterion is
integrated in the fitness function. The size of the population and the number of evolutions have high influence
to the ability of evolutionary-based planners to find paths close to the optimal one.

2.2.5

Field-based Planners

Conner et al. [36] used a composition of local potential functions to develop the feedback control strategies
for the navigation. Their approach is based on decomposition of the free space into disjoint cells, and solving
control problem for specific cells using only local information. The adjacency graph of cells is determined as
ordering from each cell to the goal cell using the Dijskra’s algorithm [121]. Within each cell they defined a
control policy to move into a specified adjacent target cell determined as a successor cell. The overall control
policy is formed as a composition of the local control policies in a way that guarantees the overall performance.
They extended the work of Burridge et al. [24] and used a sequential composition to control the robot. Conner
et al. proposed the usage of hybrid switching control policies where the control policies are switched as the
system moves from cell to cell. Their control policies are defined such that the stability of the switched policies
is guaranteed. The extension of this approach for higher dimensions is given in [37].
Lindemann et al. [127] built a smooth vector field for path planning. The smooth field can be used for the
direct control of the movement. In the case of one global vector field, there has to be searched for a gradient
from the current position and then convert this gradient into the control input. Lindemann et al. divided an
environment into cells where each cell is defined as a convex polygon. They proposed to define a number of
vector fields: one for each cell and one for each face connecting two cells together. Then, they blent these
component vector fields together using a bump function where all queries can be done in linear time. Such
blending results into the globally-defined smooth vector field (except few singularities) and it is guaranteed to
arrive at a neighborhood of the goal state in finite time. This global vector field can be used directly to control
kinematic systems or can be used to develop dynamic control policies [179].
The initial construction of the field is done as follows. Using the goal state, they construct a graph connecting
cells with the Dijkstra algorithm [42]. They produce a path from each cell to goal cell – for each cell they have
a successor that represents the next cell on the path to the goal cell. Within each cell, they define a vector field
that takes every point in that cell to the face between it and its successor cell. In the case of the goal cell, the
vector field will take every point to the goal point. The issue of creating a smooth global field is addressed by
the usage of face vector fields. Each face of each cell is assigned a vector field which then correlates with the
global vector field.
Based on the configuration, these algorithms can provide an optimal control for vehicles to navigate them
to the goal configuration. The search process of these algorithms is pretty fast but they require very expensive
(especially for large-scale environments) re-building of their field structures if the goal state or position of
obstacles (excluding zones) are changed.
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2.2.6

Parallelization of the Search

Several approaches to the parallelization of the A* algorithm have been proposed in the research community.
The most straightforward approach is to implement open and closed lists in the shared memory which is used by
all the threads performing the search. To maintain data consistency, access to these lists must be synchronized
using mutual exclusion locks (mutexes) or concurrent implementations based on the non-blocking algorithms.
As a consequence, each time a thread needs to acquire a new node from the open list or check whether a node
has been processed before, it has to wait for the other threads to finish their updates on the lists. Since these
lists are updated after each expansion, such an approach suffers from a significant synchronization overhead
leading to a performance which is often inferior to the serial A* [22].
To reduce such an overhead, other approaches use a distributed representation of open and closed lists,
where each thread handles a part of them. Evett et al. [60] propose an algorithm called Parallel Retracting
A* (PRA*), which assigns newly generated states to threads according to a simple representation-based state
hashing scheme.
Burns et al. [22] extend the algorithm with a state abstraction mechanism. The new algorithm called
abstraction-based PRA* (APRA*) uses a user supplied abstraction function to partition the search state space
graph into so-called nblocks that tend to encapsulate highly connected parts of the graph. The nblocks are
assigned to the search threads that perform expansion of its states. Since most of the newly expanded states
belong to the same nblock, the abstraction reduces the amount of communication and synchronization needed
to perform the search. On 4 threads, they report 1.8x speed-up over the serial A* algorithm in the grid path
finding domain.
Another extension of PRA*, called HDA*, was introduced by Kishimoto et al. [105]. In their proposal,
synchronous messaging between the threads in PRA* is replaced by asynchronous communication. Their work
reports that the algorithm performs significantly better than the original PRA* algorithm. The experimental
data in the domain of grid path finding from Burns et al. [23] show that HDA* achieves 1.3x speed-up on 4
threads over APRA*.
An algorithm that combines both abstraction and asynchronous communication, named AHDA*, has been
studied by Burns et. al. [23]. The results of experiments performed in classical planning domains (grid path
finding, sliding piles and STRIPS planning) suggest that AHDA* outperforms both APRA* and HDA*. On 4
threads, in the domain of grid path finding, AHDA* yields 2.5x speed-up over the serial A* algorithm.
The Parallel Accelerated A* algorithm presented in the thesis combines the ideas from the HDA* algorithm
[105] (distribution of open and closed lists and asynchronous communication) with fast AA*(adaptive sampling)
and partitioning of the geographical space suitable for motion planning. It uses distributed open and closed
lists. Each core/processor has a partition of the search space assigned to it and instances of open and closed
lists based on the hash function described later. When the planning process starts, the processor which has the
starting state in its assigned partition starts the search space exploration.

2.3

Modeling and Simulation of Air-Traffic

To handle increasing traffic, there is a need to modernize and automate air-traffic management tools to help
human controllers handle high amounts of traffic. Such new advanced functions would lower the cognitive load
of controllers, maintain safety (e.g., minimize near miss situations) and increase efficiency (i.e., optimize consumed energy and thus minimize pollution caused by growing traffic). The Next-Generation Air Transportation
Systems (NextGEN) [146] program is designed to coordinate the evolution of air-traffic management systems
to satisfy future growth of air-traffic without losing efficiencies with the aviation community. Many interesting
concepts are prepared in NextGEN, but before they can be implemented into daily usage they have to be
rigorously tested.
The most precise air-traffic management studies are carried out with human-in-the-loop (HITL) simulations [102] where human interaction is integrated in the simulation model. HITL simulations in air-traffic
management are resource intensive requiring many people (e.g., human controllers, pilots and other ATM
staff). Such simulations usually run in real-time and thus the test cases must be limited in duration and scope
of studied National Air-Space (NAS) portion. It is not possible to simulate a whole NAS operation in HITL
simulation as it requires integration of thousands of people providing ATM services into the simulation. New
approaches have to be studied within NAS-wide area as minor local delays can potentially cascade into large
regional congestion [202]. Thus, there are used high-fidelity simulators where new concepts can be evaluated
with comparison to current air-traffic management procedures. For example, the simulation and analysis team
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at the FAA uses various air-traffic management simulators1 to validate new aviation concepts, technologies, and
system capacity issues to evaluate the performance of both emerging and existing systems within NAS. Usage
of multiple different fast-time simulators helps to cross validate air-traffic management study evaluations and
allows the different simulation capabilities provided by those tools.
The Airspace Concept Evaluation System (ACES) [72] is a non-real-time modeling and simulation environment for NAS, developed by NASA Ames Research Center. ACES is composed of inter-operable models
that represent the gate-to-gate actions in NAS. The ACES prototype uses the distributed simulation approach
called High Level Architecture (HLA). HLA is a set of processes, tools, and middle-ware software developed
to support plug-and-play assembly of independently developed models. ACES is a discrete time event-based
simulation where each NAS entity is a software entity with internal rules and logic governing its behavior and
interacting with others via messaging during decentralized runtime. Collected data are centrally post-processed
after simulation.
The National Airspace System Performance Analysis Capability (NASPAC) [174] is an integrated set of
computer modules designed to model the entire NAS, the en-route structure and traffic flows, as a network
of inter-related components, reflecting the effects of weather conditions, air-traffic control procedures, and aircarrier operating practices. NASPAC uses a mixture of intelligent error-checking, high processing speed, and
fine tuned control of simulation runs to accelerate assessments of NAS performance. The NASPAC simulation
flies individual aircraft through daily itineraries and provides statistical reports on delays and observed flow
rates. The model includes simplified representations of en-route sectors, as well as airports.
The Reorganized ATC Mathematical Simulator Plus (RAMS Plus) [54] is a fast-time discrete-event simulation software package providing functionality for the study and analysis in ATM. The RAMS Plus package
contains integrated editor and display tool, rapid data development, stochastic traffic generation, 4D flight
profile calculation, sectorisation, conflict detection and rule-based resolution, airspace routing, free-flight and
RVSM zones and reporting package.
Agent-based simulations have recently become a popular way to model and study complex multi-actor
systems, complementing the long-established system dynamics and discrete-event simulation approaches [18]
in various domains. In this thesis, the air-traffic model designed as the agent-based system providing highfidelity models and interactions of human controllers and pilots is presented. For a large number of simulated
entities, high complexity of their reasoning and/or high complexity of entities-environment interaction, a single
machine might not be able to host the whole simulation. To support such a case, the thesis presents an effective
distribution schema that would enable the simulation to scale-up. The presented approach can perform in
real-time and/or faster-than-realtime distributed large-scale simulations.
There exist two basic approaches to agent-based simulations – analytic simulation and distributed virtual
environments. The analytic simulation is typically used for high fidelity simulation of a given problem with a
maximum detail and accuracy to provide results for further analysis of the problem. Analytic simulation runs
typically without human interaction and thus a repeated simulation run with the same initial configuration
leads to the same results. Furthermore, the relation to real-world time (referred to also as wall clock ) is not
important in analytic simulation and the simulation is therefore executed at maximum speed to deliver the
results as soon as possible (this mode is also referred to as as fast as possible [70] mode). The simulation is
synchronous and usually deterministic and can be based either on time steps or on events. The time-stepped
simulation advances by predefined equally-sized (virtual simulation) time steps [81, 220] and new states of the
simulation are computed after each such a step. The event-driven simulation uses events as a basis for its
execution [8, 148]. Each event is scheduled with a time-stamp and the simulation framework advances to the
time of the event with the earliest time-stamp and determines the new states.
The distributed virtual environments (DVEs) [216] are used to create a realistic illusion of real-world environment to a human user for purposes such as training or entertainment. Because of involvement of human
users, DVEs are usually paced with wall clocks and do not produce the same results when repeated. They also
usually do not support absolute synchronization and ordering of messages [128, 228, 143]. High level architecture
(HLA) [39, 118] is an industry standard developed as an extension of DVE simulation. The architecture has
been defined by a working group formed by the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office in order to standardize
simulation development and allow inter-operability between various simulators produced by multiple vendors
by using standardized simulation roles, predefined communication protocols and the data exchanging format.
Numerous multi-agent simulations with varying level of detail, different purposes and coverage have been
developed. Yamamoto [222] presents ZASE platform for simulation up to millions of agents. The platform
1 http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ang/offices/ac_td/at_sys_con_dev/sim_analysis_team/
models/
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supports only static load balancing and does not support virtual world with interaction between physical body
of the agents and environment. Jamali [98] presents approach for balancing computation resources in widearea networks. Agogino [1] uses agent-based simulation for incremental enhancements of the current air-traffic
management (ATM). Krozel [112] uses the FACET simulation system to model air-traffic in inclement weather.
Gorodetsky [74] uses an agent-based simulation for ATM within the air-space of large airports. Hwang [95]
uses simulation for verification of collision avoidance algorithms. All of the above systems focus on simulating a
particular subset of the overall air-traffic. On the other hand, the presented approach aims to provide a model
of the entire air-traffic. The huge computational requirements resulting into the development of the distributed
multi-agent simulation platform described in this thesis.
The agents modeling human operation in the air-traffic management system integrates workload model which
is based on multiple resource theory (MRT) [217]. MRT proposes that the human operator have several different
pools of resources that can be tapped simultaneously. Depending on the nature of the task, there resources
may have to process information sequentially if the different tasks require the same pool of resources, or can
be processed in parallel if the task requires different resources. The MRT theory views performance decrement
as a shortage of these different resources and describes humans as having limited capability for processing
information. Cognitive resources are limited and a supply and demand problem occurs when the individual
performs two or more tasks that require a single resource. Excess workload caused by a task using the same
resource can cause problems and result in slower task performance. Specifically, the integrated workload model
uses four processing resources [137]: visual, cognitive, auditory and psychomotor. Based on these four resources,
the approach is known as VCAP model. The visual and auditory components in the model are external stimuli
that are attended to. The cognitive component describes the level of information processing required. The
psychomotor component describes the physical actions required.
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Chapter 3

Thesis Contribution
The major contribution of the thesis is usage of agent-based approach to air-traffic modeling, simulation and
collision avoidance. There are presented multiple distributed algorithms for autonomous collision avoidance
among airplanes, the extension of A* algorithm for efficient optimization-based search in the large-scale environments and scalable high-fidelity multi-agent simulation with intelligent load balancing. All presented work
have been successfully implemented and empirically validated within AgentFlysystem. AgentFlyhas been
developed at Czech Technical University in Prague with substantial contribution of the thesis author and the
rest of implementation have been done under technical supervision of the thesis author. AgentFly [171] is
a scalable agent-based software prototype for airspace simulation, planning and collision avoidance validation.
This complex system is the result of many projects coordinated by the thesis author. The major achievement
of AgentFlyis the cooperation with U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) where AgentFlyis used for
validation of new advanced function within the big research program called Next-Generation Air Transportation
System (NextGEN) [146] coordinating the evolution of air-traffic management systems to satisfy future growth
of air-traffic without losing efficiencies. FAA uses also other simulation tools, e.g. Airspace Concept Evaluation
System (ACES) developed by NASA Ames Research Center. AgentFlyprovides capabilities which are not
supported by other existing air-traffic simulation systems. Within the following sections the contribution in
three key components are presented.

3.1

Agent-Based Collision Avoidance

In [189, 209] three decentralized peer-to-peer multi-agent conflict detection and collision-avoidance algorithms
are presented: (i) rule-based, (ii) iterative peer-to-peer and (iii) multi-party approaches. In all cases, each
airplane is controlled by an agent. Collision avoidance algorithms are using coordination among autonomous
agents in order to search for better collision avoidance results in respect to a defined metrics. They are based
on high-level flight-plan variations using evasion maneuvers utilizing flight trajectory planner. The algorithms
work with a different level of coordination autonomy, respect realistic assumptions of imprecise flight execution,
and work in real time, where the planning and plan-execution phases interleave. The algorithms are evaluated
experimentally, and their quality is studied in comparison with existing collision avoidance methods within
various simulation scenarios.
The rule-based approach combines geometrical resolution with the rule-based system integrating the Visual
Flight Rules (VFR) widely used by human pilots [150]. The airspace around the airplane is divided into 4
sectors. First, the type of the collision between the airplanes is identified and the specific conflict type is
detected based on the angle between the direction vectors of the concerned airplanes projected to the ground
plane. Based on the identified collision type, each airplane applies evasion manoeuvre defined by the set of
rules. The rule set guarantees that the solution is stable.
The iterative peer-to-peer approach integrates multi-agent negotiation into conflict resolution process. The
algorithm itself is domain independent where the manoeuvre implementation is domain dependent. The core
of the algorithm provides solution for a pair of airplanes. First, the participating airplanes generate a set
with various modified flight trajectories and each variation is evaluated with the utility value. The utility
function is used to include the airplane’s intention to the proposed solutions of the conflict. Variations of their
flight trajectories are generated using 7 parameterized conflict resolution manoeuvres: straight manoeuvre (no
change to the flight plan), turn right, turn left, climb, descend, speed up and slow done manoeuvre. The best
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possible conflict resolution manoeuvre is identified by a variation of the monotonic concession protocol [229].
The multi-collision of multiple airplanes is solved iteratively in pairs.
The multi-party approach is based on the dynamic creation of groups of airplanes with related mutual
conflicts. The multi-party group together solve one or more conflicts. The key idea behind the algorithm is
to search the state space of possible applications of sequences of conflict resolution manoeuvres on the flight
plans of airplanes. The goal of the search is to solve a multi-conflict with respect to given criterion evaluating
the fitness of solution. In the denser airspace, this method provides better utilization of the airspace than the
iterative peer-to-peer approach but it requires higher communication bandwidth in order to cover all negotiation
during distributed search.
For the cases when the communication between planes is not possible (communication device is broken,
other airplane refuses to communicate or uses incompatible system), the non-cooperative conflict detection and
resolution is proposed in [186, 209]. The proposed method is based on a dynamic no-flight zones driving the
airplane to avoid conflict with another airplane. The designed method utilizes underlying trajectory planning
algorithm which is able to plan optimized flight trajectory avoiding defined no-flight zones and respecting
all other airspace and airplane constraints. The algorithm consists of two components: tracker and conflict
detector. The tracker component utilizes information obtained from the sensors (either on-board or off-board,
e.g. radar) providing the feed of positions of unknown objects in the surrounding area around the airplane. The
observations are then used to build prediction (e.g. using linear predictor) of future trajectory of each object.
Predicted trajectory from the tracker is going into conflict detector which combines predicted trajectories with
own planned flight trajectory. The potential area of conflict (the area with high probability of collision) is then
encapsulated into no-flight zone and flight trajectory re-planning is invoked. The described process is repeated
each time the new values from sensors are processed.
In [186], there were designed the multi-layer collision avoidance concept integrating all algorithm above in the
airplane decision process. The multi-layer collision avoidance concept implements the high-level meta reasoning
process which chooses which algorithm is used in the given situation. It also monitors the avoidance process
and when the solution is not provided within the limited time, other algorithm is invoked. This component is
crucial for the real-time deployment for air-traffic domain where the airplane cannot stop while the collision
avoidance planning is performed. Thanks to the non-cooperative approach using the dynamic no-flight zones,
the multi-layer collision avoidance concept allow to combine non-cooperative approach applied with some local
traffic with cooperative (negotiation-based) approaches used with the same time for compatible airplanes nearby.
This helps to better utilize limited airspace.
In [190], there is presented decentralized collision avoidance algorithm utilizing a solution of the defined
optimization problem where efficiency criteria, collision penalties and airplanes’ missions are integrated in an
objective function. The optimal control for airplanes is a set of actions which minimize the objective function and
thus solves collisions as well. There is used Probability Collectives (PC) framework [125, 219] as an optimization
solver. The PC is a stochastic optimizer using probabilistic operators optimizing over a variable space. The
major benefit of the PC optimizer is that the whole optimization process can be distributed among several
agents controlling airplanes – several parts can be performed simultaneously. In [207], the collision avoidance
optimization problem has been extended with surveillance of the area by multiple airplanes. An objective
function combines components providing collision avoidance to airplanes and autonomous coordinated area
surveillance for group of airplanes. The coordinated surveillance is defined as the minimization of the age of
information in any part of the surveillance area.

3.2

Trajectory Planning

The multi-agent collision avoidance methods are based on high-level flight-plan variations using evasion maneuvers utilizing flight trajectory planner. Such approach requires efficient trajectory planner component. In [187],
the extension of A* algorithm called Accelerated A* trajectory planning is presented. The Accelerated A* algorithm removes the trade-off between the speed and the search precision by introduction the adaptive sampling.
The adaptive sampling uses the adaptive parametrization for the expansion component of the algorithm to reduce the number of states and thus accelerates the search process in the large-scale environment. The adaptive
sampling is based on the following idea - if the current state is far from any obstacle, parameters are higher and
vice versa. This mechanism leads into variable density of samples based on the distance to the nearest obstacle
- samples are sparse far from excluded areas and denser when they are closer, see Figure 3.1. The properties of
the Accelerated A* algorithm were studied within the well-defined any-angle grid based path planning problem
in thousands of experiments with other trajectory planning approaches. The sub-optimality of the algorithm
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has been analyzed and resulted in the derivation of the maximum difference between trajectories provided by
the Accelerated A* algorithm and the optimal paths.

obstacle

start

Figure 3.1: The adaptive sampling in the two-dimensional example.
In [188], the grid based planning approach has been extended to plan trajectory for the complex dynamic
model of the airplane modeled as the nonholonomic system where the internal state depends on the path
taken to achieve that state [16]. The model includes constraints on its acceleration/deceleration, minimum and
maximum flight speed, minimum turn radii (yaw and pitch angular velocity) and the maximum climb/descend
rate (maximum pitch angle). In this case, samples of continuous airspace are generated using the valid flight plan
elements uniquely defining a flight trajectory respecting the airplane model. The adaptive sampling controls
the distance between the start and end of each flight element. The larger steps are done in the areas far from
the obstacles (excluded areas). There is defined the search precision which defines the minimum sampling step
and thus the ability of the Accelerated A* algorithm to find a path through narrow areas in the airspace. Each
generated path during the search, is smoothed based on the extended Dubin car problem [43].
The speed of the algorithm is affected by the number of obstacles represented geometrically. In [211], there
is proposed iterative variant of the Accelerated A* algorithm while it was deployed for the flight trajectory
planning over the U.S. National Airspace covering large part of the earth surface having thousands of complex
excluded airspace (obstacles). In the first iteration, the iterative version of the search algorithm considers a very
limited subset of obstacles. The subset of obstacles contains only obstacles which are closer than defined limit to
the last trajectory candidate which is initially set as the shortest connection between start and goal regardless
obstacles. If the planning with the reduced subset of obstacles is not successful and the plan candidate intersects
any obstacle from the global set of obstacles, the next iteration is invoked. Within the next iteration, another
subset of obstacles using the path candidate is included into working set. This relaxation significantly reduces
the number of tests in Accelerated A* algorithm and thus saves a significant amount of computational time.
The possible parallelization of the Accelerated A* algorithm exploiting the power of widely available multicore machines to accelerated the search has been proposed in [108]. The Parallel Accelerated A* algorithm
combines the ideas from the HDA* algorithm [105] (distribution of open and closed lists and asynchronous communication) with partitioning of the geographical space of the planning domain. The algorithm uses distributed
open and closed lists. Each core/processor has a partition of the search space assigned to it and instances of open
and closed lists based on the hash function described later. The partitioning of the space affects the number of
messages sent among processors, processor utilization and therefore the performance of the algorithm. Thus,
there is trade-off between optimization of the number of messages exchanged and performance of the search.

3.3

Modeling and Simulation of Air-Traffic

In [206, 171], there is presented high-fidelity multi-agent simulator of air-traffic domain. Agents in the simulation represent: airplanes with their pilot agents, environmental simulation agents, and scenario control and
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visualization agents. The simulation system support simulation in both cartesian coordinate system for localized simulation scenarios and GPS coordinate system for Earth-wide simulation. Civilian airplanes are precisely
modeled using total energy models where their parameterizations for different airplane types are defined in Base
of Aircraft Data (BADA) [151]. The simulation architecture integrates the concept of dynamic partitioning of
scalable simulation complemented with intelligent load-balancing process so that large-scale simulation with
acceptable simulation speed could be performed, see Figure 3.2. The presented simulation approach is designed
to simulate entities to high details that require extended computation resources. To simulate a huge amount of
entities (airplanes), distributed simulation is introduced using spatial partitioning and dynamic load balancing.
Partitions are dynamically updated during the simulation based on the number of airplanes in various places of
the simulated airspace and available computational power of connected computers. The dynamic load-balancing
allows to perform one simulation run in as fast as possible manner. For example, precise simulation of complete
one-day air-traffic flying under Instrumented Flight Rules (IFR) touching in any flight phase U.S. National
Airspace requires less than fifteen minutes using six desktop computers.

Figure 3.2: Partitioning example of the airspace around the Earth from one large-scale simulation.
The simulation utilizes combination of two simulation approaches: time-stepped and event-driven. The timestepped simulation advances by predefined time steps [220]. The new states of the simulation are computed after
each time step. This approach is used for the simulation of the environment (movement of airplanes, weather,
etc.). The time-step value is determined based on the precision of the simulation. For example, simulation of
airplanes in en-route phase requires twelve seconds radar updates covering U.S. National Airspace. On the other
hand, event-driven simulation approach [148] allows to schedule events to any precise time moments. Events
are processed by the simulation in time order. Events scheduled for the same time are processed based on
their mutual priorities. Usage of events in the distributed simulation is deterministic and integrate controlled
randomness into the simulation through proper random seeds and probability models.
In [210], the multi-agent air-traffic simulator have been extended with agents modeling operation of enroute human air-traffic controllers. These agents supports crucial activities as they are done by real human
controllers. Each agent operates within assigned sector1 . For example, radar en-route sector agent contains
precise models for: (i) scan, monitor and analyze, (ii) handoff, (iii) standard operating procedures and (iv)
resolve detected future conflicts on flight trajectories. Agent-based model can use only information which is
available for the real controllers like his radar display system, sector radio and communication with other
controllers, see Figure 3.3. The operation of sector controller is emulated using workload model which is based
on multiple resource theory (MRT) [217]. The human operator is modeled as multiple execution resources.
Depending on the nature of the task, resources may process information sequentially if different tasks require
the same pool of resources, or can be processed in parallel if a task requires different resources. The MRT
1A

sector is a three-dimensional volume of airspace with defined boundaries and radio coverage for communication with airplanes.
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Figure 3.3: Simulation of two selected sectors (left) and modeled radar display and controller model actions in
one of them (right).
theory views performance decrement as a shortage of these different resources and describes humans as having
limited capability for processing information. Specifically, the integrated workload model uses four processing
resources: visual, cognitive, auditory and psychomotor. The visual and auditory components in the model are
external stimuli that are attended to (radar display system, hearing sector radio or land-line communication
system among controllers). The cognitive components describes the level of information processing required.
The psychomotor component describes the physical actions required.
Supported procedures of the human controller are composed from many elementary actions organized in
dependency chains. Each particular elementary action has defined which components from workload model it
requires, duration and priority. An action can be performed if its predecessor(s) are completed and respective
resources from workload model are available at that moment. Activities of human controllers have been precisely
modeled based on many discussions with air-traffic management experts provided by U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). Durations, priorities and resources required by each action have been determined in
cooperation with Human Factor laboratory at FAA based on data recorded during human-in-the-loop (HITL)
simulations [102] with real human air-traffic controllers. The designed high-fidelity multi-agent air-traffic model
is used by FAA for validation of new advanced concepts designed within the Next-Generation Air Transportation
System (NextGEN) [146]. The simulation is complementary tool for evaluation of new concepts to HITL
simulations. HITL simulations in air-traffic domain are resource intensive requiring many people (e.g. human
controllers, pilots and other staff). Such simulations usually run in real-time and thus the test cases must be
limited in duration and scope of studied airspace portion. It is not possible to simulated a whole airspace in HITL
simulation as it requires integration of thousands of people providing air-traffic services into the simulation.
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Chapter 4

Articles and Papers in Collection
The collection contains four articles in impacted journals, one book chapter and five papers published in the
proceedings of international conferences or workshops. All publications have been written and published while
D. Šišlák was employed at Czech Technical University in Prague, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and these
percentage contributions comes from the university’s system for publications from where they are exported to
the information register of R&D results (RIV).

4.1

Journal Articles

D. Šišlák, P. Volf, and M. Pěchouček. Agent-Based Cooperative Decentralized Airplane-Collision Avoidance.
IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transporation Systems, 2011, vol. 12, p. 36-46. ISSN 1524-9050.
• Author’s contribution: 60% - brought the topic, designed all algorithms, participating on implementation
and evaluation, complete writing.
• Journal impact factor 3.452 in 2011.
D. Šišlák, P. Volf, M. Pěchouček, and N. Suri. Automated Conflict Resolution Utilizing Probability Collectives
Optimizer. IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics - Part C: Applications and Reviews, 2011,
vol. 41, p. 365-373. ISSN 1094-6977.
• Author’s contribution: 65% - brought the topic, designed algorithms, performed majority of implementation and evaluation, complete writing.
• Journal impact factor 2.009 in 2011.
P. Volf, D. Šišlák, and M. Pěchouček. Large-Scale High-Fidelity Agent-Based Simulation in Air Traffic Domain.
Cybernetics and Systems, 2011, vol. 42, p. 502-525. ISSN 0196-9722.
• Author’s contribution: 45% - brought the topic, participating in all phases, significant part of writing.
• Journal impact factor 1.182 in 2011.
M. Pěchouček, and D. Šišlák. Agent-Based Approach to Free-Flight Planning, Control, and Simulation. IEEE
Intelligent Systems, 2009, vol. 24, p. 14-17. ISSN 1541-1672.
• Author’s contribution: 50% - brought the topic, participating in all phases, significant part of writing.
• Journal impact factor 3.144 in 2009.

4.2

Book Chapters

D. Šišlák, P. Volf, Š. Kopřiva, and M. Pěchouček. AgentFly: Scalable, High-Fidelity Framework for Simulation,
Planning and Collision Avoidance of Multiple UAVs. Sense and Avoid in UAS: Research and Applications,
Wiley: John Wiley&Sons, Inc., 2012, p. 235-264. ISBN 978-0-470-97975-4.
• Author’s contribution: 40% - substantial part of ideas, participating in all phases, significant part of
writing.
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4.3

Proceedings Papers

D. Šišlák, P. Volf, D. Pavlı́ček, and M. Pěchouček. NAS-wide En-route Air-traffic Controller Modeling. In
Integrated Communications, Navigation and Surveillance Conference (ICNS), Herndon, VA, USA, IEEE, 2012,
p. J3-1–J3-7. ISBN 978-1-4673-1901.
• Author’s contribution: 30% - substantial part of ideas, participating in all phases, complete writing.
Š. Kopřiva, D. Šišlák, and M. Pěchouček. Towards Parallel Real-Time Trajectory Planning. In Advances on
Practical Applications of Agents and Multi-Agent Systems, Springer, 2012, p. 99-108. ISBN 978-3-642-28785.
• Author’s contribution: 45% - brought the topic, substantial part of ideas, participating in all phases.
P. Volf, D. Šišlák, D. Pavlı́ček, and M. Pěchouček. Surveillance of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Using Probability
Collectives. In Holonic and Multi-Agent Systems for Manufacturing, Springer, 2011, p. 235-245. ISBN 978-3642-23180.
• Author’s contribution: 30% - brought the topic, substantial part of ideas, participating in all phases,
significant part of writing.
Š. Kopřiva, D. Šišlák, D. Pavlı́ček, and M. Pěchouček. Iterative Accelerated A* Path Planning. In Proceedings
of 49th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control, Atlanta, GA, USA, IEEE, 2010, p. 1201-1206. ISBN 9781-4244-7744-9.
• Author’s contribution: 30% - substantial part of ideas, participating in all phases.
D. Šišlák, P. Volf, and M. Pěchouček. Accelerated A* Trajectory Planning: Grid-based Path Planning
Comparison. In Proceedings of ICAPS 2009 Workshop on Planning and Plan Execution for Real-World Systems,
2009, p. 74-81.
• Author’s contribution: 34% - brought the topic, designed algorithm, implement and perform all experiments, complete writing.
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Airplane-Collision Avoidance
David Šišlák, Přemysl Volf, and Michal Pěchouček, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The efficiency of the current centralized air-traffic
management is limited. A next-generation air transportation system should allow airplanes (manned and unmanned) to change
their flight paths during the flight without approval from a centralized en route control. Such a scheme requires decentralized
peer-to-peer conflict detection and collision-avoidance processes.
In this paper, two cooperative (negotiation-based) conflictresolution algorithms are presented: iterative peer-to-peer and
multiparty algorithms. They are based on high-level flight-plan
variations using evasion maneuvers. The algorithms work with
a different level of coordination autonomy, respect realistic assumptions of imprecise flight execution (integrating required navigation performance), and work in real time, where the planning
and plan-execution phases interleave. Both algorithms provide a
resolution in a 4-D domain (3-D space and time). The proposed
algorithms are evaluated experimentally, and their quality is studied in comparison with a state-of-the-art agent-based method—the
satisficing game theory algorithm.
Index Terms—Agent-based collision avoidance (CA), air-traffic
control, conflict resolution, cooperation, distributed coordination,
optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ODAY, air-traffic management (ATM) uses a centralized
air-traffic control, which is responsible for safe flight separation. Each airplane is required to provide the traffic control
with its suggested flight plans (FPs) covering the entire flight
trajectory before takeoff. Traffic control authorizes the flight
before takeoff. During the flight, the airplane is in permanent
contact with the respective traffic-control centers in the appropriate air sector [1]. The responsibility for airplanes’ separation
lies on the traffic controllers who do not optimize airplanes’
trajectories with respect to their individual priorities but only
provide safety separation for them. By this, unnecessary fuel
is wasted, and atmospheric pollution increases [2]. In 2005,
322 272 h of delays were estimated within the U.S. airspace
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with a total cost estimated to exceed $3 billion [3]. Although
the growth of the air-transport demand has been reduced by the
global financial crisis in the last two years, the demand for air
transportation will be increasing in the few next decades. In [4],
Boeing anticipates that cargo will triple over the next 20 years.
Thus, the current system cannot guarantee that it will work
efficiently and provide safe control in the future, particularly
when the number of flights is increasing.
In a large research program studying Next-Generation Air
Transportation Systems [5], the free-flight concept [6] for the
en route part of the flight is addressed—the airplane can fly
freely according to its own priorities, and only its operations
in the terminal parts are coordinated with ground-based ATM.
The free-flight concept relaxes the requirements for permanent
contact with the air-traffic controllers, and the separation is
achieved by negotiation among airplanes. The free-flight approach requires decentralized algorithms providing collision
detection and avoidance for the flight. The same mechanism is
addressed in the Unmanned Aerial System domain where each
airplane is required to implement an automatic See-and-Avoid
capability [7] to provide safe operation from the collisionavoidance (CA) perspective. The most challenging task is a
mixed operation of both manned (either civilian or military) and
unmanned airplanes in the same airspace.
This paper presents a decentralized CA approach compatible
with the free-flight concept considering the following realistic
assumptions for ATM. Airplanes cannot stop flying while the
algorithms detect potential conflicts on the airplanes’ trajectories and searching for conflict resolution. Thus, the CA algorithms have to consider that the airplanes are flying while
collisions are being resolved. Conflict resolution can utilize all
degrees of freedom of airplane control—the heading, altitude,
and cruise speed of the airplane can be altered. All these control
actions can be combined together but still need to respect the
physical constraints of the airplane as given by its flight dynamics. A conflict-resolution maneuver has to respect the airspace
that is restricted by the existing no-flight zones (also known
as special-use airspaces (SUAs) [1]). The proposed conflictresolution maneuver is executed imprecisely by the airplane due
to imprecise position sensors, very complex control systems,
and external factors such as weather conditions. Airplanes
are equipped with communication transceivers with limited
transmitting power. Communication links among airplanes can
be established, but only within the adequate range.
The approach presented in this paper provides agent-based
cooperative decentralized airplane CA—each agent provides
control for one airplane. Conflict detection is based on the
concept where located airplanes nearby share their limited
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future intentions in the form of partial future FPs providing
3-D descriptions of their positions in time. Such a concept
guarantees the privacy of the airplanes’ future plans. The key
difference of this from all other CA approaches is the extensible
component-based approach to airplane control consisting of
a flight executor, CA, and flight-trajectory-planning components. This paper presents two conflict-resolution algorithms:
1) iterative peer-to-peer CA (IPPCA) and 2) multiparty CA
(MPCA). Both algorithms provide high-level variation of flight
trajectories using conflict-resolution waypoints (WPs) and delegate trajectory planning to the planning component. IPPCA
solves colliding trajectories of several airplanes iteratively by
pairwise negotiation (PN), where the most important collision
is removed in each iteration. MPCA searches for the best
combination of several evasion maneuvers among multiple airplanes. Both conflict-resolution algorithms were introduced in
our previous conference paper [8]. In this paper, the algorithms
are presented in relation to the component-based airplanecontrol approach considering realistic assumptions for ATM.
The properties of the algorithms are experimentally evaluated
within a new set of experiments and compared against the
satisficing game theory algorithm (SGTCA) [9].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
summarizes and discusses the work related to this paper.
Section III presents a component-based control approach to
the CA and introduces a basic notation and interactions among
components. Section IV introduces conflict detection based on
sharing of local flight intentions among airplanes. Section V
presents the common parts of conflict-resolution algorithms,
which are then used in both presented algorithms. Section VI
describes the iterative peer-to-peer conflict-resolution algorithm, and Section VII provides a description of the multiparty
conflict-resolution algorithm. Finally, Section VIII documents
all experiments and results.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Collision detection and avoidance methods supporting the
free-flight concept are widely addressed by the research community. The presented approaches differ in several aspects, such
as their centralized and decentralized nature, different levels of
coordination, or the set of control actions used for CA. Several
approaches [10]–[14] formulate conflict resolution as a game.
An evader tries to avoid a collision against all possible pursuer’s
maneuvers. Such game-theoretic approach is very useful for
noncooperative cases where airplanes cannot communicate together. For our case where airplanes can communicate together,
these methods become inefficient because they cannot be used
for mid- and long-term conflict resolution where possible pursuer’s maneuvers cover large volumes of airspace.
Field approaches to CA [15]–[18] are very close to a reactivecontrol mechanism. Based on various kinds of information,
these algorithms prepare a field or components that are used
for field construction. A field-based CA algorithm generates
an airplane’s control actions depending on its current state
with respect to the field. Such approaches require computationally intensive preparation of the field when the input for
the computation is updated. Similar to game approaches, these
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Fig. 1. Airplane-control approach: Components and their interactions. The
CA component is addressed in this paper.

methods are not suitable for a long-term airplane operation
optimization.
Optimization approaches [19]–[22] define conflict resolution
as an optimization problem that searches for airplanes’ controls.
With an increasing number of airplanes, the problem becomes
computationally unsolvable, and a limited time horizon is employed. It is fairly complicated to integrate airspace limitations
(SUAs, excluded areas, and ground surface separation) into
these methods. In contrast to the presented approaches, all
airplanes have to provide their preferences and constraints as
input to the optimizer.
Rong et al. [23] described a cooperative agent-based solution
based on constraint-satisfaction problems. Conflicting airplanes
negotiate pairwise until a mutually acceptable solution is found.
The proposed algorithm can fail, and no solution is provided.
In such situation, the centralized ground controller forces its
own resolution. This approach cannot be used for the free-flight
concept where there is no such high-level coordinator.
Wollkind et al. [24] proposed a solution for a two-airplane
conflict using the monotonic concession protocol (MCP) [25].
This approach has been used as a motivation for the presented
iterative peer-to-peer algorithm where it is extended for multiairplane collisions, and a modification of the flight trajectory
is formulated as a high-level evasion maneuver that utilizes the
flight-trajectory planner.
Archibald et al. [9] used an agent-based approach based on the
satisficing game theory [26] with dual social utility: selectability (characterizing effectiveness) and rejectability (characterizing resource sharing). They proposed a satisficing extension
where airplanes take into consideration the preferences of others as well. This decentralized agent-based solution to CA is
used in the experiments evaluating the presented approach.
Mao et al. [27], [28] addressed conflict resolution for multiple airplane flows intersecting at a fixed point. They proved that
the resolution scheme based on a minimal heading change upon
entering the airspace provides a stable solution to this conflict.
The presented scenario featuring intersecting airplane flows is
very interesting and is used in this paper for evaluation of the
presented algorithms.
III. C OMPONENT-BASED C ONTROL A PPROACH
Each airplane Ai ∈ A, where A is a set of all airplanes operating in the airspace, contains several components providing
airplane control (see Fig. 1). There is no requirement for any
42
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centralized controller in this approach to provide safe flight in
its en route part. There are two important data structures that
play a crucial role in the component approach: the WP sequence
and the FP.
The WP sequence Wi = w0 , w1 , . . . , wm  is an ordered
list of WPs. The order of WPs defines the order in which
these WPs have to be fulfilled by Ai . Each WP specifies a
geographical position, altitude, and optional constraints. The
following constraints can be defined for each WP: 1) the time
interval when Ai is requested to fly through it; 2) the desired
velocity of flight at the WP; and 3) the orientation under which
Ai has to fly through the WP. The position of a WP is not
limited to the position of navigation aids [1] only but can also
be defined freely utilizing all available navigation equipment
for Area Navigation (RNAV) [1].
An FP fpi = t0 , ci (t0 ), e0 , e1 , . . . is a sequence of FP elements ek following an initial configuration t0 , ci (t0 ), defining
an initialization time t0 and an initial Ai ’s state ci (t0 ) (position,
orientation, and velocity). fpi provides a precise description of
the movement of Ai ’s pivot.1 Each ek uniquely describes the
geometrical shape of the trajectory part including the cruisespeed control. Any fpi is valid with respect to the specified Wi
if and only if the path given by fpi is smooth (continuous in
its first derivative) in all coordinates, the path respects airplaneflight model constraints, all positions on the path are within the
Ai ’s operating airspace (a limited area with parts excluded), and
the WPs in Wi are fulfilled (satisfied) in the given order. A WP
is fulfilled at time t with fpi if and only if all its mandatory
(position and altitude) and all its specified optional constraints
(time, velocity, and/or direction) are matched by fpi at time t,
and all previous WPs are fulfilled before t.
The quality of fpi is evaluated by the cost function
costi (fpi ), where a lower cost value corresponds to a better
FP. The construction of costi (fpi ) integrates Ai ’s priorities
for its operation. Typically, costi (fpi ) is constructed as a
multicriterion cost function expressed as a weighted sum of
selected components: to be as short as possible, to use minimum
fuel, to have minimum curvature, and to have as few altitude
changes as possible.
In addition to WP and FP structures, the unchangeable part
marker tum
and flight execution performance εhi , εvi  are used.
i
um
ti uniquely identifies the position in FP from which the FP
can be altered. tum
is the crucial element that makes the control
i
approach usable for real-time airplane control. The components
perform their internal actions while considering that Ai is still
flying. fpi , which is modified by the CA algorithm, can be
executed only when the state defined by the previous FP is the
same as the state defined in fpi for the time of fpi ’s application.
εhi , εvi  defines the horizontal and vertical flight-trajectorytracking accuracies. The actual airplane’s position should
be within these boundaries around the position defined by
fpi . Tracking inaccuracy is caused by errors of an airplane’s
onboard sensory equipment and actuators and by external
factors such as weather. The concept of execution accuracy
level is defined in the required navigation performance (RNP)
standard [29].
1 The

Ai ’s pivot is positioned in the center of gravity of Ai .
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Fig. 2.

CA concept.

A. Flight Executor
The flight executor implements autopilot functions to track
the requested flight trajectory fpi as precisely as possible. It is
known as the flight-management system (FMS) [1]. Based on
the required flight trajectory in fpi and sensory data (position,
altitude, speed, and orientation), it provides control for the Ai ’s
actuators (ailerons, elevators, rudder, thrust power, and optional
secondary actuators). The FMS is aware of sensory and tracking
errors and, thus, is able to express its execution performance in
εhi , εvi . The FMS can report updated performance data if the
previous value is no longer valid, e.g., Ai enters an area with
high turbulence. The design of FMS is tightly coupled with the
construction of the airframe and is not in the scope of this paper.
B. Trajectory Planner
The trajectory-planner component performs replanning of
the flight trajectory. The planner works directly with the airplane’s model, its constraints, and airspace definition. The
o

replanning task fpoi , tum
i , Wi  contains fpi , which should be
modified from the specified unchangeable part marker tum
i
with respect to a WP sequence Wi that determines where the
resulting FP should fly through. Based on the replanning task,
the planner searches and returns the modified fpi that has the
minimum costi (fpi ) and is valid with respect to Wi . The valid
FP was introduced earlier. The part of fpi up to tum
is the same
i
as in the original fpoi . If it is not able to finish the replanning
task (i.e., it cannot find a valid fpi with respect to Wi ), the
planner reports a planning failure. The description of such a
planner component is not provided in this paper. Details about
the planner can be found in [30].
C. CA
The CA component provides decentralized collision detection and resolution for a free-flight operation (see Fig. 2). A
finite time horizon δt for which each airplane detects and solves
collisions is specified. δt is defined for all airplanes, and all
airplanes use the same value. Depending on the selection of
δt , each Ai solves conflict in a short-term, midterm, or longterm horizon. δt specifies the length (timewise) of future intents
shared by the airplanes.
The CA components hosted on different airplanes can communicate together via reliable wireless-communication data
links. The transmission power of the communication equipment
is set so that the communication range is equal to the distance
that Ai can fly at the maximum cruise speed over the δt time
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interval. The onboard communication equipment allows establishing bidirectional connection between two airplanes when
the airplanes are mutually within each other’s communication
range. Each bidirectional connection preserves the ordering of
messages—messages are delivered in the same order as they are
sent. The communication equipment also provides notification
when a new airplane appears within the range or an existing
one disappears. There is one external input Wi specifying the
mission of Ai . To change the FP, CA instantiates a replanning
task and invokes the trajectory planner. WPs in Wi have to be
provided in each replanning task in an unchanged order.
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Fig. 3. Collision detection from Ai ’s perspective. Both Ai and Aj are flying
at the same altitude.

V. C ONFLICT R ESOLUTION

IV. C ONFLICT D ETECTION
For purposes of conflict detection, a horizontal separation h
and a vertical separation v are defined. These values are predefined and are used by all airplanes. Typically, the horizontal
separation is 5 nmi, and the vertical separation is 2000 ft above
flight level (FL) 290 and 1000 ft below FL 290, as defined in
[1]. It is possible to have different separation limits based on
particular airplane types, but for the sake of simplicity, this is
not considered in this paper. Conflict detection is implemented
by sharing limited future flight trajectories among airplanes.
 i . fp
 i defines
The local part of an FP (LFP) fpi is denoted as fp
the planned positions of Ai within the time interval given
by the current time tnow and tnow + δt , and these positions are
the same as in the original fpi . LFP sharing is implemented by
the subscribe–advertise protocol [31].
When the conflict detector (CD) of Ai receives a notification
that a communication link with Aj has been established, Ai
 j and εh , εv . By accepting a subscription
subscribes for fp
j
j
 j . If Aj
request from Ai , Aj provides regular updates of its fp
changes its fpj for any reason (e.g., due to a change of Wj or
 j to
as a result of its conflict resolution), Aj provides updated fp
h v
Ai as soon as possible. Aj provides εj , εj  upon subscription
and when the Aj ’s flight executor detects new flight-execution
 j and εh , εv 
performance εhj , εvj . Ai stores the last known fp
j
j
for each airplane in its knowledge base.
 j or εh , εv  from any airplane located
When Ai receives fp
j
j
within its communication range, or its own fpi or εhi , εvi  is
updated, Ai performs a collision inspection. Airplanes Ai and
Aj have colliding flight trajectories, which are denoted as Ai ⊗
Aj , if and only if there exists a point in time where the 3-D
 j are horizontally closer than
positions defined by fpi and fp
h
h
r + εi + εj and vertically closer than h + εvi + εvj at the same
A ⊗A

time (see Fig. 3). For Ai ⊗ Aj , the collision start time t1 i j
A ⊗A
and the collision end time t2 i j of the first collision between
 j are identified.
fpi and fp
The information about colliding flight trajectories is stored in
Ai ’s knowledge base, and the conflict resolver (CR) is notified.
Collision inspection may conclude that the trajectories do not
collide. In such a case, the collision flag is cleared in the knowledge base, and the CR is notified as well. The same collision
identified by Ai is also identified by the respective airplane Aj
 i and performs the collision inspection
because it receives fp

between fpj and fpi and, thus, identifies the same collision.

The CR component integrates conflict-resolution algorithms.
Within each airplane, a variety of different conflict-resolution
algorithms can be integrated using multilayer CA framework
[32]. For the sake of simplicity of description, only one algorithm is present in each CR, and all airplanes have the
same algorithm. Two different conflict-resolution algorithms
are presented in this paper: IPPCA and MPCA algorithms.
Both algorithms internally use cost values for the selection
of the best flight trajectories resolving a conflict. Variation of
flight trajectories as well as expression of their cost value is
performed by the airplanes whose trajectories are conflicting.
Ai generates a modification of fpi considering its mission WPs
Wi and all flight-model constraints and its operational airspace.
However, each time, it shares only a limited part of its future
 i with others. Ai uses the same cost function costi (fpi )
intent fp
for trajectory planning and the evaluation of the flight variant
for CA. The cost value is computed from the whole fpi and
 i from which it cannot be computed as
is shared along with fp
there is only a limited part of the flight trajectory.
Conflict-resolution algorithms work with the unchangeable
um
is set by the multilayer CA framework.
time marker tum
i . ti
For the purpose of this paper, there is a preconfigured time interval τ for each algorithm, which is the same for all airplanes.2
tum
is set as tnow + τ once the conflict-resolution algorithm
i
is started. The lower limit for τ is defined as the maximum
duration required for the conflict-resolution algorithm between
its start and the time when a new FP for application is provided.
If the value of τ is selected below this limit, it can happen that
the provided FP is not applicable because the airplane already
follows the trajectory specified in the previously valid FP, which
is no longer present in the new one. The upper limit for τ is
given by δt . If τ > δt , no airplane is able to solve any collision
A ⊗A
because the time of an identified collision t1 i j ≤ tnow + δt
 j ), and the flight trajectory can be
(δt is equal to the length of fp
um
altered after ti = tnow + τ . These two equations cannot be
satisfied if τ > δt .
Both presented algorithms use a set M of evasion
maneuvers to generate modified flight trajectories. There
are seven basic evasion maneuvers defined M = {mL ,
mR , mU , mD , mF , mS , m0 }: turn-left, turn-right, climbup, descend-down, fly-faster, fly-slower, and no-change

2 For
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all experiments in this paper, τ = 2 s.
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VI. I TERATIVE P EER - TO -P EER C OLLISION AVOIDANCE

Fig. 4. Ai applies the turn-right evasion maneuver at the place
of the first identified collision Ai ⊗ Aj — fpi = mR (fpi , Wi , p,
A ⊗Aj

tum , t1 i

A ⊗Aj

, t2 i

).

evasion maneuver.3 An evasion maneuver is a function
mk (fpi , Wi , p, tum , t1 , t2 ), where fpi is supposed to be modified, Wi is the WP sequence defining the mission for the
airplane, p ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .} is the evasion-maneuver parameterization, tum defines the position in fpi from which it can be
modified, and times t1 and t2 define the position where the
evasion maneuver should be applied. The function internally
uses WPs that are inserted at appropriate positions in Wi and
constructs a replanning task for the trajectory planner. The
result of replanning is then returned as a result of the evasionmaneuver function. The evasion-maneuver function can fail if
the maneuver cannot be applied. All maneuvers can be applied
< t1 < t2 . The no-change maneuver is defined as
only if tum
i
m0 (fpi , p, tum
i , t1 , t2 ) = fpi ; it returns the unmodified input fpi
and is used for simplification of cases where Ai can also leave
its FP unmodified as a result of conflict resolution.
The application of a turn-right evasion maneuver to the fpi is
shown in Fig. 4. fpi is modified beyond tum so that the new fpi
passes through newly introduced WPs wl and wl+1 specified
A ⊗A
A ⊗A
by shifted positions in fpi defined for t1 i j and t2 i j to
the right side perpendicular to the direction vectors at those
positions. The size of the shift is given by the parameter p—for
larger p, the evasion maneuver makes a greater shift dev(p),
and vice versa. mL , mU , and mD are similarly defined to
mR , only with different shift directions for WPs wl and wl+1
to the appropriate side. dev(p) is defined as ph/2 for horizontal maneuvers (mR , mL ) and pv/2 for vertical maneuvers
(mU , mD ).
The velocity-changing maneuvers mF and mS use only one
WP wl , which is positioned at the position defined in fpi for
A ⊗A
t1 i j . wl is defined along with a time constraint—which is not
earlier for mS and not later for mF . The differences between
A ⊗A
time constraints and t1 i j are specified by p—a larger p
produces a greater difference, and vice versa. The difference
is given by ph/(2v1 ), where v1 is the velocity defined by fpi at
A ⊗A
t1 i j . All evasion maneuvers are restricted by a constrained
airplane model and an operational airspace that are integrated
in the trajectory planner. Sequential application of evasion
maneuvers produces flight-trajectory changes that are not covered by the limited set M. The implementation of evasion
maneuvers guarantees that costi (mk (fpi , p, tum , t1 , t2 )) is a
nondecreasing function of parameter p. The conflict-resolution
algorithms are described in the next two sections.

3 Each airplane can have different set M, but in this paper, the same set is
used for all airplanes.
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The IPPCA algorithm removes collisions during PN. Thus, a
multiairplane collision is solved completely after several runs of
IPPCA (several PNs). If more than three airplanes are involved
in a collision, two parallel PNs between different airplanes can
run because the algorithm has no centralized component. For
collisions with a higher number of airplanes, the quality of the
final conflict resolution depends on the order of PNs because
each pairwise solution leads to an application of a new FP,
which cannot be fully reverted back in any of the next iterations
as the airplanes are moving all the time. However, the undefined
order of PNs leads to the aforementioned issue only if there
exist several identical first-collision times for different pairs of
airplanes. For different first-collision times, the collisions are
resolved in the order as given by those times.
Ai receives a notification from its CD every time the knowledge about detected collisions is updated. Initially, when Ai
is not running PN, Ai selects the most important opponent
 j produces the earliest first-collision time tAi ⊗Aj .
Aj whose fp
1
It can happen that more LFPs of different airplanes produce
collisions at the same time. In such case, Ai selects its most
important opponent Aj randomly from the set of these airplanes. Then, Ai sends the request for PN to Aj . Ai can receive
such request from Aj , too. Once Ai receives such request from
Aj , Ai has already updated the LFP of Aj , and thus, Ai has
identified their mutual collision as well because bidirectional
communication links preserve the order of messages. In such
case, Ai checks whether it is willing to negotiate with the
sender of the request. If so, PN is established. If not, it rejects
the request. If the request of Ai is rejected by the other side,
Ai selects another opponent from the set of airplanes whose
LFPs produce the earliest collision time. If there is no other
airplane producing a collision with the same earliest time, Ai
does nothing and waits for a new notification from its CD or
an incoming request for PN. It can happen that a new collision
is identified while Ai is running PN, and this collision occurs
earlier than the collision time of the collision for which PN
is currently running. In such case, the current negotiation is
interrupted, the other airplane from the interrupted negotiation
is notified, and Ai sends the new negotiation request to the
airplane whose LFP produces the most important collision.
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The pseudocode of the PN is in Algorithm 1. The PN works
in negotiation rounds (NR) (lines 3–9) until a solution is found.
For each NR, a unique parameter prnd is defined. In NR,
Ai prepares a set of trajectory alternatives along with their
costs, which are inserted into the set Fi (line 4). The function
PrepareAlternatives returns a set of tuples holding a flight
trajectory and its cost evaluated by costi . Flight trajectories
are prepared using the set M where evasion maneuvers are
parameterized by prnd . Based on the maximum cost value of
all flight trajectories generated using prnd , flight trajectories are
also generated with a higher parameterization p whose costs
are lower than or equal to that identified maximum cost. This
mechanism removes the issue with different cost increases for
different evasion maneuvers. Such issue can result to a situation
that the applied FP is not the best one capable of removing Ai ⊗
Aj because a better FP may exist for another evasion maneuver
with a higher parameterization p. PrepareAlternatives returns only FPs that do not produce collisions that are earlier
A ⊗A
than t1 i j with known LFPs of airplanes other than Aj .
The updated set Fi is then sent to Aj , but only LFPs that
define flight trajectories for the next δt interval are sent along
with their cost values (line 5). Ai keeps the whole FPs in Fi
so that the selected one can be applied. Then, Ai waits for
A ⊗A
alternatives prepared by Aj (line 6). The negotiation set Si i j
is prepared as a Cartesian product of Fi and Fj (line 7) and
contains only those combinations of FPs that do have mutual
A ⊗A
collision time that is earlier than or equal to t1 i j . NRs are
repeated with higher prnd until the negotiation set contains at
least one combination.
At this moment, both Ai and Aj have the same negotiation
set, but Aj has full FPs for itself and local parts for Ai .
Both airplanes propose a solution based on the social welfare
criterion [33] where they select the candidate from the set of
variants that have the lowest sum of FP costs (line 10). If there
exist more candidates with the same value of the selection
criterion, each airplane randomly proposes a solution from
these candidates. To agree with one of two different randomly
proposed solutions, Ai and Aj use a protocol based on a
commitment scheme known from cryptography [34]. Finally,
the FPs of the selected candidate are applied and distributed to
the subscribers via their CDs. The CDs then recheck the applied
flight trajectories for collisions with other airplanes, and IPPCA
is invoked again.
Infinite pairwise iterations among airplanes are blocked by
the criteria integrated in functions PrepareAlternatives
and PrepareNegotiationSet, where only FPs that do not
cause collisions at times that are earlier than or equal to the
one being solved are included. In [35], a formal analysis of
IPPCA running for a multiairplane conflict configuration where
airplanes are configured to work only with a limited degree of
freedom for conflict resolution is provided. It is proved that
pairwise iterations end in a stable solution. For this constrained
case, a worst-case estimation of the number of required PNs
and the occupied area after the resolution based on the number
of airplanes in the multiairplane collision has been derived. For
all degrees of freedom (heading, altitude, and cruise speed),
the resolution becomes simpler as there are more options
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for conflict resolution, but we are not able to do a formal
analysis yet.
IPPCA uses the social welfare criterion minimizing
the overall cost for conflict resolution in the function
SelectSolution. It can be configured to provide solutions
for self-interested airplanes where airplanes optimize their own
costs instead of the overall cost. In this case, the MCP [25]
can be used—the protocol for automated agent-to-agent negotiations in cooperative domains. In this case, airplanes leave
only pareto-optimal candidates in the negotiation set S Ai ⊗Aj ,
and airplanes can use the Zeuthen strategy [25] to find an
acceptable combination for both agents without iterations in
the MCP.
VII. M ULTIPARTY C OLLISION AVOIDANCE
The MPCA algorithm is based on creation of groups of
airplanes with mutually related collisions on their existing flight
paths or on considered flight paths detected during the search.
In contrast to IPPCA, MPCA does not resolve multiairplane
collisions using the cascade effect where the removal of a
collision and an update of FPs cause new subsequent collisions.
In MPCA, airplanes in the group solve their multiairplane collision within one algorithm run. As shown in experiments, such
approach provides better utilization of the airspace because its
internal search finds the optimal solution with respect to the
selected criterion. The optimization criterion is constructed as
the minimization of the overall cost of flight trajectories for
all involved airplanes in an MPCA run. The group of airplanes
in MPCA is created dynamically during its run. Each airplane
can act in two roles within MPCA: 1) a conflict-resolution
coordinator (CRC) and 2) a group participant (GP). For one
MPCA run, one airplane can act as CRC and GP at the same
time, and all others act as GP only. For each MPCA run, the
time of the earliest collision for which it was initiated, which is
denoted as tG , is defined.
The CD part of CA is the same as for IPPCA. MPCA is
notified about changes in the airplane’s local knowledge base
where LFPs of adjacent airplanes and identified collisions are
stored. If Ai is not participating in any MPCA, Ai selects an
 j generates the earliest collision (if there
airplane Aj whose fp
are several options, a random one is selected). Ai becomes CRC
and requests Aj to participate in its MPCA group, which is
denoted as Gi . tGi and Gi  are included in this request.4 After
successful acceptance, Ai asks another airplane and so on until
all airplanes whose LFPs collide with fpi are in Gi . Ai can also
receive such a participation request at any stage from another
airplane Ak . Ai can be in the following states when it receives
such a request from Ak .
1) Ai is not participating in any group → Ai accepts the
request and becomes GP for Gk .
2) Ai is GP in another MPCA group → Ai responds with
the contact to Ai ’s group CRC.
3) Ai is CRC, and it has previously sent a request to Ak
regarding a collision in their current FPs (both Ai and
4 G
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i

denotes the size of the MPCA group Gi .
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Ak try to be CRC for the same collision) → Ai and Ak
use the protocol based on the commitment scheme known
from cryptography [34] to agree upon who will remain
CRC and who will become GP only,
4) Ai is CRC, and there is no collision between Ai and Ak
in their current FPs in the knowledge base (Ak tries to
involve Ai into Ak ’s MPCA because there is a collision
 i and LFP of Ak in the state space MPCA
between fp
run) → Ai and Ak compare tGi and tGk , the airplane with
a lower value remains CRC, and the other destroys its
group and becomes GP. When the considered times are
the same, Gi  and Gk  are compared (the larger one
has priority). If the sizes of the groups are the same, the
commitment scheme is used to decide which one will
remain CRC.
All airplanes accepting to be GP provide the cost value for
their current flight trajectory. Ai , acting as CRC, can receive a
response from Aj informing that Aj is participating in another
MPCA group where Al is CRC. In such case, Ai contacts Al
and ask it to release Aj from Gl . tGi and Gi  are sent along with
the request. The same resolution scheme as in the fourth option
earlier is used to decide who will succeed and remain CRC.
Suppose that Ai wins and Gl is destroyed. Aj then becomes
GP of Gi . At this time, Ai has all airplanes whose local flight
trajectories collide with fpi in Gi . Ai also checks whether there
is a collision between FPs of the airplanes included in Gi and
those which have yet to be included. If such a collision is
found, the respective airplane is asked to join Gi using the same
mechanism, as previously described.
Suppose that Ai is CRC and Gi contains all airplanes that
have mutual collisions in their current local flight trajectories.
MPCA does not work as a centralized CA solver. Several
conflict-resolution runs with disjoint groups can be active at
the same time. Such groups can overlap during the MPCA
run where a generated variant of a flight trajectory collides
with a nonincluded airplane. MPCA search is motivated by the
A∗ algorithm [36] and works with the OP EN list. The state
space is composed of LFPs. Each state contains one LFP for
each airplane in Gi along with its cost value evaluated by the
appropriate airplane. Thus, any state contains Gi  LFPs. The
state space is not defined before the search starts. Rather, it is
constructed during the search. Initially, OP EN contains only
one state where the current LFPs of Gi and their costs are stored.
The MPCA search loop works as follows. CRC removes the
state that has the minimum sum of costs of all flight trajectories
from OP EN . Then, it checks whether there is a collision
among any LFP pair in that state or a collision among any
LFP from the same state and any LFP stored in the knowledge
base of an airplane not involved in Gi . If no collision is found,
MPCA ends, and the respective FPs are applied by all involved
airplanes. Although CRC works with LFPs only, the application
of the desired flight trajectory is done by the airplane that has
the respective FP. If there is a collision and it is detected for LFP
of an airplane Aj that is not included in Gi , CRC sends a request
for participation to Aj and waits for the result. The addition of
a new airplane Aj into the search is done dynamically without
restarting the search. Up to this point, there was no collision
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among Aj ’s current LFP and any processed LFP variant in all
previous states removed from OP EN , and the cost of all states
should be increased by a constant only. Thus, the order of the
removal from OP EN is not affected by this addition. All states
in OP EN , and the currently removed state are extended with
Aj ’s LFP and Aj ’s cost value.
Now, CRC performs an expansion of the state so that new
states are generated and inserted into OP EN . The expansion
is done such that for each pair of colliding LFPs in the state,
the appropriate airplanes are asked to prepare alternatives for
that collision using the set of evasion maneuvers. This pairwise
generation (PG) among Aj and Ak is similarly driven as PN in
IPPCA. During PG, Aj and Ak prepare alternatives using the
function PrepareEvasions with prnd = 1. Then, sets Fj and
Fk are sent to CRC. CRC prepares combinations S Aj ⊗Ak using
the function PrepareNegotiationSet. Similar to IPPCA,
CRC includes only such alternatives that do not produce an
A ⊗A
earlier collision than t1 j k compared with LFP variants of
any airplane from Gi and to known LFPs of any airplane from
A \ Gi . If S Aj ⊗Ak is empty, Aj and Ak are asked to extend
alternatives using prnd = prnd + 1. Based on S Aj ⊗Ak , new
states are generated so that LFPs of Aj and Ak are replaced with
variants from S Aj ⊗Ak , and LFPs of other airplanes in Gi are
left unchanged. Thus, the same number of states is generated,
which is the same as the number of combinations in S Aj ⊗Ak .
The described PG producing new states is started for all pairs
of colliding LFPs in the currently processed state.
The major difference between MPCA and IPPCA is that
MPCA tries all possible combinations as well as their ordering
while resolving the identified conflict. In IPPCA, once the run is
finished, the pairwise resolution is applied, and it can no longer
be reverted. By default, MPCA uses the zero heuristics, and
the best candidate state is selected based only on the sum of
costs from OP EN . The zero heuristics is the only one that is
admissible for the A∗ search using a general cost function. For
example, the cost function is constructed based on the length of
FP. Evasion maneuvers changing the cruise speed do not affect
the length of FP and still can resolve collisions.
The number of airplanes participating in one MPCA group
is not limited in the current version. The real-time application
of the algorithm requires specification of the τ interval, which
is used to construct tum . In MPCA, tum is set once CRC is
initialized. Then, the same value is used for all replanning
tasks. In the worst case, the state space grows exponentially
with the number of collisions. CRC monitors the progress, and
once the specified amount of τ interval is passed, CRC enables
nonadmissible “collision” heuristics, which assigns higher penalization to states with a larger number of unresolved conflicts.
The search with collision heuristics is optimized to remove all
collisions as fast as possible. If there are several options with
the same number of collisions, the state with a lower sum of
costs is preferred.

VIII. E XPERIMENTS
The experimental evaluation and comparison of the presented algorithms has been carried out in AGENT F LY [37]—a
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scalable agent-based prototype for airspace simulation, planning, and CA validation. The experiments use the metrics
proposed by Krozel et al. in [38]. Various CA algorithms
are compared by the sum of properties of all airplanes. The
efficiency metrics express deviations of airplanes from their
nominal trajectories. Any deviation from the nominal FP during
the conflict resolution results in additional operational costs.
Higher efficiency means that there is a lower additional operational cost, and thus, the algorithm provides FPs that are more
efficient. In our case, the cost function is based on the flighttrajectory length. The same criterion is used in the trajectory
planner as well as in CA. The efficiency ef f is computed as
the ratio of the sum of nominal FP lengths to the sum of flight
trajectory lengths after the application of all conflict-resolution
maneuvers (all airplanes reach their mission goals)

A ∈A len(fpi )
 0  100
(1)
ef f =  i
Ai ∈A len fpi

where the function len(fpi ) is the length of fpi , and fp0i is the
nominal FP (initial FP without any applied conflict-resolution
maneuver) of Ai . Efficiency is expressed in percent. The highest efficiency is represented by 100%. In addition to efficiency,
near miss is studied. A near miss is an observed violation of
the required separation among airplanes. No detected near miss
is the desired outcome. In the first two experiments, the two
presented algorithms have been compared with SGTCA [9],
which was introduced in a related work.
A. Perpendicular-Flow Scenario

In the perpendicular-flow scenario [27], two linear traffic
flows of flights intersecting at right angles are generated—the
first flow goes from right to left, and the second flow goes
from top to bottom. The airplanes fly at the same altitude,
at a constant speed of 500 kn, h = 5 nmi, and δt = 0.2 h
(sharing 100 nmi of FPs). For IPPCA and MPCA, εh = 0
(to provide a correct comparison with SGTCA, τ = 2 s, and
M = {mL , mR , m0 } (only heading changes are allowed to
compare them with SGTCA). Every 40 s (preserving 5.5-nmi
distance), one new airplane is generated in each flow (see
Fig. 5, left). The configuration was measured several times with
randomly inserted gaps in the flows. Each gap corresponds to
80 s, which implies that there is one airplane missing in the
flow. The scenario parameter μ defines the average number of
airplanes generated in each flow before a gap is inserted. Lower
μ produces more gaps. The continuous-flow value results in no
gaps. Each scenario is run for 24 h—for the continuous version,
it means that 4320 flights were generated. Each configuration
was measured ten times, and the values presented in Table I are
average values calculated from repetitive experiments.
Although there is no physical collision among airplanes
controlled by SGTCA, there are many near misses detected.
Both IPPCA and MPCA completely remove near misses and
provide safe separation, although they are configured to use
only the maneuvers changing the heading. It is very interesting
to note that both algorithms provide a wavelike pattern solution
for this scenario as in [27] [see Fig. 5, right (dashed lines
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Fig. 5. Perpendicular-flow scenario. (Left) Flights generation and (right) conflict resolution using IPPCA—dashed lines are used to point up direction of the
airplanes, •—flying toward left side, and —flying toward the bottom.

show the wavelike pattern)]. IPPCA increases the efficiency in
comparison with SGTCA. MPCA is even better than IPPCA.
There is a higher increase of efficiency for configurations with
fewer gaps.
B. Superconflict Scenario
The superconflict scenario is based on the model used in
[20]—airplanes are evenly spaced on a circle with a radius
50 nmi; each airplane’s destination WP is the point on the
opposite side of the circle so that the nominal FPs go through
the center of the circle. Thus, there is a multiairplane collision
of all airplanes in the center at the same time. The parameters
of the airplanes are the same as in the previous experiment, and
due to the comparison with SGTCA, only heading changes are
allowed.
Table II presents the values, which are computed as an
average from 20 runs for different numbers of airplanes.
IPPCA removes all near misses in comparison with SGTCA,
but IPPCA results in longer FPs (worse efficiency) than
SGTCA. MPCA performs better in this configuration. It also
provides better efficiency than SGTCA, while it still provides
safe flight separation for all airplanes during the whole flight.
C. Approach Scenario
The convergence of PN in IPPCA was studied in the approach scenario (see Fig. 6, left). There are N airplanes generated and positioned at the same altitude and at the same distance
from a single contact point. The area around the contact point is
restricted by existing SUAs. In this case, the degree of freedom
is configured to use the heading and cruise-speed changes
M = {mL , mR , mF , mS m0 }. The airplanes are configured
to have an initial cruise speed of 300 kn, the cruise speed
can be changed by ±10% with acceleration of 30 kn/min,
h = 3 nmi, δt = 0.2 h, τ = 2 s, and εh = 1 nmi. There is no
preprogrammed knowledge of the fact that the airplanes can
only use fly-faster and fly-slower maneuvers, and they should
use the same cruise speed while they are flying through the gap
between SUAs. The resulting situation near the contact point
for ten airplanes is shown in Fig. 6, right—the circle around the
airplane positioned on the right-hand side shows the h + 2εh
range for separation.
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF IPPCA, MPCA, AND SGTCA IN THE P ERPENDICULAR -F LOW S CENARIO

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF IPPCA, MPCA, AND SGTCA IN THE S UPERCONFLICT S CENARIO

D. Sphere Scenario

Fig. 6. Approach scenario. (Left) Initial configuration and (right) the detail of
the final FPs near the contact position.

Fig. 7. Number of PNs in IPPCA in the approach scenario.

Fig. 7 shows a chart with the number of PNs in IPPCA
for a varying number of airplanes in the approach scenario.
Each configuration was measured 20 times, and the values are
averaged from their results. In all experiments, there is no near
miss detected, and IPPCA provides safe separation in this hard
case as well. It is interesting that IPPCA results in the solution
where only the changes of the cruise speed are used, and finally,
all airplanes are stabilized back to the original flight speed to
fly in a chain. The curve in Fig. 7 is polynomial with respect
to the number of airplanes, but the mathematical analysis of
the simplified version of this scenario provides an exponential
worst-case estimation in [35].
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The sphere scenario is a 3-D extension of the superconflict
scenario. The airplanes are initially positioned on a spherical
surface at three different altitudes. Thus, the airplanes form
three circular layers that have the same horizontal center and
are positioned above each other. The middle layer corresponds
to the superconflict scenario where the airplanes simply fly to
the opposite side of the circle. The airplanes in the top layer fly
to the opposite position in the bottom layer and vice versa. The
radii of the top and bottom circles are smaller than the radius of
the middle circle so that the nominal FPs have the same length.
The top and bottom layers are positioned so that nominal FPs
require 80% of their maximum descend and climb rates. The
airplanes are started at the same time and with the same cruise
speed; thus, their nominal FPs cause a multiairplane collision of
all airplanes in the sphere’s center. In this scenario, the airplanes
can use all degrees of freedom for conflict resolution—heading,
vertical, and cruise-speed changes. The airplanes are configured
to have an initial cruise speed of 500 kn, the cruise speed can
be changed by ±5% with acceleration of 20 kn/min, maximum
descend and climb rates of 1500 ft/min, h = 5 nmi, v = 1000 ft,
δt = 0.2 h, τ = 2 s, εh = 2 nmi, and εv = 100 ft. The same
climb and descend rates are used, which are set to the common
value used for climbing so that the scenario is symmetric.
Again, Table III provides the results showing averages from
20 runs for each number of airplanes in the sphere scenario.
There was no near miss detected during any experiment in this
scenario. MPCA is more efficient than IPPCA, particularly for
a higher number of airplanes. The number of PNs in IPPCA
is polynomial with respect to the number of airplanes. We can
observe that the addition of a degree of freedom for conflict
resolution increases the CA efficiency—for 24 airplanes in the
superconflict configuration, there are 84.8% for IPPCA and
87.3% for MPCA, and here, for the same number of airplanes,
there are 90.3% for IPPCA and 91.1% for MPCA. For more
airplanes, the decrease of efficiency is not as large as with the
superconflict scenario.
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TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF IPPCA AND MPCA IN THE S PHERE S CENARIO

IX. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, two agent-based cooperative decentralized airplane CA algorithms have been presented. The algorithms are
integrated in a component-based control approach employing
split conflict resolution and trajectory-planning components.
The airplanes formulate their flight intention in FPs, providing
a detailed intent description, including temporal aspects. For intent description, the concept of RNP [29] is utilized, which was
extended with the vertical component. Using RNP, CA handles
imprecise flight execution. The conflict detection is based on
sharing of local parts of the airplanes’ FPs so that they can perform geometrical check to detect a potential collision on their
trajectories. The conflict-resolution component utilizes evasion
maneuvers that formulate replanning tasks for modification
of a flight trajectory, respecting all the constraints of a complex airplane model as well as limits on operational airspace.
Conflict-resolution algorithms work in real-time—airplanes are
flying while they are planning changes to their current flight
trajectories.
Two conflict-resolution algorithms have been presented in
this paper: 1) IPPCA) and 2) MPCA algorithms. The algorithms work with a different level of coordination autonomy.
IPPCA removes multiairplane collisions by several changes of
flight trajectories, which result from PNs, considering the costs
of various combinations. The quality of the overall solution
provided by IPPCA is affected by the order of PN, which
is not uniquely given when multiple collisions occur at the
same time. On the other hand, MPCA resolves multiairplane
collisions using a single-group negotiation where the algorithm
searches through the state space composed of variants of flight
trajectories. The MPCA group is established dynamically based
on the mutual collisions among airplanes’ flight trajectories. Finally, the MPCA group contains all airplanes that have mutually
colliding trajectories together.
Both algorithms are evaluated and compared experimentally
in the AGENT F LY system [37]. Evaluations were performed
in four different scenarios: the 1) perpendicular-flow [27];
2) superconflict [20]; 3) approach; and 4) sphere scenarios.
For IPPCA, it has been shown that the iterative PN ends in a
stable solution for all experiments. The number of iterations
is polynomial with respect to the number of airplanes. IPPCA
and MPCA were compared with an existing multiagent CA
algorithm called SGTCA [9] in the first two scenarios. In all
experiments, both IPPCA and MPCA provide safe separation
control where their efficiency (lower additional operational
costs) is better than SGTCA. MPCA provides better efficiency
than IPPCA in all cases. In the perpendicular-flow scenario,
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MPCA dynamically establishes multiparty groups with up to
12 airplanes. In all other scenarios, the MPCA group contains
all airplanes because all of them have colliding trajectories in
the same place and at the same time. Except for the sphere
scenario, both IPPCA and MPCA perform in real time and
are able to find a solution and avoid identified conflicting
trajectories before airplanes violate the required separation. In
the sphere scenario, a τ = 10 s has to be set to ensure real-time
performance using a standard desktop computer.
For future work, there are two major issues that are open:
1) the unbounded size of the MPCA group and 2) analysis of
the efficiency of both IPPCA and MPCA and the quantification
of the impact on air traffic. The current MPCA algorithm has no
limits on the number of airplanes participating in the search, but
the size of the state space grows exponentially with the number
of airplanes. This prompts the employment of the collision
heuristics in MPCA that will help it to find a solution in the
remaining time, but such a solution is not as efficient as the
zero heuristics. MPCA with a limited group size has to consider
which airplanes should be included in the group to provide a
more efficient result, and airplanes should also be dynamically
disjoined from the group.
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Automated Conflict Resolution Utilizing Probability
Collectives Optimizer
David Šišlák, Přemysl Volf, Michal Pěchouček, and Niranjan Suri

Abstract—Rising manned air traffic and deployment of unmanned aerial vehicles in complex operations requires integration
of innovative and autonomous conflict detection and resolution
methods. In this paper, the task of conflict detection and resolution is defined as an optimization problem searching for a heading control for cooperating airplanes using communication. For
the optimization task, an objective function integrates both collision penalties and efficiency criteria considering airplanes’ objectives (waypoints). The probability collectives optimizer is used
as a solver for the specified optimization task. This paper provides two different implementation approaches to the presented
optimization-based collision avoidance: 1) a parallel computation using multiagent deployment among participating airplanes
and 2) semicentralized computation using the process-integratedmechanism architecture. Both implementations of the proposed algorithm were implemented and evaluated in a multiagent airspace
test bed AGENTFLY. The quality of the solution is compared with
a negotiation-based cooperative collision avoidance method—an
iterative peer-to-peer algorithm.
Index Terms—Air traffic, collision avoidance, conflict resolution,
distributed control, multiagent systems, optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE currently worldwide-used air traffic management
(ATM) system [1] is based on human controllers responsible for defined airspace sectors, and it is reaching its limits.
However, the number of flights is increasing rapidly. Boeing in
[2] predicts that the number of cargo flights will triple within
next 20 years. The current centralized ATM reacts slowly to
changing weather conditions and minor local delays imply large
regional congestion. The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
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(FAA) estimates [3] that the weather and the national aviation
system caused 606 500 delays (513 420 h of delays) in 2008, by
which fuel is wasted unnecessarily and atmospheric pollution
increases [4]. The most straightforward way to better utilization
of airspace is the removal of predefined airways and the free
flight concept [5], [6] adoption. The free flight concept introduces an idea, where airplanes take care about their separation
by themselves instead of a centralized ground air-traffic control. The free flight concept applied to the enroute part of the
flight is studied in Next Generation Air Transportation Systems
(NGATS) [7]. In NGATS, airplanes can optimize their flight
corridors according to their priorities in enroute parts of their
flights (midparts), but they are under control of existing ATM
mechanisms in terminal parts. The use of the free flight concept
will reduce ATM controllers’ work load (they will provide other
services on top of automated collision avoidance) and minimize
failures, which can occur in the centralized ATM [8].
Besides the relation of collision-avoidance techniques to the
civilian air-traffic management, autonomous conflict resolution
mechanisms are very important to unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) cooperatively fulfilling their mission goals in the shared
air space [9]. In such a case, UAVs are required to implement
automatic see-and-avoid capability [10]. There exist many multiUAV deployment use cases [11], e.g., in an application for
forest fire monitoring [12], UAVs monitor a large forest fire in
areas inaccessible to ground vehicles. This article addresses the
field of the cooperative collision avoidance problem, where airplanes are equipped with bidirectional communication devices
allowing communication within a limited range.
Automated conflict resolution methods supporting the free
flight concept are widely addressed by the research community
(see Section II). In this paper, an optimization-based approach
to the collision avoidance problem has been adopted—airplanes
search for a series of actions that would allow them to avoid a
collision effectively. It is supposed that the airplanes can communicate and cooperate together during the optimization. Efficiency criteria, collision penalties, and airplanes’ goals are
incorporated into a shared objective function. The optimal control is a set of actions, which minimize the objective function
(see Section III). In comparison with the approach where the
optimization function is defined by an efficiency criterion only
and where collision penalties are constraints, this approach is
able to provide solutions for situations where there is not enough
space to separate airplanes. The collision penalty has to be much
higher than efficiency part of the objective function. A high
penalty for the collision part of the objective function cause that
the algorithm prefers results guaranteeing separation distance
among airplanes. In the other case when there is not enough
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space to separate all airplanes, it minimizes separation violations. The probability collectives (PC) framework [13]–[15] is
used as an optimization solver. The PC is a stochastic optimizer
using probabilistic operators optimizing over a variable space.
The PC approach, in contrast with other existing stochastic approaches, such as genetic algorithms [16] and particle swarm
optimization [17], operates on probability distributions of variables rather than the variables themselves. Since the collectives
approach operates directly on probability distributions, it also
offers a direct approach to incorporating uncertainty, which is
typically represented through probabilities.
The use of the PC algorithm creates a distributable control.
There is no initial assumption about the construction of an objective function, which can be, therefore, easily modified (also
during the flight) without updating the optimization framework.
A major benefit of the PC optimizer is that the whole optimization process can be distributed among several agents controlling
airplanes—several parts can be executed simultaneously. The
PC algorithm has been already successfully deployed for the
flight vehicle control [18]—a large number of small, simple,
trailing-edge devices controlling vehicle dynamics.
Besides an application of PC to conflict resolution, another
aspect of this paper is the comparison of two implementation
approaches to the described PC deployment for the collision
avoidance problem: 1) parallelized optimization and 2) semicentralized optimization. In the first approach, the PC optimization process is done cooperatively by a group of agents.
Multiagent approach has been successfully used in many industrial applications before [19] and [20]. Each of the optimized
variables from PC is mapped to one agent controlling one airplane. This approach can profit from a parallelized execution
of the PC optimization, but it requires a complex negotiation
protocol (see Section V). The second approach requires the collection of optimization inputs, selection of a host where the
optimization will be performed, and distribution of the solution
to all involved airplanes. To implement these tasks in the most
straightforward way, the process-integrated mechanism (PIM)
has been adopted (see Section VI). The programmer does not
need to care about any synchronization or communication issues. All is done automatically using a mobile coordinating process (CP) that provides a shared memory and resource access.
However, this second approach cannot utilize the parallelization potential of the stochastic optimization. Both approaches
have been implemented in the AGENTFLY system—a scalable,
agent-based technology for free-flight simulation [21]. The default airspace simulation based on complex flight plans [22] has
been replaced by airplane models reacting to a given control
action (e.g., change of heading) resulting from the optimization
process specified earlier.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a summary of existing confliction resolution methods supporting the free flight concept. Section III defines collision avoidance as an optimization task. A brief introduction
to the PC algorithm is provided in Section IV. The parallelized
multiagent implementation approach is presented in Section V.
Section VI describes the PIM implementation approach. The iterative peer-to-peer collision avoidance method, with which the
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proposed one is compared, is briefly presented in Section VII.
Section VIII documents experimental validation comparing both
PC-based implementation approaches with the iterative peerto-peer method. Finally, Section IX concludes the article and
discusses the practicality of the implementation.
II. RELATED CONFLICT RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES
There exist many conflict resolution methods, which differ in
several aspects, such as the type of control actions used for collision avoidance and centralized or decentralized approach. In
this section, selected relevant techniques are discussed. Pappas
et al. [23] proposed decentralized conflict resolution based on
a hybrid system including both discrete events and individual
dynamics modeled by differential equations. Projected conflicts
are resolved in two phases: 1) A game-theory approach is used
by each airplane to search for speed changes guaranteeing the
necessary separation regardless of the opponents’ actions, and
2) if it fails, coordinated constant speed heading changes are
used to avoid the conflict. In contrast to the presented algorithm, their approach is not suitable for airplanes, which want
to cooperate together and optimize a shared objective function.
Their original algorithm operates only with speed changes, but
there is a subsequent extension of the game-theoretic approach
for both heading and speed changes [24].
Krozel et al. [25] described a distributed algorithm providing heading changes. However, it resolves future collisions in
a pairwise manner. The colliding airplane is passed in front or
behind the conflicting airplane using two different strategies:
1) The myopic strategy prefers the smallest heading changes,
and 2) the look-ahead strategy furthermore ensures that the
selected maneuver does not create a conflict earlier than the
original one. However, Krozel’s algorithm is suitable for selfinterested airplanes, which cannot optimize the solution considering global criteria. In contrast, the presented algorithm is
able to integrate both 1) airplanes’ self-oriented criteria as well
as 2) the global criterion. On the other hand, it assumes that
airplanes trust each other and would like to cooperate together
in the solution, which is the case for many UAV operations. Hill
et al. [6], [26] used an approach based on the satisficing game
theory with dual social utility: selectability and rejectability. Unlike conventional game-theory models maximizing self-interest
metrics, they proposed a satisficing extension, where airplanes
take preferences of others into consideration. By integrating
other preferences into the airplane’s decision, this approach implements a kind of cooperation in the final solution. However,
it is very hard to take the desired optimization ensuring the best
solution for the selected metrics and integrate it into the decision
model of the airplanes.
Christodoulou and Kodaxakis [27] formalized the 3-D air
traffic collision problem as a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem optimizing the desired function. However, it is
very hard to solve the given nonlinear programming problem
for airplanes with more degrees of freedom. Therefore, the article analyzes the solution with maneuvers changing velocity
only. Tumer and Agogino [28] applied multiagent algorithms
for traffic flow management on predefined airways. In contrast
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to many other approaches, Tumer and Agogino associated each
agent with a fix (a specific location in 2-D space), which reduces
the number of agents for high-traffic areas with thousands of
airplanes. Agents are responsible for setting the required separation among the airplanes going through that fix by assigning
speed-up or slow-down actions to reduce congestion.
III. CONFLICT RESOLUTION OPTIMIZATION TASK
The conflict resolution for group of airplanes can be defined
as an optimization task formulated as finding the control inputs producing trajectories that minimize a common objective
function. The objective function penalizes deviations from goaloriented controls (flying to their desired waypoints) and collision occurrences (based on the required separation distance).
The optimization is subject to constraints, which ensure that the
control inputs are within the flight envelope limitations (e.g., the
maximum angular velocity of heading changes). Collision occurrences are included as an optimization criterion minimizing
separation violations, which are highly penalized in comparison
with deviations from goal-oriented controls. In comparison with
integration of a collision criterion as a hard constraint, such approach provides airplane controls also in very dense situations,
where airplanes cannot be fully separated. For the simplicity
of description, conflict resolution actions (control inputs) have
been limited to only horizontal control—heading changes. However, the presented approach can be extended and actions can
include also vertical and speed control, if necessary.
To reduce the complexity of the optimization task, it is supposed that the objective function considers only a limited time
interval into the future for computation of collision occurrences
(called look-ahead interval) and searches for the control input
that is applied from the given time and can be changed to the
optimal control steering airplane toward its next waypoint after some time. Such an approach requires that the optimization
task is solved periodically to ensure that the moving look-ahead
interval is always placed in the future—a receding horizon optimal control. The interval of this period is denoted Δt. If an
airplane changes its next waypoint and, thus, its mission, the
optimization is invoked immediately to reflect the changes.
For simplicity, it is supposed that all airplanes can communicate with each other, all airplanes always participate in the
optimization task and the optimization provides only heading
controls1 from a discrete set of headings. Alternatively, several
independent optimizations can be running, covering airplanes
within a communication range, as there are no mutual influences
between distant airplanes due to the look-ahead limitation in the
construction of the objective function. However, the paper addresses the optimization providing the heading control only; the
optimization task can be extended to also provide the altitude
and speed control.
The next part of this section formally defines the optimization
task with discrete variables specified as
arg min G(x)

Fig. 1. Application of control actions. (Top) xi = ω i , 1 and (bottom) xi =
ω i , 0.

where G is the objective function, x ∈ X is the control vector,
also called joint move x = x1 , x2 , . . . , xN , where xi is the
control input for the ith aircraft, and it is supposed that there are
N airplanes A = A1 , A2 , . . . , AN . The control action xi for
every Ai is defined as a tuple ωi , gi , where ωi is the heading
angular velocity (positive for the right turn and negative for the
left turn) and gi ∈ {0, 1} specifies whether the action is applied
to the entire considered future trajectory (gi = 0) or just to the
next interval Δt and then proceeding to the airplane’s next waypoint (gi = 1). Fig. 1 presents examples of two control actions
with the same heading angular velocity, but one with gi = 1
and the second with gi = 0. In Fig. 1, tc denotes Ai ’s current
position and orientation and km ax Δτ stands for a considered
look-ahead interval (which is described later). Cruise speeds vi
of all Ai are constant. For each Ai , the next waypoint is denoted
as wi . wi is accomplished by Ai , if its current position is within
the specified tolerance around wi . In such a case, wi is set to
the next mission waypoint of Ai . The separation distance Ri
specifies that there should not be any other airplane closer than
Ri to Ai .
The heading control ωi is limited by the flight dynamics not
to be larger than the maximum angular velocity ωim ax . The
optimizer searches for the value of each xi within the final number of values in its definition set Xi . Xi contains mi actions
with ωi values evenly selected from an interval −ωim ax , ωim ax 
with gi = 0, mi actions with ωi values selected the same way,
opt
is an optimal
but with gi = 1 and the single action xopt
i . xi
control action navigating Ai directly toward wi , which does
not consider other airplanes but respects Ai flight dynamics
constraints—the maximum turn rate and flight smoothness. mi
is an odd integer greater than 2, which ensures that the straight
flight maneuver is included. Using such a construction, Xi contains 2mi + 1 control actions.2
The objective function is constructed using the sampling interval Δτ , which is common to all airplanes. The function f i (xi , k)
returns the future position of Ai after k intervals Δτ when Ai applies the action xi considering its current position and Ai flight
dynamics constraints. The objective function G(x) is defined as
G(x) = Gcol (x) + αGdev (x) .

(1)

(2)

x∈X
1 Flight speed is constant and altitude changes are given by the altitude of the
next waypoint.

2 For the used optimizer, it is required that actions in the set X are ordered
i
by ω i values (it does not matter whether ascending or descending).
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It consists of two parts, which are summed together using a
balancing factor α. Gcol penalizes separation violation among
all airplanes A using their future positions and the required
separation distances. It is computed as


Gcol
Gcol (x) =
i (xi , xj )
A i ∈A A j = A i A j ∈A,

Gcol
i (xi , xj )
=

k m a x
k =1

β (k −1) [max(Ri − fi (xi , k), fj (xj , k), 0)]2

(3)

where the factor β ∈ (0, 1) is used for balancing the penalty
between earlier and later squared collision penalties expressed
as max(Ri − fi (xi , k), fj (xj , k), 0) (smaller β more strongly
penalizes earlier collisions), km ax defines the look-ahead horizon and v 1 , v 2  stands for the Euclidean distance between v 1
and v 2 . The second part of the objective function Gdev penalizes
the deviation from airplanes’ optimal trajectories to their next
waypoints

Gdev
Gdev (x) =
i (xi )
A i ∈A

opt
2
Gdev
i (xi ) = |fi (xi , km ax ), fi (xi , km ax )| .

(4)

Fig. 2.

Iterative procedure lowering E q (G(x)) [34].

information theory shows that the equilibrium of a game played
by bounded rational players is the optimum of a Lagrangian of
the probability distribution of the agents’ joint moves [15], [31].
This equilibrium corresponds to at least a local minimum of the
original objective function G. The expected world utility of all
the players with a common world utility G under given players’
distributions qi (xi ) is





Eq (G(x)) =
G(x)
G(x)q(x) =
qi (xi ) . (6)
x∈X

The deviation is expressed as the squared Euclidean distance between the position at the end of the look-ahead horizon km ax after applying the evaluated action and the optimal control action.
In this approach, the collision penalties are integrated into an
optimization function instead of the solution constraints. Such
construction of the objective function allows to find a solution
also when there is not enough space to separate all airplanes.
In such case, optimization provides a solution minimizing the
violations among them, as they are integrated as a sum of squared
violations. The balancing factor α should be selected so that the
values of Gcol (x) are much higher than the values of Gdev (x),
if there exists any violation.

x∈X

i∈I

In the Nash equilibrium, every player adopts a mixed strategy
that maximizes its expected utility with respect to the mixed
strategies of others.3 The Nash equilibrium assumption requiring full rationality (every player can calculate strategies of the
others) is replaced by the information available to the players.
This amount of information is the negative of the Shannon entropy [32] (the distribution with minimal information is the one
that makes no distinction between the various x at all and the
most informative distribution is the one that specifies a single
possible x) of the distribution q(x)

[q(x) ln[q(x)]] .
(7)
S(q) = −
x∈X

IV. PROBABILITY COLLECTIVES OPTIMIZER
In this section, we describe the details about the PC theory
applicable to the optimization problem with discrete variables.
The PC theory can be viewed as an extension to the conventional
game theory. Let’s have a game with N players i ∈ I. A mixed
strategy of the player i is a probability distribution qi (xi ) over
player’s possible pure strategies (a definition set of xi ) [29].
Each player i chooses its strategy (a value of the variable xi )
independently by sampling qi (xi ). There is no direct communication between players in the game. Players learn to cooperate
through repeated plays. All the coupling among players occurs
indirectly—their probability distributions are updated using the
received reward based on the objective function G(x) combining all variables. The probability distribution of the joint move
q(x) is

qi (xi ) .
(5)
q(x) =

Using the maximum entropy principle (Maxent) [33], each
player searches for the probability distribution q that minimizes
the expected utility
arg min Eq (G(x))

(8)

q


subject to x i ∈Xi qi (xi ) = 1 and qi (xi ) ≥ 0 for each i ∈ I.
From the gradient-based optimization, we have to find the critical point of the Maxent Lagrangian
L(q, T ) ≡ Eq (G(x)) − T S(q)

(9)

where T is the Lagrange parameter (which is also referred to as
the temperature). We need to find q and T such that ∂L/∂q =
∂L/∂T = 0.
The algorithm lowering Eq (G(x)) is an iterative procedure
with the following steps (see Fig. 2 and [34]):
1) Initialize the value of the Lagrange parameter T .

i∈I

Bounded rational players [30] balance their choice of the
best move with the need to explore other possible moves. The
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3 In this paper, maximization of utility is replaced with minimization of cost
to be consistent with defined objective function.
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Multiagent implementation of PC optimization.

2) Minimize the Lagrangian L(q, T ) with respect to q at
specified T (sample the system, update the probabilities).
3) Reduce the value of T and repeat from Step 2 until q converges (q does not vary more than the specified threshold
for a couple of iterations).
4) The x selected according to the final q is the solution
of (1).
The sequence lowering T is the annealing schedule, in reference to the simulated annealing [35]. For a given T , each player
i optimizes

[qi (xi )E[G|xi ]]
Li (qi , T ) =
x i ∈Xi

−T



[qi (xi ) ln[qi (xi )]] .

(10)

x i ∈Xi

The function Li is convex, has a single minimum in the interior,
the temperature T controls the tradeoff
between exploration and

exploitation [31]. The first term x i ∈Xi [qi (xi )E[G|xi ]] in (10)
is minimized
 by a perfectly rational player, while the second
term −T x i ∈Xi [qi (xi ) ln[qi (xi )]] is minimized by a perfectly
irrational player (by a perfectly uniform mixed strategy qi ). In
the limit T → 0, the set of q that simultaneously minimizes the
Lagrangian is the same as the set of q minimizing the objective
function G.
V. PARALLELIZED APPROACH
The PC optimization (see Section IV) can be fully distributed
and implemented in a parallel way as a multiagent system. Collectives in the PC algorithm can be viewed as groups of selfinterested, learning agents that act together to minimize the
objective function (1) (see Fig. 3). Each variable is maintained
by one agent. Thus, each agent searches for an optimal action
for a single airplane (see Section III). In this section, Ai ∈ A
denotes the agent providing control to the airplane Ai . Each Ai
keeps the current probability distribution qi for its action variable xi . Computation of the expected utility value [value of the
common objective function G(x), (2)], and the convergence test
requires cooperation of all agents. Sampling and updating of all
variables in the iterative procedure of the PC algorithm can be
performed independently in a parallel way.
Each Ai is configured using several airplane-oriented parameters: the maximum available angular velocity ωim ax , the
number of discrete steers mi , and the separation distance Ri .

Algorithm 1.

Agent PC optimization pseudocode.

Moreover, the Ai manages its given mission and defines its next
waypoint wi . All Ai use common configuration parameters: the
size of the sample block in each iteration NSB , the look-ahead
horizon km ax , the sampling interval Δτ , the balancing factor
α, the collision penalty time factor β, and annealing schedule
parameters.
Algorithm 1 presents a distributed implementation of the PC
optimization procedure executed by each agent. First, each agent
performs an initial setup of the optimal action xopt
i , the definition
set Xi , the probability distribution qi as an uniform discrete
distribution over Xi , and the temperature T according to the
selected annealing schedule initial value (lines 1–4).
The iterative optimization loop lowering Eq (G(x)) from
Fig. 2 is implemented at lines 5–26. Agents prepare sample
blocks si (NSB actions selected from Xi using Monte Carlo
sampling [36]) and prediction points predi (for each action in si
agents apply function fi (xi , k), where k = 1, . . . , km ax ) (lines
6 and 7). Then, agents exchange their predi (lines 8 and 9). The
computation of the common objective function G(x) (2)–(4) for
each joint action x in the sample block si is distributed among
all agents. Each agent Ai computes Gi of the rewritten objective
function

Gi (x)
G(x) =
A i ∈A

Gi (x) = αGdev
i (xi ) +



Gcol
i (xi , xj ) .

(11)

A j = A i A j ∈A

The deviation part of the objective function Gdev
i (xi ) is prepared
at line 10. Each agent waits for other sample block predictions
from all agents from the set A\Ai and adds the collision part of
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PIM approach to PC optimization.

the objective function for each processed predj (lines 11–15).
After processing all predictions, each agent has the value Gi (x)
for each sample block action and it sends these values to all
others agents (lines 16 and 17). Then, the agent waits for all
other parts and sums the values into Gi (lines 18–22). At this
point, all agents have the same values of the objective function
evaluation in their Gi .
The update of the agent’s probability distribution minimizing
Lagrangian Li (qi , T ) with the current temperature T is done at
line 23. Then, the temperature T is decreased according to the
common annealing schedule (line 24). The convergence test of
the iterative optimization procedure is done simultaneously by
all agents (line 25). It is not necessary to communicate during
this phase, as all agents have the same G(x) value. Finally,
the agent selects the final control according to its stabilized
probability distribution qi (line 28).
VI. SEMICENTRALIZED APPROACH
The semicentralized PC optimization approach requires collecting of optimization inputs, selecting the host where the optimization will be performed, and distributing the solution to all
involved airplanes. The concept of the PIM has been adopted to
implement the semicentralized approach. First, the PIM model
is briefly presented. Then, the implementation of the automated
conflict resolution based on the PIM approach is described.
A. Process-Integrated Mechanism
PIM [37] is an architecture that benefits from a single controlling authority while avoiding structural difficulties that have
traditionally led to its rejection in many complex settings. The
core idea of PIM is to retain the perspective of the single controlling authority, but abandon the notion that it must have a fixed
location within the system. Instead, the computational state of
the CP is moved among the component parts of the PIM.
The PIM model consists of a single CP and a set of components, each capable of running CP. CP cycles among the components as required in order to execute the CP algorithm (see
Fig. 4). The time in which CP runs on a component is called
the residency time. Each component maintains the code for CP;
therefore, the controlling process can move from component to
component by passing only a run-time state using the mechanism of strong mobility [38]. The underlying PIM run-time
system manages the actual movement of the CP across the com-
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ponents, and presents the programmer with a virtual machine in
which there is a single CP operating with a unified global view
where, in fact, data remains distributed across the components.
The programmer need not be concerned with the details of the
process moving among the processors.
The PIM model can be viewed as the inverse of time sharing.
Time-sharing models revolutionized computing because they
allowed multiple processes to run on the same computer processing unit (CPU) at the same time as though each was the
only process running on that machine. In such a model, the
programmer could construct the program with no concern for
the details of the process switching that is actually happening
on that CPU. To the programmer, it is as if their program has
the entire processor, even though in reality it is only running in
bursts as it is switched in and out. The PIM model, on the other
hand, provides the reverse. To the programmer, it still appears
that there is one program controlling all the components, but CP
is actually cycling from component to component. Even further,
it is as though the memory and data available on each processor
is also always available, as in a distributed memory system. In
other words, the set of components appears to be a single entity.
There are two implementations of Java virtual machine (JVM)
supporting PIM concept natively. The first implementation is
based on the Aroma VM [39], which provides the necessary
primitives to asynchronously capture and move the execution
state of threads running inside VM. Aroma allows the capture
and migration of CP between any two Java byte-code instructions, thereby providing fine-grained and accurate control over
the residency time of CP at each node. However, Aroma does not
provide a just-in-time (JIT) compiler, thereby Aroma provides
less performance than other JVMs. The second implementation
is based on the Mobile Jikes RVM [40], [41], which is a modified
version of the Jikes Research VM developed by IBM [42]. The
Mobile Jikes RVM provides also JIT, thereby a performance
which is close to the commercial JVMs.
However, both these JVMs do not support the latest Java specification, which is required for running the multiagent airspace
evaluator AGENTFLY [21]. Thus, the native requirement for
strong migration has been replaced by weak migration available
in all existing JVMs. Using weak migration, a mobile CP moves
from one entity to another upon its own request. When CP code
requires access to currently unavailable memory by calling a
respective command, it triggers the migration. Its state is serialized and migrated to the node having the required data. Finally,
CP is restarted on that node. AGENTFLY system is built on top
of AGLOBE multiagent platform [43] and the implemented CP
utilizes its agent weak migration support.
B. Conflict Resolution CP
The semicentralized implementation of the described conflict resolution is straightforward and does not require any
modifications of the algorithm described in Sections III and
IV. The pseudocode of the coordination process is stated in
Algorithm 2.
First, CP reads the initial configuration specifying a set of
involved airplanes A, PC configuration parameters cPC , and
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Algorithm 2. PIM coordination process pseudo-code implementing centralized PC optimization for CA.

an optimization ID id (line 2). The cPC includes the following
parameters for PC optimization: NSB , km ax , α, β, and annealing
schedule parameters. Then, CP repeats infinitely lines 2–2. CP
provides periodical control of involved airplanes with period Δt.
Each control input is uniquely identified by the optimization ID
id. CP does not finish implicitly by default, but it can be removed
along with the component (airplane) where it is actually running.
For example, if an airplane finishes its mission (its last waypoint
is accomplished). All the components (airplanes A) monitor that
CP is visiting them at least once every Δt. If any component
detects that CP is not visiting it, it contacts all others and invoke
a recovery mechanism that creates and starts a new CP. The
same mechanism is used for the creation of the first CP. All
airplanes are the only components that provide PIM underlying
architecture for hosting CP.
The invocation of the method Get airplanes’ states
blocks until the new control is required for a specified id and
also causes migration of CP among all the airplanes A to collect
information about their current state and parameters (line 2).
Once CP has the necessary information about all the airplanes,
it performs local PC optimization (see Section III) (line
2). Finally, CP calls the method Apply new control that
causes migration among all the airplanes A and sets a new
control action ωi , which is included for each airplane in the set
Ω (line 2). After that, CP increments id (line 2).
VII. ITERATIVE PEER-TO-PEER COLLISION AVOIDANCE
This section briefly introduces the iterative peer-to-peer collision avoidance (IPPCA) [22] that is used as a comparator.
Similar to the presented approach, IPPCA provides collision
detection and resolution for cooperating airplanes, which can
communicate together. IPPCA is based on high-level flight plan
variations using evasion maneuvers. The flight plan (FP) is a geometrical description including time information of airplane’s
flight trajectory consisting of a sequence of basic elements. In
IPPCA, a valid FP fulfilling all restrictions on airplane’s flight
dynamics (like a bounded angular velocity as in our case) is produced by the flight path planner, which constructs the optimal
FP (with respect to the selected criterion) using a given sequence
of waypoints and considering their speed and time constraints.
The conflict detection part in IPPCA is implemented in the
following way. Airplanes use the subscribe-advertise protocol
for sharing their local intentions. Each airplane provides a limited future part of its current FP (local FP) to others. This future
part is restricted to cover only a time horizon where the collision
avoidance should be applied. Each airplane provides an updated
local FP each time when its current flight plan is modified or
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the old local FP does not cover the required future time horizon. Each time an airplane receives an updated local FP from
another airplane, it performs a collision inspection. During the
collision inspection, the received local FP and airplane’s current
flight plan is searched for a collision—a situation where both
airplanes are closer than the required separation distance. If such
a collision exists, the conflict resolution part is started.
The conflict resolution in IPPCA is based on the pair negotiation on removing collision (PNRC) process. During PNRC,
an airplane still receives and inspects local FPs from other airplanes searching for a collision. If a new collision is detected,
it is checked which one has higher priority (earlier collision).
If the currently running PNRC is started for a collision with
a lower priority, it is interrupted and the new PNRC for the
collision with a higher priority is invoked.
The PNRC process searches for modified flight plans of both
participating airplanes removing the identified collision. First,
PNRC prepares sets of their FP alternatives initially including
the airplanes’ current FPs and initializes the parameter defining
the strength of deviation applied by an evasion maneuver. PNRC
works in the loop until the solution is found. In each loop, both
participating airplanes extend their sets of FP alternatives with
new modified FPs generated by the flight path planner as a result
of evasion maneuvers using the current deviation parameter. In
this paper, IPPCA works with only two evasion maneuvers:
turn left and turn right. The turn left maneuver deviates the
original flight trajectory to the left starting from the point of the
identified collision. The deviation parameter defines how much
the trajectory is deviated from the original one. The turn right
maneuver does the same but to the right side. Only FPs, which
do not collide prior to the collision being solved with known
FPs of other airplanes are included in the sets of alternatives.
Then, both these sets are combined together and only pairwise
FP combinations, which do not cause the same or earlier mutual
collisions are inserted in the candidate set.
If the candidate set is empty, the loop is repeated with an
increased deviation parameter. In the next round, new larger deviations are included and more combinations are tested. If there
is at least one combination of FPs in the candidate set, PNRC is
finished and the PNRC solution is selected as the combination
with the minimal cost according to the selected criterion. For
example, the combination that has the minimal fuel consumption for both airplanes together. If there are several alternatives
with the same minimal cost, the solution is chosen randomly
from them. Finally, both involved airplanes apply modified FPs
and dispatch updated local FPs to all their subscribers. A new
collision inspection is then performed and new PNRCs are invoked for remaining collisions. Thus, IPPCA solves a complex
collision situation of several airplanes (like the configuration
used for evaluation) by a sequence of FPs’ modifications given
by pairwise negotiations. The detailed description of IPPCA can
be found in [22].
VIII. EVALUATION
Both parallelized PC (see Section V) and semicentralized PC (see Section VI) approaches have been compared
against the iterative peer-to-peer collision avoidance (IPPCA)
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Fig. 5. Superconflict experimental setup with five airplanes (left). Final trajectories after optimization-based conflict resolution—the width of the gray area
behind each airplane correspond to the required separation distance (right).

(see Section VII) in AGENTFLY [21]—a multiagent airspace
evaluator. The algorithms have been tested in a superconflict
configuration with a varying number of airplanes (from 2 to
25) (see the left side of Fig. 5). In the superconflict setup, all
airplanes are initially located on a horizontal circle with diameter 13 km and their missions contain one waypoint for each
airplane located on the opposite side of the circle at the same
altitude. Airplanes’ initial positions are well-proportioned on
the circle—the spacing between any two neighboring airplanes
is the same. All airplanes are started at the same time and they
have the same constant flight speed vi = 35 m/s. Such a setup
causes all airplanes to collide in the circle’s center, if no conflict
resolution is applied. All airplanes have the same restriction on
the flight dynamics restricting the maximum angular velocity
to ωim ax = 4◦/s. The collision resolution is required to provide
separation at least Ri = 500 m at any time during the flight.
Although the optimization task is well defined for an automated conflict resolution, the PC optimizer is based on a stochastic procedure and thus the conflict resolution result can be different in each run. On the other hand, IPPCA solves collisions in an
iterative manner in pairs. The negotiation-based resolution of a
conflict for any one pair is deterministic, but if there are several
results with the same cost, the one that is actually applied is chosen randomly. The order of pairwise negotiations in collisions
of more than two airplanes is given by an asynchronous nature
of the collision detection process. Thus, IPPCA can also provide
a different result in each run. Each superconflict setup with the
given number of airplanes has been measured in 50 repetitive
runs. All results present average values from the same configurations. The parameters for the PC optimization were set as
follows: the sample block size NSB = 180, the balancing factor
α = 1, the collision penalty time factor β = 0.995, the optimization period Δt = 10 s, the sampling interval Δτ = 1 s, the
look-ahead horizon km ax = 125, the number of discrete actions
mi = 7. IPPCA was configured to use only three evasion maneuvers: straight, turn left, and turn right. To provide a correct
comparison of both conflict resolution methods, the restriction
of flight dynamics is the same. IPPCA includes flight dynamics
restriction in the path planner, where the minimal horizontal turn
radius is used. For experiments, the minimal turn radius restriction corresponds to the value uniquely derived from vi and ωim ax .
Among all runs, no experiment was observed that violated the
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Fig. 6. Average length addition to the original flight trajectory (diameter of
the circle 13 km) of each airplane to provide required separation.

Fig. 7. Average communication flow among all airplanes in given configuration to safely fly across the circle.

separation radius. An example result of the optimization-based
conflict resolution for five airplanes in the superconflict setup is
shown on the right side of Fig. 5.
The first chart (see Fig. 6) compares the quality of the solution provided by optimization-based and IPPCA negotiationbased methods. In both algorithms, the solution is optimized
for lengths of trajectories (deviations from optimal solutions in
the optimization-based version) in the optimization criterion.
Average values for semicentralized and parallelized integration
approaches are almost the same. Using the same restriction on
flight dynamics, the trajectory lengthening for PC-based methods is up to 12% and for IPPCA is up to 118% of the original
length for each airplane in the configuration with 25 airplanes.
For configurations with two and three airplanes, PC provides
a solution with a similar lengthening as IPPCA and for an increasing number of airplanes, the lengthening for PC is up to
ten times smaller than for IPPCA.
The chart in Fig. 7 presents the overall communication flow,
which was exchanged among all airplanes during the whole
flight. For a semicentralized PC, messages used for the migration of CP are included. The CP (see Algorithm 2) is required to
visit each airplane twice during each optimization: 1) once CP
collects current airplanes’ states and 2) when CP applies control
actions to all airplanes. A very small amount of the communication flow is used for the migration protocol itself and the
major part contains an internal state of CP during the migration (values of its variables and an execution stack). For parallelized PC (see Algorithm 1), the communication flow is given
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Fig. 8.

Averagetime spent for finding a solution for the given setup.

by messages exchanging components of the common objective
function and synchronizing the PC optimization process. For
IPPCA, the communication flow includes messages necessary
for exchanging partial flight plans, proposed flight plan modifications, and messages required by the peer-to-peer negotiation
protocol. There are also included messages, which are used for
regular updates of flight plans. The lowest communication flow
is generated by IPPCA. It requires about 5 MB in total for 25 airplanes. But experiments showed that the flow amount increases
quadratically in the number of airplanes in the collision configuration. On the other hand, both PC-based methods require
more communication: up to 140 MB for semicentralized PC and
up to 800 MB for parallelized PC. The parallelized PC requires
about six times higher communication flow than the semicentralized PC for the same collision situation. However, the flow
increases linearly in the number of airplanes for both PC. The
linear dependence is given by using a fixed sample block size in
the PC optimization. The semicentralized PC linearly increases
only the number of required coordination process migrations.
The parallelized PC uses multicast messages for exchanging
predictions and partial costs, and thus, the increasing number
of airplanes causes only a linear increase of dispatched messages (each airplane produces such messages). In both cases,
the overall number of optimization iterations is limited due to
the annealing schedule, which speeds up the convergence of
finding an extreme of the objective function. However, in the
case when multicast messaging is not usable, the dependency
will be also quadratic for parallelized PC.
The chart in Fig. 8 presents the overall time spent on finding a
solution for the given setup. For both PC-based optimizations, it
includes the time necessary for running all optimizations (regularly invoked every Δt) in the given configuration. For IPPCA,
it includes all the time necessary for exchanging partial flight
plans, preparing flight modifications using the flight path planner, and negotiations searching for pairs’ solutions. Also, time
spent on regular collision recheck is included for IPPCA. The
smallest amount of time is required by IPPCA—only 10 s for
the configuration with 25 airplanes. IPPCA has quadratic dependence of the time on the number of airplanes. Semicentralized
PC has cubic dependence on the number of airplanes. It requires 610 s to solve the configuration with 25 airplanes. The
time requirements are reduced to quadratic in parallelized PC
by the distribution of computation, where only 120 s are spent
on solving the largest conflict.

This paper addresses the problem of autonomous conflict resolution for cooperating airplanes based on communication. The
conflict resolution task has been defined as an optimization task
specified by a common objective function, where the required
airplanes’ control actions are defined as input variables of the
objective function. For the simplicity of description, conflict resolution actions have been limited to only horizontal control—
heading changes. However, the presented approach can be extended and actions can include also vertical and speed control,
if necessary. The presented concept considers that all airplanes
can communicate and cooperate during optimization. However,
the concept can be extended to include noncooperative airplanes
flying in the same airspace. This can be done by extension of
the common objective function. There can be included a part,
which will penalize actions of airplanes causing future separation violations with noncooperative airplanes. Such computation
should include prediction of movement of those airplanes based
on position observations from transponder replies, ADS-B, or
radar.
The PC stochastic optimizer has been applied to solve the
complex objective function. The presented collision avoidance
method has been implemented in two different versions: the
parallelized and semicentralized optimization approach. The
parallelized implementation (see Section V) is much more complex than the semicentralized implementation utilizing the PIM
model (see Section VI). The parallelized implementation requires a transformation of the main PC optimization algorithm
that is executed by several agents in a parallel way. Synchronization parts have to be carefully inserted in the implementation,
while the computation of the common objective function has
to be optimally split among all agents in order to minimize the
number of the same parts computed by multiple agents redundantly and so that only limited information is exchanged among
agents. On the other hand, the semicentralized approach utilizing the PIM model is clearly straightforward from the implementation point of view. The PC optimization is implemented
in a centralized way and underlying PIM components automatically take care of their transparent migration within the airplane
group. Such an implementation is very fast and requires no
modification of the algorithm.
Experimental evaluation showed that the presented optimization approach provides up to ten times shorter trajectory lengthening for each airplane than the iterative IPPCA. Considering
the evaluation setup and linear dependence of fuel consumption and trajectory length for the specified flight dynamics, it
implies almost 46% savings of fuel for the situation with 25
conflicting airplanes. On the other hand, the optimization-based
conflict resolution increased the requirements for communication flow and increased the time spent on the optimization. The
semicentralized PC requires 28 times higher communication
flow than IPPCA. The price for the complex parallel multiagent
PC implementation is compensated by the performance of the
algorithm—it reduces the dependence from cubic to quadratic,
but at the same time, it increases communication flow. Thus,
the PC-based optimization conflict resolution is suitable for the
cases, where there is higher preference for the quality of the
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solution (reduction of fuel consumption) than for the computational resources. If there is limited communication bandwidth,
the centralized implementation is better than the presented parallelized version. However, both PC implementation approaches
can be combined together, if airplanes are equipped with processors with more execution cores. In such a case, the optimization
function in the coordination process can be programmed as a
multithreaded optimizer using a similar code as presented for
the parallel approach. Moreover, communication among agents
should be replaced by thread-to-thread data exchange.
A. Discussion of the Practicality of Implementation
The presented collision avoidance approach can be deployed
in both unmanned aerial vehicles and civilian air-traffic domains.
The approach requires that airplanes are equipped with bidirectional data communication infrastructure, which provides
airplane-to-airplane communication. It is not possible to use
this method without communication equipment. The collision
avoidance algorithm can be then integrated directly with an
existing flight management system or used as an external component. The external integration requires availability of suitable
interfaces, where the algorithm can read the current airplane
state and apply changes in the current control (e.g., new heading). The airplane state is used as an input for the algorithm. On
the other hand, the resulting control provided by the algorithm is
filled back to the flight management system. The available computational resources (internal or external) have major influence
on the speed of convergence of the optimization process. The
presented algorithm does not address the limitations of computational resources. To provide robust conflict resolution, it can
be integrated within a complex conflict resolution architecture,
such as the multilayer collision avoidance framework [44]. Using this multilayer concept, several approaches with different
requirements are combined together. The process of collision
avoidance is permanently monitored and depending on various
symptoms (not enough time until the collision, limited communication bandwidth), optimization can be interrupted and
another algorithm capable of solving the conflict under those
circumstances is invoked.
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We present the concept of dynamic partitioning of scalable,
high-fidelity multi-agent simulation complemented with intelligent
load-balancing processes. The simulation framework is designed to
simulate entities to high details that require extended computation
resources. To be able to simulate a huge amount of entities, distributed simulation is introduced using spatial partitioning and
dynamic load balancing. A novel and important feature is the
combination of the synchronous and asynchronous parts in the
simulation. We use the domain of the air traffic simulation to
verify the simulation framework. We present a method to perform
spatial and temporal planning within 3D space and multilayer
architecture using several collision avoidance algorithms to illustrate the high computational demands of each airplane. The platform has been used to support simulation of an entire civilian air
traffic touching the national airspace of United States. A thorough
evaluation of the system has been performed, confirming that it
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1
Air traffic touching national airspace of the United States consists of all airplanes flying at
least part of their trajectories inside national airspace.

Agent-based simulations have recently become a popular way to model and
study complex multi-actor systems, complementing the long-established system dynamics and discrete-event simulation approaches (Borshchev and
Filippov 2004). For a large number of situated entities, the high complexity
of their reasoning and=or high complexity of entities–environment interaction, a single machine might not be able to host the whole simulation. In
such a case, an effective distribution schema is required that would enable
the simulation to scale.
In this article, we propose a particular distributed agent-based simulation architecture. The development of the platform has been motivated by
the need to simulate, with a great level of detail, full civilian air traffic touching1 the national airspace of the United States. The design and the implementation developed, however, provide a more universal recipe and can be
applied to other large-scale (analytical) simulations requiring high simulation
fidelity, scalability, and maximum simulation speed.
The proposed approach is based on dynamic partitioning of the simulation of the virtual world into a variable number of dynamically sized partitions, each handled by a dedicated environment simulation component.
Thanks to the prevailing locality of entity-to-entity and entity-to-environment
interactions, such partitioning allows effectively distributing the required
computation between a number of machines while keeping the communication overhead low. The maximum simulation speed together with realistic
behavior of the entities is achieved using a combination of the synchronous
and asynchronous parts in the simulation.
The proposed architecture has been applied for the simulation of the full
civilian air traffic touching the National airspace of the United States, requiring high-fidelity simulation involving a total of 52,799 flights with up to
6,500 simultaneous aircrafts operating over the whole Earth—long flights
departing, arriving, or flying over the United States.
The air traffic simulation consists of two basic parts: the virtual environment and airplanes. The virtual environment contains global model data
(wind, special use airspaces) and physical simulation of airplanes’ bodies,

INTRODUCTION

KEYWORDS agent-based simulation, air traffic,
avoidance, large-scale simulation, trajectory planning

can scale up to a very high number of complex agents operating
simultaneously (thousands of aircrafts) with full detailed models.
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There are two basic approaches to agent-based simulations: analytic simulation and distributed virtual environments. The analytic simulation is typically
used for high-fidelity simulation of a given problem with a maximum detail
and accuracy to provide results for further analysis of the problem. Analytic
simulation runs typically without human interaction and thus a repeated
simulation run with the same initial configuration leads to the same results.

Simulation Approach

The proposed architecture is used to simulate large-scale civilian air traffic
as well to simulate unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and implements the
concept of the free flight (Schulz et al. 1997; Hill et al. 2005). The simulation
consists of two parts: simulation of the virtual world and simulation of
airplanes.
The virtual world has to be evaluated synchronously in order to provide
consistent evolution of the virtual world. This means that all states are
updated each simulation tick. After the last update the states are valid until
the next update throughout the simulation. Computation of these states is
computationally demanding according to the complexity of the virtual world.
We describe this environment in the section on the U.S. national airspace
traffic domain.
The simulation of the airplanes has to be asynchronous because the
computations aboard real airplanes (UAVs) are not synchronized to the real
world. The airplane in the system is represented as a fully autonomous airplane with the capability of trajectory planning and collision avoidance. Most
of the time, the airplane follows the flight plan. The flight plan is initially created using the trajectory planner based on the navigation waypoints. In the
case of a collision situation, the fight plan is updated using the collision
avoidance maneuver. Both trajectory planning and collision avoidance are
computationally very complex. This is illustrated in the sections on trajectory
planning and collision avoidance. The application of this concept leads to a
high and non uniform computational load to the simulation system and
makes it hard to scale up.

PROBLEM SPECIFICATION

Furthermore, the relation to real-world time (referred to also as wall clock) is
not important in analytic simulation and the simulation is therefore executed
at maximum speed to deliver the results as soon as possible (this mode is also
referred to as as-fast-as-possible mode; Fujimoto 1999). The simulation is
synchronous and usually deterministic and can be based on either time steps
or events. The time-stepped simulation advances by predefined equally sized
(virtual simulation) time steps (Guo et al. 2000; Wu and Gong 2001), and new
states of the simulation are computed after each such a step. Event-driven
simulation uses events as a basis for its execution (Banks et al. 2001; Nicol
and Yan 2004). Each event is scheduled with a time stamp and the simulation
framework advances to the time of the event with the earliest time stamp and
determines the new states.
Distributed virtual environments (DVEs; Waters and Barrus 1997) are
used to create a realistic illusion of real-world environment to a human user
for purposes such as training or entertainment. Because of the involvement
of human users, DVEs are usually paced with wall clocks and do not produce
the same results when repeated. They also usually do not support absolute
synchronization and ordering of messages (Lui and Chan 2002; Zhou et al.
2004; Morilla et al. 2006).
High-level architecture (HLA; Dahmann et al. 1997; Kuhl et al. 1999) is
an industry standard developed as an extension of DVE simulation. The
architecture has been defined by a working group formed by the Defense
Modeling and Simulation Office in order to standardize simulation development and allow interoperability between various simulators produced
by multiple vendors by using standardized simulation roles, predefined
communication protocols, and the data exchanging format.
The approach described in this article uses a combination of both the
analytic and DVE approach. Agent’s communication, internal processes,
and nonphysical interaction with other agents is asynchronous and nondeterministic, possibly containing a human in the loop, and the implementation of
these processes therefore uses the DVE approach. The simulation of the
environment, situated entities, and physical interactions in the virtual world
is synchronous and deterministic, and the analytic approach with maximal
accuracy is therefore used. The simulations built on the platform can run
in the as-fast-as-possible mode, preserving the accuracy of the simulation
together with asynchronous and nondeterministic behavior of the agents in
faster than wall clocks–paced time.
As far as our primary application area of interest—that is, air traffic simulation—is concerned, both the analytic and DVE approaches are used. DVE is
primarily used for training purposes and not directly relevant to our objectives. Analytic simulation, on the other hand, is used for the purposes of
obtaining insight into various processes and phenomena related to air traffic.
Numerous simulations with varying levels of detail and different purposes
and coverage have been developed. Yamamoto et al. (2008) presented

which requires massive continuous computation of airplanes states—
position, direction, fuel consumption, weight, etc. Simulation time of airplanes’ reasoning is spent on planning their flight trajectory as well as
collision detection and resolution that is highly non uniform in time. Thus,
an effective distribution and load balancing are the key features of the simulation of the air traffic domain or any other virtual world based on moving
entities.
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The proposed simulation approach is used for the simulation of civilian air
traffic within the U.S. national airspace (U.S. NAS). The resulting airspace
simulator is used to study concepts for the Next Generation Air Transportation Systems (NGATS; National Research Council Panel on Human Factors
in Air Traffic Control Automation 1998) in cooperation with the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).
Each civilian flight operated by an airplane under instrumented flight rules
(IFR; Nolan 2004) is represented as an entity within the simulation. One simulation run typically covers one day and simulates operation of all civilian IFR
flights that traverse, fully or partially, U.S. NAS. Even though the area of the
study is limited to U.S. NAS, some effects external to U.S. NAS are also studied,
covering almost the whole Earth for long-distance flights. The overall number
of simulated airplanes is 52,799 (up to 6,500 are simultaneous) corresponding
to real air traffic for a particular day in 2007.
The complexity of the simulated virtual world and entities increases
with the external data used that influence all parts of the simulation. The

U.S. National Airspace Traffic Domain

Usage of the Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinate system. The
GPS coordinate system significantly increases the computational complexity of the trajectory planning and computation of airplanes’
positions=states.
Usage of the BADA (Base of Aircraft DAta) airplane performance model
(Nuic et al. 2005). The BADA model specifies a precise flight model for
each airplane type. The model allows computation of thrust, drag, and lift
forces during different phases of the flight. This allows computation of
actual and total fuel consumption for each flight.
Usage of weather=wind data; these data are used for computation of the
airplanes’s positions=states and increase the complexity of the trajectory
planning if used as a part of the optimization criterion.
Usage of special-use airspaces (SUAs). SUAs define airspace where it is
restricted to fly. SUAs are dynamic—they can have a specified time interval
when they are applied and when not. This increases the overall complexity
of trajectory planning.

FIGURE 1 Number of simultaneous airplanes during the simulation.

The distribution of the number of airplanes during the simulation day
is depicted in Figure 1. Note that there are significant peaks every half hour
of the simulation time; these peaks lead to extreme loads on the system
with more than 300 airplanes created at one simulation cycle in the highest
peak of the day. For such newly created airplanes, the computationintensive flight trajectory planning and flight control algorithms are
executed.
The simulation cycle is 12 s long, which is suitable for this domain.
A scalable simulation platform is required because the system is used for

.

.

.

.

main factors influencing the computational complexity of the simulation are
as follows:

the ZASE (Zillions of Agents-based Simulation Environment) platform for
simulation up to millions of agents. The platform supports only static load
balancing and does not support a virtual world with interaction between
the physical bodies of the agents and environment. Jamali and Zhao
(2008) presented an approach for balancing computation resources in
wide-area networks. Agogino and Tumer (2008) used agent-based simulation
for incremental enhancements of the current air traffic management (ATM).
Krozel and Doble (2007) used the FACET (Future ATM Concepts Evaluation
Tool) simulation system to model air traffic in inclement weather.
Gorodetsky et al. (2008) used an agent-based simulation for ATM within
the airspace of large airports. Hwang et al. (2007) used simulation for verification of collision avoidance algorithms. All of the above systems focused on
simulating a particular subset of the overall air traffic. On the other hand, the
presented approach aims to provide a model of the entire air traffic. The
huge computational requirements resulting from this goal were consequently one of the driving forces behind the development of the presented
distributed simulation platform.
We use A-globe middleware for interagent communication based on
the survey (Weyns et al. 2005). A-globe employs an approach similar to
the JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) platform. For agents it
uses peer-to-peer communication (which can be implemented as a multicast
too), whereas the simulation environment can use bus-like communication (components join groups and data are delivered to the entire
group). A-globe supports both asynchronous real-time and synchronous
communication.
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FIGURE 2 Adaptive sampling example in the two-dimensional setup. The adaptive sampling
can be seen as different step sizes (distance of the arc) depending on the distance to the
obstacle.

The AA algorithm is introduced to show the computation complexity of the
flight trajectory planning and thus its direct influence on the distributed simulation. Path planning causes the simulation to become very nonuniform in
two ways. First, the path planning is run in a single moment, consuming a
lot of resources, and is idle for the most of the time. Second, a lot of airplanes
are planning a trajectory in some sectors but not in others. More detailed
information can be found in Šislak et al. (2009a, 2009b).
The AA algorithm extends the original A algorithm to be usable in
large-scale environments without neglecting the search precision. AA
removes the trade-off between speed and precision by introducing adaptive
sampling. During the expansion, child states are generated by applying
vehicle elementary motion actions using elements’ adaptive parameterization. A set of elementary motion actions is defined by the model of the nonholonomic vehicle movement dynamics. The adaptive parameterization
varies and thus the algorithm makes larger steps when the current state is
far from obstacles and restricted areas and smaller steps when it is closer.
Figure 2 shows the advantage of the adaptive sampling of the AA . The
adaptive sampling can be seen as different step sizes (distance of the arc
in the figure) depending on the distance to the obstacle.

Trajectory Planning

The collision avoidance component is shortly introduced to show its influence on the distributed simulation. Collision avoidance causes the greatest
changes in the uniformity of the simulation. Each collision avoidance causes
repeated calls to the trajectory planner on several airplanes flying in the same
area. That causes a rapid increase in computation load in the respective area.
Solving several collision situations in the same simulation partition leads to a
slowdown of the whole system. Thus, it is important to divide the
areas with a high density of air traffic into more simulation partitions. More
detailed information can be found in Šislak et al. (2007, 2008) and Volf
et al. (2007).
The multilayer collision avoidance (MLCA) component is capable of
solving future collisions by means of a combination of different avoidance
methods. There is no central planner providing a collision-free flight plan;

Collision Avoidance

There is a defined search precision specifying the minimal sampling grid
step that is used in the areas closest to obstacles. The search precision is
defined so that the AA algorithm does not skip any existing gap between
obstacles larger than this precision. Specifically, the AA algorithm uses the
highest possible parameterization that ensures that the distance to the closest
obstacle is not smaller than the distance corresponding to two respective
sampling steps.
The adaptive sampling in the AA algorithm requires a different definition of identity tests when working with open and close lists. The original
equality implementation is replaced by a similarity check. Two states are
similar if their Euclidean distances and their direction vector variations are
less than a threshold derived from the respective sampling parameterization.
Otherwise, the adaptive sampling of a nonholonomic vehicle trajectory
causes an infinite state generation in the continuous space. To remove the
effects of varying sampling, each path candidate generated during the search
is smoothed.
Properties of the AA concept were evaluated on a set of two- and
three-dimensional setups. The original A algorithm with a distance-to-target
heuristics was chosen as a comparator because it is the only one that provides an optimal solution and does not require any preprocessing of the
environment definition. The AA algorithm provides acceleration of the path
planning up to 1,400 times faster in comparison with the original A algorithm. Moreover, it was found that the AA algorithm accelerates the result
in case of failure (the path does not exist) due to the reduced number of
all generated states.
The computational complexity of the algorithm increases according to
the data used—GPS coordinate system, BADA model, wind optimization,
and special-use airspaces.

analysis of concepts related to the predicted growth of air traffic in the
upcoming decades (i.e., a simulation of the expected density of traffic in 5,
10, 15, and 20 years). The Boeing Company (2008) forecasted that the
number of cargo flights will triple over the next 20 years.
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The proposed modular architecture is domain independent. Therefore, it is ready for
deployment on autonomous vehicles like airplanes or ground vehicles (VFRs; Visual flight
rules). The implementation in AgentFly is used as a reference mechanism to test the efficiency
of the following three CA algorithms. The iterative peer-to-peer collision avoidance (IPPCA)
algorithm employs pair-wise negotiation to solve the collision. The multiparty collision avoidance (MPCA) algorithm extends the first two algorithms by allowing several assets to negotiate
over their collective CA maneuvers. The noncooperative collision avoidance (NCCA) algorithm supports CA when communication between assets is impossible. This class of algorithms
is based on modeling and predicting the noncooperative object’s future airspace occupancy
and representing its possible future positions in terms of dynamic no-flight zones.

hence, the individual plans are provided by the planning agents.2 Based on
priority, MLCA selects an appropriate collision solver for a specific possible
future collision. Sophisticated switching of the collision avoidance algorithms
is inevitable because the algorithms have different properties. Different algorithms provide different qualities of the collision avoidance solution, and
they require different amounts of time to find such a solution. Specifically,
the negotiation-oriented algorithms (cooperative) may provide better collision avoidance solutions than noncooperative algorithms, though they may
be more time consuming (due to multiparty interactions).
There are several collision avoidance algorithms implemented in the current system. The cooperative rule-based collision avoidance (RBCA) algorithm is a domain-dependent algorithm based on the FAA’s visual flight
rules. The iterative peer-to-peer collision avoidance (IPPCA) algorithm is
another example of cooperative algorithm based on agent communication
and negotiation (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 3 A 3D solution after several IPPCA iterations for the super conflict setup of 10 airplanes. The IPPCA algorithm is used in the experiments for collision avoidance. It deploys
multiagent negotiations aimed at finding the Pareto-optimal CA maneuver. Software agents
hosted by each asset generate a set of viable CA maneuvers (by means of the planning mechanism described earlier) and compute the costs associated with each maneuver (based on, for
example, the flight plans total length, time deviations in mission waypoints, altitude changes,
curvature, flight priority, fuel status, possible damage, and type of load).
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High fidelity: The simulation has to be accurate with respect to the defined
physics. Simulation level of details (LOD; Brom et al. 2007) techniques
cannot be used to reduce the complexity of used intra- or inter-physics
because this could lead to significant errors in the simulation output.
Scalability: The simulation platform has to be scalable in terms of
the number of simulated situated entities (both the number of simultaneously running entities and their total number) and the virtual world
dimension. Simulation architecture should allow simulation scale-up simply by increasing the number of computational resources used for the
simulation.
Maximum simulation speed: The high-performance simulation platform
should be able to produce results for a given simulation scenario in the
minimum possible time without sacrificing the accuracy of the high-fidelity

3
By situated entities we mean that they are embedded in a synthetic model of a 3D physical space.

.

.

.

Distributed simulation is described as a common architecture usable for a different domains. The simulation involves large numbers of situated entities3
(aircrafts) operating and interacting in a realistically modeled large-scale
Earth-like 3D environment limited by a maximum altitude virtual world.
The entities are not present during the whole simulation but are dynamically
introduced or removed based on the simulation requirements.
Each situated entity in the simulation carries a state, components of
which can be either (1) observable—that is, public and external—or (2)
hidden—that is, nonobservable, private, and internal. The fundamental
component of the entity’s observable state present in the simulation is its
position and orientation in the virtual world.
The evolution of the entity’s state is governed by the defined entity’s physics. Physics can be divided to intra-entity and inter-entity. Intra-entity physics
captures those aspects of physical dynamics that can be fully ascribed to a single entity. Although the equations of the intra-entity physics can refer to any
states in the simulated world, they only govern the states carried by its respective entity. In contrast, the inter-entity physics captures the dynamics that affect
multiple entities simultaneously and that cannot be fully decomposed between
them (consider, e.g., the effects of a physical collision of two entities).
In addition to physical interactions, autonomous entities can interact via
communication—that is, exchange electronic messages—and by using
sensors to perceive their surrounding virtual environment.
Having defined the type of simulations addressed and the necessary terminology, we can now state the desired properties of a simulation platform:

DYNAMIC PARTITIONING OF DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION
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Body: The entity’s body encapsulates the entity’s intra-physics that governs
the evolution of entity’s state as a function of other, possibly external,
states. Typically, the body defines motion dynamics for the entity.
Reactive control: The entity’s reactive control contains real-time loop-back
control for the entity. The loop-back control affects the entity’s states based
on the observation of other states. Reactive control—for example, handling urgent reactive behaviors (such as avoiding an obstacle)—is triggered
in emergency situations.
Deliberative control: The entity’s deliberative control contains complex
algorithms employing planning, prediction, and communication with
other entities. The output of deliberative control are typically fed back into
the entity’s reactive control module and provides new control for the
entity. Typically, complex deliberative algorithms providing high-level
entity control are invoked based on the sensing perceptions. The deliberative control belongs to the asynchronous part of the simulation.

.

.

Environment simulation component agents (ESC agents): These agents are
responsible for application of all entities’ state updaters and for the updates
resulting from the inter-physics. The ESC agent computes the synchronous
part of the simulation and is designed to run at one processor core and
use its whole capacity. Therefore, a single ESC agent for one partition
represents all state updaters assigned to this partition.
Deliberative control agents: The deliberative control part of each situated
entity is encapsulated in a separate deliberative control agent. Deliberative

Components presented in this section are implemented as software agents in
a multi-agent middleware A-globe (Šislak et al. 2005) supporting the architecture with effective agent-to-agent communication, Yellow Pages services,
agent full migration, and agent life cycle management. All components in
the simulator architecture are divided into two groups; see Figure 4:

Distributed Simulation Architecture

Due to their principal similarity in the loop-back approach, the
body and the reactive control are collectively referred to as the entity’s
state updater. The state updater belongs to the synchronous part of the
simulation.

.

.

.

Any situated entity in the virtual world consists of up to three
subcomponents:

simulation. In other words, the speed with which the simulation is
executed should not affect simulation results.

512
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Even though the deliberative control part and the state updater is
decoupled in the simulator architecture, the deliberative control and the state
updater of each entity in the simulation are connected by a signal channel
through which sensing perceptions (one way) and control commands to
the reactive control (the other way) are transmitted.

parts can communicate via agent-to-agent message transmission if this is
allowed by inter-physics governing the communication medium.

FIGURE 4 Architecture overview of the distributed simulation approach.
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Both the environment simulation and deliberative control agents can be distributed over multiple computer nodes during the simulation. The whole virtual simulation world is spatially divided into a number of partitions. The
partitions are mutually disjoint except for small overlapping areas around
partitions’ boundaries. Each partition has a uniquely assigned environment
simulation agent (ESC agent) that is responsible for updating states corresponding to all entities located within its assigned partition. Figure 5 presents an example of airspace partitioning from the air traffic simulation
domain.
In contrast to the state updaters, the entity’s deliberative control parts
are deployed to the computer nodes irrespective of the partitions and the
corresponding entity’s position in the virtual world.
The above virtual world partitioning implies that whenever the location
of an entity changes in such a way that the entity moves (spatially) to a new
partition, the entity’s state updater needs to be migrated to the ESC agent
responsible for the new partition. In contrast, the relatively heavy-weight
deliberative control parts are never moved between computer nodes.
The signal channel between the entity’s reactive control and its deliberative control modules is transparently reconnected and it is guaranteed that
no signal transmission is lost during the migration of a state updater between
two ESC agents. The small overlapping areas around partition boundaries
introduced above are used to suppress oscillatory migration of state updaters
between neighboring ESC agents in the case when the corresponding
situated entity is moving very close along partition borders.

Environment Partitioning and Load Balancing

The presented simulation platform employs a time-stepped simulation
approach (Fujimoto 1999). The virtual simulation time driving the dynamic
processes of the simulation entities is incremented uniformly by a constant
time step in each simulation cycle. Defined physics and loop-back control
from the reactive parts are expressed in terms of difference equations; such
equations define the entity’s state (after the time increment) as a function of
the current state only. All of these difference equations, and therefore all
physics and reactive parts, have to be evaluated synchronously in order to
provide consistent evolution of the virtual world. Synchronous evaluation
means that states are updated only after difference equations (relevant in
the given moment in time) have been evaluated.
The above virtual time steps and thus the resulting state updates can be
applied regularly with respect to the external wall clock time or in an as-fastas-possible manner. In the as-fast-as-possible mode, the next time step is
initiated immediately after the previous one has been completed. This mode
therefore allows completion of a given simulation scenario in the shortest
possible time.
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1. Application of deliberative controllers’ changes: Deliberative parts control
situated entities by modification of loop-back rules within corresponding
reactive parts. All modifications received in the previous simulation cycle
take effect in this phase.
2. Evaluation of state updaters: During this phase, ESC agents determine new
state values as a result of difference equations defined in intra-physics and
reactive control modules of respective entities.
3. Evaluation of inter-physics: In this phase, ESC agents exchange state information required to calculate state updates controlled by inter-physics (and
therefore possibly crossing partition boundaries).
4. Migration of state updaters: Entities whose location after the state update
no longer belongs to the partition corresponding to their hosting ESC
agent are migrated to the appropriate ESC agent based on the relevance
to its partitions.
5. Application of new states: From this moment, all precomputed new state
values are considered current ones.

The consistent evolution of the whole virtual world is achieved by
coordinated operation of all ESC agents. Each simulation cycle is decomposed into the following phases:

FIGURE 5 Airplanes over U.S. NAS and world partitioning.
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We have evaluated the proposed distributed simulation architecture on a
large-scale simulation of civilian air traffic described in the section on the
U.S. national airspace traffic domain. The objective of the experiments were
twofold: to (1) understand the performance of the simulation platform with
constant computing resources under varying levels of system load—that is,
the size=complexity of the simulation scenario—and (2) understand the

EVALUATION

The configuration contained a set of several heterogenous (both in terms of
the operating system and hardware) computer nodes. During experiments,

Testing Configuration

The scalability and maximum simulation speed simulation requirements have
been analyzed based on the time required to complete a specified simulation
in the as-fast-as-possible simulation mode. The high-fidelity requirement is
guaranteed by using a time-stepped simulation approach with constant
length of time cycle period and no simulation level of details techniques.
In all experiments, the time to complete the simulation was measured. For a
given simulation configuration it is the real time (wall clock) from the start of the
simulation to the moment where whole simulation scenario (flights) are completely simulated. Each configuration has been measured using identical initial
conditions (freshly launched JVMs [Java Virtual Machines], no allocated memory, etc.) five times and the values presented are the averages from these runs.
The processing time is inferred from the time to complete the simulation
multiplied by the number of processing units (computational threads in
CPUs) available for the particular simulation configuration. The simulation
load corresponds to the number of total flights that have to be simulated.
Each flight typically has different durations, departures, arrival airports, and
intermediate waypoints. The simulation load is expressed as a percentage
of the complete air traffic and 50% load means that each second airplane
has been simulated and the selection is done based on departure time.
Even though there can be several airplanes scheduled at the same time,
the selection process is deterministic and thus is the same for each repetition.
The number of effective airplanes is the mean number of airplanes running during the whole simulation in a particular simulation load. The normalized processing time expresses the computational real time (wall clock) per
one situated entity in the simulation. Using normalized processing time, we
can study the efficiency of the computational resources used in various
configurations.

Metrics

performance of the simulation system under varying distributions of the
available resources between key platform components.
We discuss the simulation results from the point of view of the ability to
effectively distribute and use available resources. The whole system also
generates a large number of parameters for each airplane (e.g., airplane type,
engine type, length and duration of the flight plan, total fuel consumption,
the number of separation violations, and many others). These data can
be evaluated and used for comparison with real data provided by the
appropriate authority (Federal Aviation Authority, EUROCONTROL, etc.).

The next phase of the simulation cycle is invoked only once the current
phase is completed by all ESC agents.
In order to provide maximum performance throughout the whole simulation, the proposed architecture implements load-balancing mechanisms.
Load balancing is applied to both environment simulation agents (through
dynamic repartitioning) and deliberative control agents (through balanced
start-up deployment).
The virtual world decomposition to partitions is not fixed during the simulation but is dynamically updated depending on the load of computer nodes
hosting environment simulation agents. Based on the time required for processing of the phases 2 and 3 of the simulation cycle by each ESC agent, the world
is repartitioned so that the number of entities belonging to partitions is proportional to the measured times. The ESC agent performing phases 2 and 3 faster will be assigned a larger area with more situated entities and thus more
state updaters and vice versa. If there are no situated entities in the simulation,
partitions are equally distributed to cover the whole virtual world.
The above-described repartitioning is performed before the migration of
state updaters (phase 4 of the simulation cycle). After repartitioning, all state
updaters that no longer belong to their currently assigned ESC agent partition
are subsequently migrated to the appropriate ESC agent. Repartitioning is not
performed during each simulation cycle but only if the difference in state
update evaluation times by all ESC agents exceeds a predefined threshold.
The repartitioning is also triggered whenever a new computer node is
allocated to the environment simulation part.
The load of computer nodes running deliberative control agents is
balanced only when new deliberative agents are instantiated. Deliberative
parts of newly introduced entities are spread proportionally among computer
nodes according to individual nodes’ average loads in several previous
simulation cycles, expressed as the sum of each node’s idle time over those
simulation cycles. The computer node with the highest idle time will receive
more deliberative control agents and vice versa. There is no dynamic
rebalancing of already running deliberative control agents because it would
introduce issues with agent-to-agent addressing and proper conversation
protocol consistency during the migration.
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In the first experiment, hardware resources were fixed and time to complete
the simulation was measured for varying simulation load. Specifically,
simulation load varied from 10 to 100% of all flights for the same data set with
a 10% step.
Figure 7 shows the dependency of time to complete the simulation and
normalized processing time on the number of situated entities within the system. The maximum simulation duration was less than 13 min for all 52,799
flights in the experimental data set. First, the normalized processing time
decreased with the increasing simulation load up to 70% and then increased.

Experiment 1: Varying Number of Entities

nodes were dedicated for ESCs or deliberative controllers; see computer
node allocation in Figure 6.
The testing configuration consisted of 9 cores with 9-GB RAM for
ESCs and 11 cores with 15-GB RAM for the flight control integrated in
deliberative controllers. All computers were interconnected through a 1-Gb
Ethernet network (connection through a single switch) using the TCP=IP protocol. All systems were running a Sun Java 64-bit 1.6.0 14 environment. All
empirical values are averaged from five independent measurements with
identical initial conditions; for example, a freshly launched JVM, no allocated
memory, etc.

FIGURE 6 Computer nodes allocation during experiment: environment simulation, hosts
environmental components; flight control, hosts all deliberative control parts; and simulation
controller, other components for simulation control and input=output interfacing with the
simulation (color figure available online).
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CPU overload: The simulation management is designed to run the simulation as fast as possible considering the CPU load. If the CPU performance is
not sufficient, the simulation continuously slows down.
Memory overload: The higher memory requirement for the simulation than
memory available to the operating system results in memory swapping and

We can define a threshold based on the lowest normalized processing time
where hardware resource utilization is efficient. In our case, we specified that
the simulation was efficient when normalized processing time is within 20%
limit from the best utilization. Therefore, for the best normalized processing
time of 3 s, the threshold was set to 3.6 s (dotted line in Figure 7).
Based on the identified threshold and the normalized processing time,
we can identify three regions (grey areas in Figure 7 from left) in simulation
load: (1) underloaded, (2) efficiently loaded, and (3) overloaded simulation.
For the fixed computational resources and low system load (few situated
entities), the simulation is underloaded and is thus inefficient. Available
resources are not efficiently used due to the few entities allocated and there
is a maintenance overhead for the distributed architecture that depends on both
the number of partitions given by the number of available processing computational threads and the number of situated entities in the simulation. The overhead for the distributed architecture includes both the coordination between
partitions and exchange of states required for computation of inter-physics.
In the efficient simulation load region (middle of Figure 7), the best ratio
is between resources consumed for distributed simulation maintenance and
computation of state updaters. This leads to an almost linear dependency of
time to complete the simulation on the number of simulated entities.
With increasing simulation load we can reach a limit where available hardware resources become overloaded (right side of Figure 7). The
simulation can be overloaded due to three main reasons:

FIGURE 7 Experiment 1: Varying number of entities. Time to complete simulation—solid
line, left axis. Normalized processing time—dashed line, right axis.
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FIGURE 8 Experiment 2: Varying the number of partitions. Time to complete simulation—
solid line, left axis. Normalized processing time—dashed line, right axis.

In the second experiment, in contrast to the first, the simulation load was
constant and time to complete the simulation was studied for varying computational resources. Specifically, a 40% simulation load was selected in order
to use less hardware than in the full configuration. This experiment covered
two different cases: (1) varying resources for environmental simulation
agents and (2) varying resources for deliberative control agents.
In the first case, varying resources for ESC agents and all available computational resources for deliberative control agents were used (see Figure 6)
and these were not changed. Such a configuration should minimize the
impact of the deliberative control configuration on the measurement of
dependency on ESC agents’ configuration. In fact, the number of assigned
cores for ESC agents specifies the number of partitions during the
simulation—each partition has one core assigned.
Thus, the dependency of time to complete simulation on the number of
partition was studied. The results from this experiment are shown in Figure 8.

Experiment 2: Varying Computational Resources

In our configuration, both CPU and memory resources were usually
overloaded. While overloaded, the simulation slowed down exponentially
in increasing load.

.
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higher probability of page faults, decreasing the performance of the
simulation.
Network overload: Despite the distributed design, which inherently aims
to minimize the network traffic, the network can become overloaded. If
the network is not able to transmit all traffic required by the simulation
especially related to the environment simulation, the simulation is paused
and waits for their delivery.
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FIGURE 9 Experiment 2: Varying the computational resources for deliberative control agents.
Time to complete simulation—solid line, left axis. Normalized processing time—dashed line,
right axis.

Similar to the results of experiment 1, we can observe three utilization
regions: (1) overloaded, (2) optimally loaded, and (3) underloaded. In the
left part of the figure (one, two, and three partitions), the normalized processing time is significantly decreased with more partitions. For fewer partitions,
ESC agents including state updaters and computing inter-physics are overloaded. For four and five partitions, the time to complete simulation is still
reduced; however, the normalized processing time stagnates. This is caused
by rising demands for partition-to-partion coordination. Adding even more
computational resources for ESC agents (thus using more partitions) results
in a decreasing normalized processing time. In this underloaded case, the
overhead for partition-to-partition coordination dominates the parallelized
processing of state updaters. Note that values for nine partitions in Figure 8
are the same as for the 40% simulation load in Figure 7.
In the second case, varying resources for deliberative control agents, a
fixed number of partitions was used. Thus, the effect of changing resources
for the deliberative control part is primarily studied. Figure 9 presents the dependency of time to complete simulation and normalized processing time on
increasing hardware resources. In the left part of the figure (two, three, and four
cores for deliberative control agents), there is a significant speed-up given by
parallelization of execution of heavy-weight deliberative controllers. For less
computational power, all cores are overloaded and the simulation is slower.
For increasing number of computational cores assigned for deliberative
controllers, the time to complete simulation is almost the same. In such a
case, the overall simulation bottleneck is not in the speed of evaluation of
deliberative controllers. We cannot speed up more due to environment simulation. Looking at normalized processing time, we can see that for increasing
resources (six, seven, and more computational cores), computational power
is wasted and thus normalized processing time is increasing due to increased
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Agent-Based Approach
to Free-Flight Planning,
Control, and Simulation
Michal Pechoucek and David Sislak, Czech Technical University

A

ir traffic is extremely busy and increasing daily.

AgentFly

In fact, the aviation industry is planning for rapid

In cooperation with the US Air Force, researchers in
the Agent Technology Center at the Czech Technical
University have developed AgentFly—a scalable, agent
based technology for freeflight simulation, planning, and
CA. In AgentFly, each flying asset represents a specific
software container hosting multiple intelligent software
agents. Each agent either models a specific hardware
functionality such as sensory capability, dynamic flight
control, or communication, or encapsulates an intelligent
decisionmaking technology that supports planning or
CA. Such an architecture supports three principal Agent
Fly use cases:

growth worldwide. In the recent 2008 Current Market
Outlook Report, Boeing anticipates that cargo will triple
over the next 20 years. Air traffic control faces yet another
critical challenge: everincreasing requirements for air
traffic operation involving manned and unmanned aerial
assets. Small unmanned aerial vehicles—often used, for
example, for emergency surveillance and monitoring—
must be able to operate near airports with heavy civilian
air traffic. Clearly, current air traffic management systems
can’t efficiently support such requirements or handle much
more than the current density. Sophisticated, intelligent
technology is needed for further growth in the capacity
and safety of worldwide, mixedinitiative air traffic.
The freeflight concept,1 currently a hot paradigm, sug
gests moving away from centralized, predefined, pre
booked flight corridors and recommends decentralizing
air traffic control among multiple (manned or unmanned)
flying assets. Decentralizing air traffic planning and con
trol is expected to provide more efficient use of the avail
able airspace and improve support for replanning and col
lision avoidance (CA), especially in the case of dynamic
unmanned operations.
Intelligentagent technology, supported by the research
results from AI and from autonomous agents and multi
agent systems, provides a set of mechanisms and protocols
for negotiation, coordination, and decentralized decision
making in communities of selfinterested or partially
cooperative actors. This functionality has the potential
to directly support freeflight operations by modeling
individual assets as agents and providing each asset with
automated decisionmaking support aimed at coordinated,
collisionfree, efficient flight. At the same time, agent tech
nology provides a valuable computational experimental
environment that can be efficiently used for testing the
properties of freeflight coordination algorithms prior to
their deployment in real hardware and real air traffic.
14

• multiagent modeling and simulation of free flight,
• control of freeflight unmanned aerial platforms, and
• alternative approaches to planning, which supports ci

vilian air traffic control.
We can use multiagent simulation of freeflight opera
tions to empirically analyze various planning and CA
algorithms before physically deploying them. If the simu
lation is realistic enough (AgentFly can provide all the
tools and technology needed), an empirical analysis of
the findings could provide valuable information about the
properties of free flight in various circumstances (such
as surveillance tracking, worsened weather conditions,
dense civilian traffic, or emergency situations).
AgentFly is designed so that no centralized component
is needed; all the planning and CA are based on the fly
ing assets’ sensory capability and distributed (peerto
peer) decisionmaking capability. We can deploy the
planning and CA agents directly onto hardware platforms
and thus support real freeflight exercise of unmanned as
sets. The AgentFly system is based on Aglobe multiagent
technology, which supports seamless migration from com
putational simulation to hardware deployment. Previously,
researchers successfully migrated an Aglobebased model
of a groundbased robotic scenario to the RoboCup soccer
environment.

1541-1672/09/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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The most promising direction for ap
plying AgentFly is in the area of airtraffic planning. The US Federal Aviation
Authority (FAA) is interested in testing
AgentFly’s planning capacity for heav
ily overloaded civilian air traffic across
the entire national air space. The idea is to
relax the planning problem and perform
multiagent flight simulations. Instead of
planning a collision-free operation for
numerous aircraft, we’d construct a flight
plan for each individual craft without
considering possible collisions. Subse
quently, we simulate such an operation in
the AgentFly environment, detect possible
collisions, and solve them through either
individual replanning or peer-to-peer
negotiation.
Planning
Each agent hosts its own path planner
that provides a smooth flight plan trajec
tory, respecting all of the airplane model’s
constraints and goals (its mission). Each
planner transforms these goals and re
quests for CA maneuvers into a sequence
of waypoints, each with specified time and
cruise-speed restrictions. The planners pre
pare detailed descriptions of the individual
flight corridor—a geographical definition
and cruise-speed changes over time. The
given flight trajectory can be executed
imprecisely by integrating the Required
Navigation Performance (RNP) standard2
into the planning process, thereby specify
ing permissible deviations in the plane’s
horizontal and vertical positions within its
corridor. When an RNP level is no longer
reachable, the planner finds another plan.
Internally, the path-planning process
runs in two coupled phases: spatial and
time planning. During the first phase, the
planner prepares the spatial part of the
flight plan, respecting the specified trajec
tory restrictions by means of the Acceler
ated A* (AA*) algorithm (see Figure 1).
This algorithm is suitable for fast plan
ning in large environments with numerous
operational restrictions (such as dynamic
no-flight zones, minimal flight levels, and
noncooperative light operations). Defined
airspace is kept in a tree structure, where
each inner node is a composition or trans
formation operator and each leaf holds a
zone definition with a geometrical descrip
tion, a height map, and octant tree repre
sentations. Using such tree compositions,
complex airspaces can be modeled.
January/February 2009

Figure 1. A path-planning example in a mountainous environment, with defined
cylindrical no-flight zones. The white flight corridor highlights the final solution.

In the second phase, the planner plans
the cruise-speed changes, mapping them to
the prepared spatial part of the trajectory.
The goal here is to fit all given time and
cruise-speed restrictions. The spatial and
time phases are connected in a loop so that
the system can handle extreme cases—for
instance, if a plane must fly more slowly
than its minimal cruise speed, its spatial
plan must be lengthened.
Collision Avoidance
No matter whether AgentFly is used for
simulation, planning, or real hardware con
trol, its capability to autonomously avoid
collisions is at the center of its research
contribution and is critical for its commer
cial exploitation. AgentFly features four
classes of CA mechanisms.
First, the Rule-Based CA (RBCA) al
gorithm is a domain-dependent algorithm
based on the FAA’s Visual Flight Rules
(VFRs). Upon detecting a collision threat,
the agent determines the collision type on
the basis of the angle between the direc
tion vectors of the aircrafts involved. Each
collision type has a predefined fixed ma
neuver, which the agent applies in replan
ning. Each asset independently performs
VFR-based changes to flight plans, rely
ing on the counterpart asset detecting and
avoiding the same collision from its point
of view using the same algorithm. We im
plemented this RBCA in AgentFly as a ref
www.computer.org/intelligent
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erence mechanism for testing efficiency of
the following three CA algorithms.
The Iterative Peer-to-Peer Collision
Avoidance (IPPCA) algorithm deploys
multiagent negotiations aimed at finding
the pareto-optimal CA maneuver. Software
agents hosted by each asset generate a set
of viable CA maneuvers (by means of the
planning mechanism described earlier) and
compute the costs associated with each
maneuver (on the basis, for example, of the
flight plan’s total length, time deviations for
mission waypoints, altitude changes, cur
vature, flight priority, fuel status, possible
damage, and type of load). Figure 2 (on the
next page) shows an example of a pair ne
gotiation that’s searching for a combination
of maneuvers that will minimize their joint
cost associated with avoiding the collision.
The Multi-Party Collision Avoidance
(MPCA) algorithm extends the first two
algorithms by allowing several assets to
negotiate their collective CA maneuvers.
The order in which collision threats occur
and are solved strongly affects the quality
of the overall plan provided by IPPCA. The
MPCA algorithm is designed to minimize
CA maneuvers’ ability to cause conflicts
between future trajectories. This strategy
requires substantially more computational
and communication resources for solving
a single encounter, but it provides more ef
ficient free-flight collision-free trajectories
in the long run.
15

environments are rarely suited for using
a single CA algorithm at all times. So,
AgentFly features an efficient multilayer
CA architecture that provides sophisticated
mechanisms for the flexible selection of an
appropriate CA algorithm in various situ
ations. This architecture features a meta
reasoning process that analyzes time-tocollision and estimated time require
ments for each CA method with respect
to efficiency of the process needed. The
multilayer module works in a fully de
centralized manner and doesn’t use any
central planner. Its architecture is domain
independent and therefore ready for de
ployment in autonomous vehicles such as
airplanes, robots, cars, and submarines.

Figure 2. A state-space example of pair negotiation using the Iterative Peer-to-Peer
Collision Avoidance (IPPCA) algorithm in the superconflict setup of 10 airplanes.
Yellow points represent identified collision boundaries between the original flight
plans of those two airplanes.

Figure 3. A 3D solution after several IPPCA iterations for the superconflict setup of
10 airplanes. Each experiment compared the final trajectory addition to the optimal
(shortest) path.

The Noncooperative Collision Avoid
ance (NCCA) algorithm supports CA when
communication between assets is impos
sible. This situation can arise, for example,
when on-board communication devices
are temporarily unavailable or when an
asset avoids a hostile flying object. This
class of algorithms is based on modeling
and predicting the noncooperative object’s
16

future airspace occupancy and represent
ing its possible future positions in terms of
dynamic no-flight zones. On the basis of
this information, the algorithm performs
continuous replanning using the previously
described planning algorithm.
Even though AgentFly can compare the
effectiveness of various CA methods in
different scenarios, the free-flight dynamic
www.computer.org/intelligent
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Deployment Scenarios
and Selected
Experimental Results
We used AgentFly to validate and test
decentralized CA algorithms mainly in
two ways: we compared selected prop
erties (such as quality of solution and
required computational and communica
tion resources) of given algorithms under
the same configuration, and we validated
algorithms in mixed cooperative and non
cooperative configurations. Algorithms are
often benchmarked in complicated colli
sion cases—for example, in a superconflict
scenario in which airplanes are located in
a circle and are all flying to opposite sides
of the circle, implying the multicollision
of all the planes in the center of the circle
(see Figure 3). Figure 4 presents compari
sons of the RBCA, IPPCA, and MPCA
algorithms regarding the quality of the
final solution and the number of algorithm
invocations when airplanes are randomly
generated in the restricted area.3 Although
MPCA provided the most efficient flight
plans (in terms of the total flight distance),
it required frequent, voluminous commu
nication among the assets as well as sub
stantial computational requirements. So,
IPPCA is regarded as the most suitable for
existing flight scenarios.
The second group of deployment sce
narios validates algorithms in the mixed
mode, in which airplanes operate in the
airspace shared with others (noncoopera
tive objects) with which they can’t com
municate. The noncooperation mode can
be caused by malfunctions in a communi
cation transceiver, an incompatible system,
or a manned airplane. In such situations,
IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
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AgentFly deployment on flying hardware
platforms, we’re currently investigating
AgentFly’s scalability toward modeling
tens of thousands of flying assets. For ex
ample, we’re modeling the weather using
various commercial airplanes’ physical
properties (on the basis of Base of Air
craft Data models provided by Eurocon
trol). Meanwhile, a project funded by the
US Army’s CommunicationsElectronics
Research, Development, and Engineer
ing Center is using AgentFly to investigate
the agentbased approach in collaborative,
dynamic planning of tactical surveillance
operations. Here, the CA capability is
complemented with negotiationbased al
gorithms aimed at coordinating collective
flight and planning coordinated surveil
lance. BAE Systems used AgentFly as a
testbed for their MODfunded research
effort studying probabilitybased CA
mechanisms.

Final-length addition (nautical miles)

A lthough we’d be happy to support

Number of updated flight plans

we can validate the solution if the tested
algorithm can simultaneously take advan
tage of a communicationbased solution for
cooperating airplanes and avoid nonco
operative objects. For example, a team of
autonomous assets might fulfill their mis
sions near the airport where manned traffic
can’t be suspended.
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AgentFly is a software prototype providing intelligent algorithms for autonomous unmanned
aerial vehicles. AgentFly is implemented as a scalable multi-agent system in JAVA running on
the top of the Aglobe platform [1] which provides flexible middle-ware supporting seamless
interaction among heterogenous software, hardware and human actors. Thanks to JAVA,
AgentFly can easily be hosted on UAVs or computers with different operating systems. The
multi-agent approach [2] provides straightforward mapping – each airplane is controlled by
one agent. Agents integrate intelligent algorithms providing a coordination-based control for
autonomous UAVs. In the presented work, only algorithms which are fully distributed among
airplanes are used. Such algorithms provide a real autonomous control for UAVs which do
not require any central unit (a ground station or master airplane) controlling a group of UAVs.
The main benefit is that the group of UAVs can also operate in situations where the permanent
communication link with the central unit or ground operating station is missing. Some of the
algorithms presented in this chapter suppose that UAVs are equipped with communication
modems which allow them to dynamically establish bi-directional communication channels
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All components in AgentFly are implemented as software agents in the multi-agent middleware Aglobe [1]. Aglobe is like an operating system providing run-time environment
for agents. It provides agent encapsulation, efficient agent-to-agent communication, highthroughput message passing with both address-determined and content-determined receivers,
yellow page services providing the address look-up function, migration support, and also
agent life-cycle management. The Aglobe platform has been selected because it outperforms
other existing multi-agent platforms with its limited computational resources and very efficient operation. Moreover, Aglobe facilitates modeling of communication inaccessibility and
unreliability in ad-hoc networking environments.
The high-level overview of the AgentFly agent-based architecture is shown in Figure 9.1.
Basically, there exist three different types of agent in AgentFly: (i) UAV agents, (ii) environmental simulation agents, and (iii) visio agents. When AgentFly is started in the simulation
mode, usually all three types of agent are used. On the other hand, when AgentFly is running
directly on a real UAV platform, only UAV agents are running (one UAV agent per UAV
platform) and an actuator control and sensing perceptions are mapped to real hardware.

9.1 Agent-Based Architecture

based on their mutual position. Thus, airplanes utilize the mobile ad-hoc wireless network [3]
created by their communication modems. These algorithms provide robust control in critical
situations: loss of communication, destroyed airplane.
The AgentFly system has been developed over more than five years. It was initially built for
simulation-based validation and comparison of various approaches for autonomous collision
avoidance algorithms adopting the free-flight concept [4]. Later, AgentFly was extended with
a high-level control providing tactical control team coordination. Even though the AgentFly
system has been developed primarily for simulation purposes, the same agents and algorithms
are also deployed for real UAV platforms. Beside UAV application, the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) supports the application of the AgentFly system for simulation and
evaluation of the future civilian air-traffic management system which is being studied within
the large research program called Next Generation Air Transportation Systems (NGATS) [5].
AgentFly has been extended with high-fidelity models of civilian airplanes and to support
a human-based air-traffic control. The current version of AgentFly is suitable for several
use-case models: a tool for empirical analysis, an intelligent control for UAVs and hybrid
simulations. The hybrid simulation allows us to integrate a real flying UAV platform into a
virtual situation and perform initial validation of algorithms in hazardous situations (which
could be very expensive while done only with real platforms) and also perform scalability
evaluation of intelligent algorithms with thousands of UAVs.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 9.1 presents the overall multi-agent
architecture of AgentFly. Section 9.2 describes the extensible layered UAV control concept.
Section 9.3 briefly introduces algorithms used in the trajectory planning component and
their comparison to other existing state-of-the-art methods. Section 9.4 describes the multilayer collision avoidance framework providing the sense and avoid capability to an airplane.
Section 9.5 provides the description of existing high-level coordination algorithms integrated
with AgentFly. Section 9.6 presents distribution and scalability of the AgentFly simulation
with respect to the number of UAVs. Finally, Section 9.7 documents the deployment of the
AgentFly system and included algorithms to the real UAV platform.
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UAV Agent

Environment Simulation Agents

Environment simulation agents are used when AgentFly is started in the simulation mode.
These agents are responsible for simulation of a virtual environment in which UAVs are
operated. These agents replace actions which normally happen in the real world. They provide simulation of physical behaviors of virtual UAVs (non-real UAV platforms), mutual
physical interactions (physical collisions of objects), atmospheric model (weather condition)
influencing UAV behavior, communication parameters based on the used wireless simulator,
and simulation of non-UAV entities in the scenario (e.g. humans, ground units). Through
simulation infrastructure, these agents provide sensing perceptions for UAV agents. Beside
simulation, there exist simulation control agents which are responsible for the scenario control
(initialization of entities, parameter setups, etc.) and for data acquisition and analysis of configured properties which are studied in a scenario. These agents are created so that they support
large-scale simulations that are distributively started over several computers connected by a
network, see Section 9.6 for details.

9.1.2

Each UAV in AgentFly is represented by one UAV agent. This agent provides the unit
control for UAV. Intelligent algorithms for UAVs are integrated in this agent. Based on the
configuration, they provide high-level functions like trajectory planning, collision avoidance,
see and avoid functionality, and also autonomous coordination of a group of UAVs. AgentFly
usually integrates algorithms providing a decentralized control approach. Thus, appropriate
parts of algorithms are running in a distributed manner within several UAV agents and they
can utilize ACL messaging providing UAV-to-UAV communication channels. If it is required
by the experimental setup to use an algorithm which needs some centralized component,
another agent can be created which is not tightly bound with any specific UAV.

9.1.1 UAV Agents
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Figure 9.2 The UAV’s control architecture: control blocks and their interactions

The AgentFly UAV control concept uses the layered control architecture, see Figure 9.2.
Many common collision avoidance approaches widely used in the research community
[6–13] provide control based on a direct change of the appropriate airplane’s state, e.g. a
heading change control. Such control methods don’t provide a straightforward way for complex deliberative UAV control because there is no detailed information about the future flight
which is necessary for selection of the suitable solution from several versions. For example,
the set of tasks should be fulfilled as soon as possible by a group of UAVs. Due to the lack of
detailed flight information, a task controller cannot assign tasks to UAVs with respect to the
required time criterion. The method used in AgentFly is based on a complete flight trajectory
description. The flight trajectory is the crucial structure which provides a description of future
UAV intentions, covering also the uncertainty while they are executed by UAVs. In AgentFly,

9.2

Visio agents provide real-time visualization of the internal system state in a 3D or 2D environment. Based on a configuration, much UAV-related information can also be displayed in
various ways. In AgentFly, several visio agents providing the same or different presentation
layers from various perspectives can be connected simultaneously. The architecture of AgentFly automatically optimizes data collection and distribution so that the network infrastructure
is optimally utilized. A visio agent can be configured to provide HMI for the system, e.g. the
user operator can amend the goal for algorithms.

Visio Agents
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UAV control architecture which is responsible for the creation of all flight trajectories.
Planning can be viewed as the process of transformation of a waypoint sequence to the
detailed flight intent description considering UAV model restrictions (flight dynamics)

 Flight trajectory planner – The flight trajectory planner is the sole component in the

(along which the UAV is flying). The flight executor implements an autopilot function
in order to track the request intentions in a flight trajectory as precisely as possible.
Such intelligent autopilot is known as the flight management system (FMS) [15] in
civilian airplanes. The flight executor is connected to many sensors and to all available
actuators which are used to control the flight of a UAV platform.
Based on current aerometric values received from an airplane’s flight sensors and
the required flight trajectory, the autopilot provides control for UAV actuators. Aerometric data include the position (e.g. from the global positioning system (GPS) or
inertial navigation system (INS)), the altitude from a barometric altimeter, the pressurebased airspeed and attitude sensors providing an angular orientation of UAV from
gyroscopes. Depending on the UAV construction, the following primary actuators can
be used: ailerons (rotation around longitudinal axis control), elevators (rotation around
lateral axis control), rudder (compensation of g-forces), and thrust power (engine speed
control). Large UAVs can also be equipped with secondary actuators changing their
flight characteristics: wing flaps, slats, spoilers, or air brakes.
The design of the flight executor (autopilot) is tightly coupled with the UAV airframe
construction and its parameters. Its design is very complex and is not in the scope of
this chapter. The control architecture covers the varying flight characteristics which
are primarily affected by changing atmospheric conditions (e.g. the wind direction and
speed). The control architecture supposes that the flight trajectory is executed within a
defined horizontal and vertical tolerance. These tolerances cover the precision of sensors
and also imprecise flight execution. The flight executor is aware of these tolerances and
provides the current flight precision in its output. Section 9.7 includes the description
of AgentFly deployment to the Procerus UAV platform.
The current flight execution performance is monitored by layers above the flight
executor and if it is out of the predicted one included in the executed flight trajectory,
the replanning process is invoked. This is how AgentFly works with the position-based
uncertainty present in the real UAV platform.

 Flight executor – The flight executor holds the current flight trajectory which is executed

it is supposed that UAVs operate in a shared limited three-dimensional airspace called the
operation space. Additional limits of the operation space are given by separation from the
ground surface and by a set of no-flight areas which define a prohibited space for UAVs.
No-flight areas are also known as special use airspaces (SUAs) in civilian air-traffic [14].
These no-flight areas can be dynamically changed during the run-time (e.g. there is identified
an air defense patrol by an other UAV). Beside the flight trajectory, another crucial structure
called the mission is used. The mission is an ordered sequence of waypoints, where each
waypoint can specify geographical and altitude constraints and combine optional constraints:
time restrictions (e.g. not later than, not earlier than), a fly speed restriction, and an orientation
restriction.
The flight control in AgentFly is decomposed into several components, as shown in
Figure 9.2:
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control for UAVs. This component includes intelligent algorithms for the group

 High-level flight controller – The high-level flight controller provides a goal-oriented

mentation of the sense and avoid function for a UAV. In AgentFly, the method using
additional control waypoints which are inserted into the current mission waypoint sequence is used. These control waypoints are injected so that the final trajectory is
collision-free with respect to other UAVs or piloted airplanes operating in the same
airspace. The collision avoidance component chooses the appropriate collision modification with respect to the selected airplane preferences and optimization criterion. Each
such considered modification is transformed in the flight trajectory utilizing the flight
trajectory planner.
Algorithms for collision avoidance in AgentFly implemented by the Agent Technology Center utilize the decentralized approach based on the free-flight concept [4] –
the UAV can fly freely according to its own priority but still respects the separation
requirements from others in its neighborhood. This means there is no centralized element responsible for providing collision-free flight trajectories for UAVs operating
in the same shared airspace. Intelligent algorithms integrated in this component can
utilize a communication channel provided by onboard wireless data modems and sensory data providing information about objects in its surrounding (a large UAV platform
can be equipped with an onboard radar system, a smaller one can utilize receivers of
transponders’ replies or receives radar-like data from a ground/AWACS radar system).
Collision avoidance implements the selected flight plan by passing the flight trajectory update to the flight executor. Collision avoidance utilizes the flight execution
performance (uncertainty in the flight execution) to adjust the algorithm separation
used while searching for a collision-free trajectory for the UAV. Collision avoidance
monitors modification of the UAV mission coming from the upper layer and also detects
execution performance beyond that predicted in the currently executed flight trajectory.
In such a case, collision avoidance invokes replanning with new tolerances and conflict
detection and separation processes are restarted with the new condition. More details
about collision avoidance algorithms in AgentFly are provided in Section 9.4.

 Collision avoidance – The collision avoidance component is responsible for imple-

and the airspace definition. More information about the flight trajectory planner is
provided in Section 9.3.
Beside planning (which is usually used only before the UAV is started), it is also
capable of replanning (modification of an existing flight trajectory). In the case of
replanning, the planning request contains the unique identifier of the position from
which the plan has to be modified. This unique identifier is known as the unchangeable
marker. Existence of the unchangeable marker in replanning is necessary for the case
when a UAV is already flying and wants to change its currently executed flight trajectory.
All intelligent algorithms used for UAV control run in non-zero time based on their
complexity. Moreover, while the replanning process is running, the UAV is still flying.
The flight trajectory can be changed only in the future, otherwise it is not accepted
by the flight executor (as it is not consistent with the current UAV state, including
its position). It can happen that for a planning request (an unchangeable marker and
waypoint sequence) the planner is not able to provide a flight trajectory (e.g. a waypoint
lies outside the operational airspace or it cannot satisfy any optional constraints). In
such a case, the flight trajectory planner returns a failure as the planning result.
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The flight trajectory planner is a very important component in the control architecture presented in the previous section. It is the only component which is responsible for preparation
of the flight trajectory for a UAV. Any time when other components require preparing a new
version of the flight trajectory they call the planner with an appropriate planning request
containing an unchangeable marker and waypoint sequence. The efficiency of this component
has influence on the overall system performance. For example, while an intelligent algorithm
searches for an optimal solution for an identified collision among UAVs, the planner can
be called many times even though finally only one trajectory is selected and applied for
its execution. Such a mechanism allows other layers to evaluate various flight trajectories
considering their feasibility, quality, and also with respect to the future waypoint constraints.
Similarly, the high-level flight controller can call the planner many times while it evaluates
task assignments. The planner should be fast enough. There exist many trajectory approaches
known from the robotics planning domain. There is a trade-off between optimality of the path
planner and its performance.
AgentFly uses the optimization-based flight trajectory planner based on the classical A*
algorithm [16]. The planner searches for the valid three-dimensional flight trajectory which
has the minimum cost for a given criterion function. The search in the continuous space
is transformed to the search within a dynamically generated state space where states are
generated by UAV motion elements based on its model. The flight trajectory has to respect
all dynamic constraints specified for the UAV model the trajectory has to be smooth (smooth
turns), limits and acceleration in flight speed, etc. There is defined a set of possible control
modes (flight elements) for the UAV which covers the whole maneuverability of the UAV.
The basic set consists of straight, horizontal turn, vertical turn, and spiral elements. These
elements can be combined together and are parameterized so that a very rich state space can
be generated defining UAV motion in the continuous three-dimensional space. The example
of generation of samples in two-dimensional space is shown in Figure 9.3. Us of the original
A* algorithm is possible over this dynamically generated state space but its performance is

9.3
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coordination and team action planning (assignment of the specific task to the particular UAV). Depending on the configured algorithm, the high-level flight controller
utilizes the communication channel, sensory perceptions (e.g. preprocessed camera inputs), and the flight trajectory planner to decide which tasks should be done by the UAV.
Tasks for the UAV are then formulated as a mission which is passed to the collision
avoidance component. During the flight, the high-level flight controller receives updates
with the currently executed flight trajectory, including modification caused by collision
avoidance. The high-level flight controller can identify that properties of the flight trajectory are no longer sufficient for the current tasks. In such a case, the high-level flight
controller invokes algorithms to renegotiate and adjust task allocations for UAVs and
thus modify the current UAV mission. Examples of high-level flight control algorithms
are given in Section 9.5.
If no high-level algorithm is used, a simple implementation of this component can
be made which just provides one initial flight mission for the UAV composed as a
sequence of waypoints from a departing position, flight fixes (where the UAV should
fly through), and a destination area where it has to land.
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Figure 9.4 An example of adaptive sampling in two-dimensional space

very limited by the size of a state space rapidly growing with the size of the operation space
for the UAV.
In order to improve performance of the search, the Accelerated A* (AA*) algorithm
has been developed [17]. The simplified pseudo-code of the AA* algorithm is provided in
Algorithm 9.1. AA* extends the original A* algorithm to be usable in large-scale environments
while still providing a certain level of search precision. AA* removes the trade-off between
the speed and search precision by the introduction of adaptive sampling – parameters used for
generating elements are determined based on the distance to the nearest obstacle (operating
space boundary or no-flight area). If the state is far from any obstacle, parameters are higher
and thus produce longer flight elements and vice versa. This adaptive parameterization is
included in each state while it is generated (line 9). Sampling parameterization is then used
within the Expand function (line 7). Adaptive sampling leads to variable density of samples,
see Figure 9.4 – samples are sparse far from obstacles and denser when they are closer.

Figure 9.3 An example of generation of new samples from the current planning configuration in two-dimensional space
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Adaptive sampling in AA* requires a similarity test instead of a equality test over OPEN
and CLOSED lists while a new state is generated (lines 11 and 14). Because of the adaptive
sampling step, usage of the equality test will lead to a high number of states, leading to a high
density of states in areas far from any no-flight area. This is caused by the fact that generation
is not the same in the reverse direction because those states typically have different sampling
parameters due to different distances to the nearest no-flight areas. AA* uses sampling parameters based on the power of two multiplied by the search precision (minimum sampling
parameters). Two states are treated as similar if their distance is less than half the sampling
step. The algorithm is more complex as it also consider different orientations within the state,
see [17] for details.
The path constructed as a sequence of flight elements can be curved more than is necessary
due to the sampling mechanism described above. To remove this undesired feature of the
planner, each path candidate generated during the search (line 13) is smoothed. Smoothing in
AA* is the process of finding a new parent for the state for which the cost of the path from
the start to the current state is lower than the cost of the current path via the original state
parent. Such a parent candidate is searched for among all the states from CLOSED. The parent
replacement can be accepted only if a new trajectory goes only within the UAV operating
space and respects all constraints defined by its flight dynamics.
Properties of the AA* algorithm have been studied and compared with existing stateof-the-art planning methods using the modified search domain which is common to many
algorithms. The modified domain is known as any-angle grid-based planning [18], see Figure 9.5. In such a planning problem, connection of any two vertices is allowed if the connecting
line doesn’t intersect any blocked cell. This problem is close to the planning described above.
Two-dimensional any-angle planning can be viewed as planning for a UAV which is restricted
to fly at one altitude and the horizontal turn radius is limited to zero. This means that the
UAV can turn (change its horizontal orientation) without any transition. For this reduced planning problem, there is provided a mathematical analysis of AA* sub-optimality. The result

{1} AASearch
{2} Initialize OPEN, CLOSED;
{3} while OPEN = ∅ do
sC ← RemoveTheBest (OPEN);
{4}
{5}
Insert(sC , CLOSED );
{6}
if SmoothToEnd(sC ) then return ReconstructPathToEnd (sC );
{7}
foreach fpi ∈ Expand(sC ) do
pcN ← EndConfiguration ( fpi );
{8}
{9}
ξ N ← DetectSamplingStep ( pcN );
{10}
if Contains( pcN , CLOSED, ξ N )then
{11}
continue;
{12}
if not IsValid ( fpi ) then continue;
S N ← CreateNewState ( pcN , ξ N , sC );
{13}
{14}
InsertOrReplaceIfBetter(S N , OPEN);
{15}
end
{16} end
{17} return failure;
{18} end

Algorithm 9.1
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5%
54.210 (10.084)
54.345 (0.023)
54.210 (0.079)
73.834 (0.003)
73.411 (0.0004)

Algorithm
A*
Theta*
AA*
RRT
ddbi-RRT

53.190 (11.896)
53.428 (0.026)
53.190 (0.082)
79.558 (0.013)
75.896 (0.0015)

10%

53.301 (18.476)
53.623 (0.036)
53.301 (0.101)
85.207 (0.032)
78.030 (0.0037)

20%

Blocked cell density

53.206 (31.493)
53.611 (0.049)
53.206 (0.129)
85.344 (0.077)
81.566 (0.0089)

30%

Table 9.1 Path lengths and run-times (in parentheses) for various densities of blocked cells
in randomly generated grids, each row contains average values from 500 generated planning
tasks

proves that all solutions provided by the AA* algorithm are always within a certain tolerance
from the optimal solutions. The sub-optimality range can be uniquely derived from the grid
configuration, see [19] for details.
Several existing planning algorithms were selected, and used for comparison with AA*: the
original A* algorithm [16] adapted for grid-based any-angle planning, the Theta* algorithm
[20], and the very popular rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) techniques with one exploring
tree [21] and the dynamic domain RRT algorithm with two exploring trees [22]. Both RRT
techniques were combined with post-smoothing applied to their results [23], which removes
the unwanted effects in the resulting paths given by the random nature of RRTs. The Field D*
algorithm [24] is not included as it has already been shown that Theta* finds shorter paths in
less time in similar tests. One experiment provides a comparison of thousands of generated
grids with randomly blocked cells. Three different densities of blocked cells were tested:
5%, 10%, 20%, and 30% of blocked cells of the whole grid. Start and goal vertices were
selected randomly too. Each different density of obstacles was tested 500 times with newly
generated blocked cells, start and goal vertices. Table 9.1 summarizes the results, presenting
the average values from all repetitive tests for the same densities. Each planning task was
initially validated by the original A* algorithm to ensure that a path between start and goal
vertices exists. The same generated planning task was then executed in sequence by Theta*,
AA*, and both RRT algorithms.
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Collision Avoidance

This section contains the description of major algorithms for autonomous collision avoidance
in AgentFly. All these algorithms adopt the decentralized autonomous approach based on
the free-flight concept [4]. Within the free-flight approach, UAVs can fly freely according to

9.4

As presented in Table 9.1, the AA* algorithm finds the same shortest paths as the original
A* algorithm providing the optimal solution for each planning task. Theta* finds longer
paths than the optimal ones but still very close to them – they are about 1% longer than
the optimal ones. Paths found by both RRT-based planners are more than 36% longer. The
dynamic-domain bi-directional RRT (ddbi-RRT) algorithm provides shorter paths than the
uni-directional RRT (RRT) algorithm while it is slightly slower. On the other hand, both
RRT-based algorithms are very fast a few milliseconds in comparison to about a hundred
milliseconds for AA*. However, AA* is many times faster (from 127 times for 5% density up
to 244 times for 30% density) than the original A* algorithm while it provides the optimal path
in all 2000 experiments. For higher density of blocked cells, it provides higher acceleration
because its run-time has very small dependency on the number of blocked cells. On the other
hand, the number of blocked cells has proportional dependency on the run-time of the original
A* algorithm. Theta* is about three times faster than AA* but there is no guaranteed suboptimality limit for Theta*. The acceleration of AA* is primarily gained by the reduction of
the number of generated states. Thus, another major benefit of AA* is the lower requirement
for memory during its run-time. Comparisons within other grids can be found in [25].
The AA* algorithm described above makes the planning algorithm usable in a largestate environment because it dynamically accelerates search within open areas far from any
obstacle (no-flight ares or operating space boundary). The run-time of the search is affected by
the number of defined obstacles. Even though tree-based structures are used for indexing, the
higher number of obstacles slows down identification of the closest distance to any obstacle
and also intersection tests. The AA* algorithm has been deployed to an operation space where
there are more than 5000 no-flight areas (each defined as a complex three-dimensional object)
defined, and in this case its performance was affected by such high number of obstacles. In
AgentFly, there was introduced another extension of the search which is called the Iterative
Accelerated A* (IAA*) algorithm. IAA* extends AA* in order to be usable in large-scale
domains with a high number of complex obstacles. IAA* pushes the limits of fast precise path
planning further by running the search iteratively using a limited subset of obstacles. IAA*
selects a subset of obstacles which are positioned within a certain limit around a trajectory
from the previous iteration. For the first iteration, the subset is selected around the shortest
connection from the start to the goal. The set of obstacles used for AA* in subsequent iterations
is only extended and no previously considered obstacles are removed. The range around a
trajectory in which obstacles are selected is dynamically derived as a configured ratio from
the length of the trajectory. After each iteration of IAA*, the resulting path is checked for
intersection with all obstacles and if it doesn’t intersect any obstacle, the result of this iteration
is the result of the planning task. For the other case when any AA* iteration fails (no solution
found), this implies that there is no solution for the planning task. Experiments in [26] show
that the IAA* approach significantly reduces the number of obstacles and thus the number of
computationally expensive operations. IAA* provides exactly the same result as AA* for all
60,000 planning tasks and provides results more than 10 times faster than AA* on average.
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Multi-layer Collision Avoidance Architecture

In AgentFly, the collision avoidance component as presented in Section 9.2 is represented
by the complex architecture called the multi-layer collision avoidance framework, see Figure 9.6. This architecture is capable of detecting and solving future collisions by means of a
combination of variant collision avoidance methods. It provides a robust collision avoidance
functionality by the combination of algorithms having different time requirements and providing different qualities of solution. It considers the time aspect of algorithms. Based on the
time remaining to the earliest collision, it chooses the appropriate method for its resolution.
The architecture is modular and from its nature is domain independent. Therefore, it can
be used for deployment on different autonomous vehicles, e.g. UGVs. Collision avoidance
algorithms and their detector parts are integrated as plug-ins called collision solver modules.
Beside solver modules, there is also the collision solver manager (CSM) – the main
controller responsible for the selection of a solver module that will be used for the specific
collision. Each solver module has a detection part which is responsible for the detection of
a potential future collision. In the case of a cooperative solver module, this detector uses
flight intent information which is shared among UAVs locally using data channels. In the
case of a non-cooperative solver module, this detector is based on a prediction of the future
trajectory based on observations from radar-like data of its surrounding area. Each potential
future collision is then registered within CSM. The same collision can be detected by one or
several collision solvers.

9.4.1

their own priorities but still respect separation from others by implementing the autonomous
sense and avoid capability. In other words, there is no central element providing collisionfree flight paths for UAVs operating in the shared airspace. All algorithms in AgentFly for
collision avoidance consider the non-zero time required for the search for collision-free flight
trajectories. While a collision avoidance algorithm is running or performs flight trajectory
replanning the UAV is still flying and the time for the flight trajectory change is limited.
In AgentFly, the integrated collision avoidance algorithms form two groups: (i) cooperative and (ii) non-cooperative. The cooperative collision avoidance algorithm is a process
of detection and finding a mutually acceptable collision avoidance maneuver among two or
more cooperating flying UAVs. It is supposed that UAVs are equipped with communication
modems so that they can establish bi-directional data channels if they are close to each other.
UAVs don’t have any common knowledge system like a shared blackboard architecture and
they can only utilize information which they gather from their own sensors or from negotiation
with other UAVs. For the simplification of description in this chapter, we will suppose that
UAVs provide fully trusted information. Based on the configuration, they are optimizing their
own interests (e.g. fuel costs increase or delays) or the social welfare (the sum of costs of all
involved parties) of the whole UAV group. On the other hand, the non-cooperative collision
avoidance algorithm cannot rely on the bi-directional communication and any background
information about the algorithm used by other UAVs. Such an algorithm is used when the
communication channel cannot be established due to malfunction of communication modems
or due to incompatible cooperative systems of considered UAVs. A non-cooperative algorithm
can work only with information provided by sensors providing radar-like data. The rest of the
section briefly presents all major algorithms. A detailed formalized description can be found
in [7]. Many experiments evaluating properties of these algorithms, and also comparisons to
other state-of-the-art methods, are given in [19].
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Cooperative Collision Avoidance

AgentFly integrates three core cooperative negotiation-based collision avoidance algorithms:
(i) rule-based, (ii) iterative peer-to-peer, and (iii) multi-party collision avoidance. All these
three methods are decentralized, which means that collisions are solved as localized collision
avoidance problems. At the same time, there can also be several (different) algorithms running,
resolving various conflicts in different local areas. The local problem is restricted by the defined
time horizon. In many of our applications we use a 15-minute time horizon, which correlates
with the mid-term collision detection and resolution known from civil air-traffic management.
Theoretically, this time horizon can be set to a very large value, which implies that algorithms
search for a global collision avoidance solution. All three methods use the same detector part,
which is based on sharing of UAVs’ local intentions. These intentions are shared using the

9.4.2

Depending on the configured priority, CSM assigns each registered collision solver a time
slot (considering time to collision) that can be used for its resolution by that solver. Usually,
the priorities are configured as preset but they can easily be altered during run-time. At any
moment, the CSM has complete information about all reported collisions linked to the time
axis. Thus, CSM can perform time-oriented switching among various solvers. Sophisticated
switching of collision solvers is inevitable as solvers have different properties. Different
solvers provide a different quality of collision-free solution and require a different amount
of time to find such solution. Specifically, the negotiation-based solvers may provide a better
solution than the non-cooperative solvers due to their coordination, but they usually consume
more time as they require negotiation through communication modems. The time to collision
is a very important parameter in the multi-layer collision avoidance architecture. The solution
of an earlier conflict affects the flight trajectory after that conflict and currently identified
collisions after the earlier one can be affected by this resolution. The operation of the collision
avoidance framework is permanent, anytime when a solver identifies a new more important
collision, the resolution of the currently solved one can be terminated.

Figure 9.6 The multi-layer collision avoidance architecture
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Rule-Based Collision Avoidance (RBCA)
RBCA is motivated by the visual flight rules defined by the ICAO [28]. Each UAV applies
one predefined collision avoidance maneuver means of the following procedure. First, the

9.4.2.1

subscribe/advertise protocol and are formed as limited parts of their trajectories. UAVs share
flight trajectories from the current time moment for the defined time horizon. By acceptation
of the subscribe protocol, each UAV makes a commitment that it will provide an update of
this limited part of its flight trajectory once its current flight trajectory is modified (e.g. due
to other collision or change in its mission tasks) or the already provided part is not sufficient
to cover the defined time horizon. This shared information about flight intention is used only
to describe the flight trajectory for that time horizon and doesn’t contain any detail about
future waypoints and their constraints. So, even though the UAV cooperatively shares its
flight intention, it doesn’t disclose its mission to others. Using this mechanism, UAVs build a
knowledge-base with local intentions of other UAVs in its surrounding. Every flight intention
contains information about the flight execution performance (uncertainty), which is then used
along with the separation requirement for the detection of conflicting situations (positions of
any two UAVs do not satisfy the required separation distance at any moment in time). This
mechanism is robust, as cross conflicts are at least checked by two UAVs.
All three algorithms modify the flight path using the trajectory planner by definition of
a replanning task. The modification of the flight trajectory is given by a modification of the
waypoint sequence in the request. There can be inserted new, modified existing or removed
control waypoints. Please note that collision avoidance cannot alter any waypoint which is
defined in the UAV mission defined by the high-level flight controller. There is defined a
set of evasion maneuvers which can be applied to the specified location with the specified
parameterization. Usually, an evasion maneuver is positioned using the time moment in the
flight trajectory and its parameterization defines the strength of the applied maneuver. Seven
basic evasion maneuvers are defined: left, right (see Figure 9.7), climb-up, descend-down,
fly-faster, fly-slower, and leave-plan-as-it-is evasion maneuvers. The name of each maneuver
is given by the modification which it produces. Maneuvers can be applied sequentially at the
same place so that this basic set can produce all changes. Each UAV can be configured to
use only a subset of these maneuvers or can prioritize some of them. For example, a UAV
can be configured to solve conflicts only by horizontal changes (no altitude changes). The
leave-plan-as-it-is maneuver is included in the set so that it simplifies all algorithms as they
can easily consider the unmodified flight trajectory as one of the options.
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Iterative Peer-to-Peer Collision Avoidance (IPPCA)

Multi-party Collision Avoidance (MPCA)

MPCA removes iterations from IPPCA for multi-collision situations – more than two UAVs
have mutual future collisions on their flight trajectories. MPCA introduces the multi-party
coordinator, who is responsible for the state space expansion and the search for the optimal

9.4.2.3

IPPCA extends the pairwise conflict resolution with negotiation over a set of combinations
considering the cost values computed by the involved UAVs. First, the participating UAVs
generate a set of new flight trajectories using the configured evasion maneuvers and their
lowest parameterization. Only those which do not cause an earlier collision with any known
flight trajectory are generated. Each flight trajectory is evaluated and marked with the cost
for its application. Then, a generated set of variants are exchanged (including also original
unmodified trajectories). During this exchange, the UAV provides only the limited future
parts of the trajectories considering the configured time horizon which is the same as used
in the conflict detector. Then, the own set of variants and a received set are used to build
combinations of trajectories which can be used to resolve the conflict. It can happen that no
such combination is found as some variants are removed, because they cause earlier conflicts
with others and the rest do not solve the conflict. In such a case, the UAVs extend their
sets of new flight trajectories with modifications using higher parameterizations until some
combinations are found. The condition removing variants causing earlier collisions is crucial.
Without this criterion the algorithm could iterate in an infinite loop and could also generate
new conflicts which are so close that they cannot be resolved.
From the set of suitable combinations of flight trajectories, the UAVs select the best
combination based on the configured strategy. UAVs can be configured to optimize the global
cost (minimize the sum of costs from both UAVs). Or they can be configured as self-interested
UAVs. In such a case, they try to reduce the loss caused by their collision. Then, the best
possible collision avoidance pair is identified by a variation of the monotonic concession
protocol [29] – the protocol for automated agent-to-agent negotiations. Instead of iterative
concession on top of the negotiation set, the algorithm can use the extended Zeuthen strategy
[30] providing negotiation equilibrium in one step and no agent has an incentive to deviate
from the strategy.

9.4.2.2

type of collision between UAVs is determined. The collision type is identified on the basis of
the angle between the direction vectors of UAVs in the conflict time projected to the ground
plane. Depending on the collision classification and the defined rule for that collision type,
each UAV applies the appropriate conflict resolution. Maneuvers are parameterized to use
information about the collision and angle so that the solution is fitted to the identified conflict.
Application of the resolution maneuver is done by both involved UAVs. This algorithm is very
simple and doesn’t require any negotiation during the process of the selection and application
of the appropriate collision type solution. The algorithm uses only indirect communication
via the updated flight trajectory. Moreover, this algorithm doesn’t use explicitly the cost
function including the airplane intention during the collision avoidance search, but the UAVs’
priorities are already included in the flight planner settings which are used during applications,
of predefined evasion maneuvers in the rules. Conflicts of more than two UAVs are solved
iteratively and the convergence to the stable solution is given by the used rules.
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Non-cooperative Collision Avoidance
AgentFly also integrates the collision avoidance algorithm which doesn’t require a bidirectional communication channel for conflict detection and resolution. In such a case, only
radar-like information about objects in its surrounding is used. The method used in AgentFly
is based on the dynamic creation of no-flight areas, which are then used by the flight trajectory
planner to avoid a potential conflict. Such an approach allows us to combine both cooperative
and non-cooperative methods at the same time. The dynamically created no-flight areas are

9.4.3

solution of the multi-collision situation. The multi-party coordinator is an agent whose role
is to find a collision-free set of flight trajectories for the whole group of colliding UAVs,
considering the limited time horizon. The coordinator keeps information about the group
and state space. It chooses which UAV will be invited to the group and requests UAVs to
generate modifications of their trajectories. Each state contains one flight trajectory for every
UAV in the multi-party group. Initially, the group is constructed from two UAVs which
have identified a conflict on their future trajectories. Later, the group is extended with UAVs
which have conflicts with them and also which have potential conflicts with any considered
flight trajectory in the state space. Similarly to IPPCA, UAVs provide the cost value for the
considered collision avoidance maneuver along with its partial future flight trajectory.
The coordinator searches until it finds a state which does not have any collision considering
the limited time horizon. Its internal operation can be described as a search loop based on
the OPEN list and states. States in OPEN are ordered depending on the used optimization
criterion (e.g. the sum of costs, the lowest is the first). In each loop, the coordinator takes
the first state and checks if there are some collisions. If there is no collision, trajectories in
this state are the solution. If any trajectory has a conflict with other UAV not included in the
multi-party group, the coordinator invites this UAV and extends all states with the original
flight trajectory of this invited UAV. Then, it selects a pair of UAVs from that state which have
the earliest mutual collision and asks them to provide modifications of flight trajectories so
that the collision can be eliminated. This step is similar to IPPCA. From the resulting set of
options, new children states are generated.
As described above, the participation of UAVs in one multi-party algorithm is determined
dynamically by identified conflicts on their trajectories. Thus, two independent multi-party
algorithms can run over disjoint sets of UAVs. A UAV already participating in one multiparty run can be invited into other one. In such a case, the UAV decides which one has
higher priority and where it will be active based on the earliest collision which is solved
by appropriate multi-party runs. The second one is paused until the first one is resolved.
Please note that the run-time of the multi-party algorithm is also monitored by the multi-layer
collision avoidance framework. The framework can terminate the participation due to lack of
time and can select an other solver to resolve the collision.
Figure 9.8 presents the different results provided by three presented algorithms in the superconflict scenario [13] – UAVs are evenly spaced on a circle and each UAV has the destination
waypoint on the opposite side of the circle so that the initial flight trajectories go through the
center of the circle. RBCA was configured to use only predefined rules not to change altitude.
While comparing the quality of solutions, MPCA provides the best solution from these three
algorithms. On the other hand, considering the time aspect, MPCA requires the largest amount
of time searching for a solution. For detailed results and other experiments, see [27].
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then taken into account when the planner is called by a cooperative solver for application of
an evasion maneuver.
Components of the non-cooperative algorithm are displayed in Figure 9.6. The detection
part of the algorithm is active permanently. It receives information about positions of objects
in the surrounding area. The observation is used to update the algorithm knowledge base. If
there is enough history available, the prediction of a potential collision point process is started.
The collision point is identified as an intersection of the current UAV’s flight trajectory, and
the predicted flight trajectory of the object for which the algorithm receives the radar update.
Various prediction methods can be integrated in this component: a simple linear prediction
estimating the future object trajectory, including the current velocity, which requires two last
positions with time information or a more complex tracking and prediction method based on
a longer history, which is also able to track a curve trajectory. The result of the collision point
prediction is a set of potential conflict points with a probability of conflict. For many cases, it
can happen that there is no such collision point found. Then the previously registered conflict
within the collision solver manager is canceled.
In the opposite case, the collision points with higher probability than the configured
threshold are wrapped by a dynamic no-flight area. The shape of a dynamic no-flight area is
derived from the set of possible collision positions. An example of the shape of a dynamic
no-flight area is given in Figure 9.9. The predicted dynamic no-flight area is put to the
UAV’s airspace definition database. Such areas are then used by the trajectory planner while
it is called by any other component (cooperative collision avoidance algorithm or high-level
flight controller). Information about the predicted future collision is also registered within the
collision avoidance manager that will decide when the collision will be solved considering
the time to collision. Once the non-cooperative solver is asked to solve the collision, the
replanning of the current flight trajectory is invoked by calling the flight trajectory planner

Figure 9.8 Results of three cooperative collision avoidance methods in the super-conflict
scenario
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Team Coordination

In the presented airplane control architecture, algorithms providing coordination of multiple
UAVs are integrated in the high-level flight controller part. The output is formulated as a
mission specification which is then passed to the collision avoidance module for its execution. Team coordination is the continuous process. Based on the current status, coordination
algorithms can amend the previously provided mission. In AgentFly, there were integrated
intelligent algorithms for controlling a group of autonomous UAVs performing information
collection in support of tactical missions. The emphasis was on accurate modeling of selected
key aspects occurring in real-world information collection tasks, in particular physical constraints on UAV trajectories, limited sensor range, and sensor occlusions occurring in spatially
complex environments. Specifically, algorithms are aimed at obtaining and maintaining relevant tactical and operational information up-to-date. Algorithms from this domain primarily
address the problems of exploration, surveillance, and tracking. The problem of multi-UAV
exploration of an unknown environment is to find safe flight trajectories through the environment, share the information about known regions, and find unexplored regions. The result
of the exploration is a spatial map of the initially unknown environment. In contrast, the
surveillance is a task providing permanent monitoring of the area. Usually sensors’ coverage
of all UAVs is not sufficient to cover the whole area at the same time and UAVs have to
periodically visit all places, minimizing the time between visits to the same region. Finally,
the tracking task involves such control of UAVs which do not lose the tracked targets from
the field of view of their sensors. There are many variants of the tracking tasks based on the
different speed of UAVs and tracked targets, as well as the number of UAVs and targets.
Figure 9.10 shows an example of the scenario which was used for testing of information
collection algorithms. In the model, there are more than 300 buildings with different heights
and various widths of street in the city. The right top view in Figure 9.10 presents the
information known by the group of UAVs once they finished the initial exploration of the
unknown area, white buildings are the tallest ones and black ones are the lowest. Initially,
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which keeps the flight trajectory only within the operation airspace excluding all no-flight
areas. The modified flight trajectory is then applied for its execution.
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UAVs have only planar information about the area taken from a satellite image but they
don’t have the full three-dimensional information which is required to perform optimized
information collection within that area. Each UAV is equipped with an onboard camera
sensor which is oriented downwards. Beside UAVs, there are simulated ground entities –
people moving within the city. A simplified behavior was created for people, so that they
move intelligently within the city. They react to flying UAVs and other actions. The threedimensional representation of the urban area plays a crucial role in the scenario. While the
UAV is flying over the city, its camera sensor can only see non-occluded areas close to
building walls. UAVs have to plan their trajectories carefully, so that they can see to every
important place in the city while they perform a persistent surveillance task. The abstraction in
the simulation supposes that the image processing software provided with the sensor has the
capability to extract high-level information from the obtained data. So, intelligent algorithms
which were tested are not working with raw images but with information on a symbolic level.
It is supposed that the camera sensor is able to detect edges and identify the height of the
building and detect people on the ground. The coverage of one UAV camera sensor is visualized
in Figure 9.10.
The persistent simulation task can be formulated as an optimization problem, minimizing
the objective function. In this case, the objective function is constructed as the sum of
information age over the area where the surveillance task should take place. In other words,
UAVs try to keep knowledge of any position in the area as recent as possible. The exploration
task is just a specific case, where there are some positions in the area with an infinite age,
which turns the algorithm to reveal each position by the sensor coverage at least once.
During the exploration, UAVs update their unknown information about that area and rebuild a
coverage map. A coverage map example is shown in Figure 9.11. The coverage map provides
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Figure 9.10 A complex urban scenario used for multi-UAV coordination algorithms
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Figure 9.11 A coverage map in the urban area
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Figure 9.12 The tracking task of a ground entity
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mapping of all interested ground points to air navigation points (waypoints) considering
sensor parameters. The multi-UAV simulation task then searches for the flight trajectory
patterns (a cyclic trajectory for each UAV) which can be flown at the minimum time so that
all interesting points are covered during those cycles. The intelligent algorithm for persistent
surveillance searches for such trajectories and allocates them to available UAVs. The situation
becomes more complex when several surveillance areas are defined and airplanes have to be
assigned to particular areas or have to cycle between them in order to keep minimized the
objective function during the time. Detailed results from the information collection algorithms
implemented in AgentFly can be found in [31].
The tracking task requires that a ground target is covered by the UAV’s sensor for the
whole time. Thus, it should provide an uninterrupted stream of image data about a designated
target. Tracking is a challenging task because of the lack of knowledge of a target’s future
plans and the motion constraints of the UAV. In AgentFly, a circular pattern navigation
algorithm is integrated for one UAV which is tracking one target, see Figure 9.12. A virtual
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Figure 9.13 Command and control panel in AgentFly

circle is constructed above the tracked object – the radius of the circle is derived from motion
constraints of the UAV as small as possible to keep the UAV close to the tracked object. The
UAV tries to stay on this circular trajectory as this is the best trajectory to keep the tracked
object covered by its camera sensor. While the tracked object is moving (in our case it is
moving slower than the maximum flight speed of the UAV), the virtual circle moves with it.
As described in Section 9.2, the algorithm has to provide a mission for the UAV in the form of
a sequence of waypoints. The UAV, considering the current position and the optimal virtual
circle, computes positions for waypoints based on the tangent projection from the current
position. Then it prepares the next waypoints around the circle. The algorithm is invoked once
it gets updated positions of the tracked object. In such a case, the tracking algorithm adjusts
the position of computed waypoints if necessary. The algorithm becomes more complex when
one UAV is tracking a cluster of ground targets at the same time. In this case, the UAV uses a
general orbit trajectory instead of a virtual circle.
Figure 9.13 provides a view of the interface for the interaction with the system. This
interface is provided by an agent which implements the hybrid command and control system
for mixed information collection tasks. Through this agent, a human operator can specify
information collection tasks for the whole group of UAVs and inspect the resulting operation.
The agent automatically collects knowledge about the area and presents it to the operator.
Tasks are not defined for particular UAVs but are specified as goals for the whole group.
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Scalable Simulation

Thanks to the agent-based approach used, AgentFly can provide a simulation environment to
model and study complex systems with a large number of situated entities, high complexity
of their reasoning and interactions. For such a complex system, it is not possible to run
the whole simulation system hosted on a single computer. AgentFly provides an effective
distribution schema which splits the load over heterogenous computers connected through a
fast network infrastructure. Within the AgentFly simulation environment, not only can UAVs
or civilian airplanes be simulated, but any type of situated entity. By situated entity we mean
an entity embedded in a synthetic model of a three-dimensional physical space. AgentFly
provides high-fidelity (accurate simulation with respect to the defined physics, not using
level of details), scalable (in terms of the number of simulated entities and the virtual world
dimension), and fast (produce results for a simulated scenario in the minimum possible time)
simulation platform. The development of such functionality has been motivated initially by
the need to simulate full civilian air-traffic in the national airspace of the United States, with
great level of detail. Further, the same feature has been used to validate intelligent algorithms
for UAVs which operate in very complex environments – beside a high number of UAVs
there are simulated ground vehicles and running models of people that play a crucial role in
the scenario.
The AgentFly simulation supports both passive (their behavior is only defined by their
physics) and autonomous (pro-active, goal-oriented actors) situated entities operating and
interacting in a realistically modeled large-scale virtual world. Entities could be dynamically
introduced or removed during the simulation run-time based on the evaluation scenario needs.
Each situated entity carries a state – the component which can be either observable (public)
or hidden (private, internal). The fundamental component of the entity’s observable state is
its position and orientation in the virtual world (e.g. the position of the UAV). The evolution
of the entity’s state is governed by the defined entity’s physics, e.g. the entity’s movement
is driven by its motion dynamics, typically defined by a set of differential equations which
can also refer to the entity’s hidden state components. Physics can be divided into intra-entity
and inter-entity parts. The intra-entity physics capture those aspects of physical dynamics that
can be fully ascribed to a single entity. Although the equations of the intra-entity physics can
refer to any state in the simulated world (e.g. weather condition), they only govern the states
carried by its respective entity. In contrast, the inter-entity physics captures the dynamics that
affects multiple entities simultaneously and cannot be fully decomposed between them (e.g.
the effects of a physical collision of two UAVs). Beside physical interactions, autonomous
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Thus, a multi-agent allocation algorithm is integrated for the optimal allocation of concurrent
information collection tasks in the group. There is no centralized element in this system. The
command and control system adopts a robust solution which implies that UAVs synchronize
and merge partial information together anytime they can communicate together. If any UAV
is lost, the group loses only information which was not synchronized within the group and
information collection tasks are reorganized so that the remaining UAVs fulfill the requested
tasks considering the configured optimization objective function. Similarly, when a new UAV
is added to the group, it gets synchronized while it establishes communication with any other
UAV in the group. The command and control agent needs a connection only with one UAV
in the group.
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entities can also interact via communication and use sensors to perceive their surrounding
virtual environment. Communication between entities can be restricted by the inter-entity
physics simulating a required communication medium (e.g. wireless network). Similarly,
each sensor has its capabilities defined, which may restrict the observable state it can perceive
only to a defined subset, typically based on the distance from the sensor’s location (e.g. radar,
onboard camera).
Each situated entity (e.g. UAV) in AgentFly is divided into up to three sub-components:
(i) body, (ii) reactive control, and (iii) deliberative control. The body encapsulates the entity’s
intra-physics, which governs the evolution of its state as a function of other, possibly external
states (e.g. UAV flight dynamics given by the motion model used affected by the current atmospheric condition). The reactive control component contains a real-time loop-back control for
the entity, affecting its states based on the observation of other states (e.g. the flight executor
component integrating the autopilot function for the UAV). The deliberative control component contains complex intelligent algorithms employing planning, sensing observations,
and communication with others (the flight trajectory planner, collision avoidance framework,
and high-level flight controller in the UAV control architecture). The outputs of deliberative
control typically feed back into the entity’s reactive control module and provide a new control
for the entity (the update of the current flight trajectory in the UAV). The body and reactive
control components are similar in their loop-back approach and are collectively referred to as
the entity’s state updater.
As described in Section 9.1, AgentFly is implemented as the multi-agent system with
environmental simulation agents and UAV agents which contains intelligent deliberative
algorithms. Figure 9.14 presents the decomposition of components of each UAV into software
agents. Thanks to the Aglobe multi-agent framework used, each computer node can host
one or several agents and an efficient communication infrastructure is available. Within
the simulation architecture, the deliberative controller and state updater of each entity are
decoupled and integrated within different agents. The respective pair of state updater and
deliberative controller is connected by a signal channel through which sensing perceptions
(one way) and control commands to the reactive control (the other way) are transmitted.
AgentFly employs a time-stepped simulation approach – the virtual simulation time
driving the dynamic processes of the simulation is incremented uniformly by a constant time
step in each simulation cycle. All physics and reactive parts of all entities have to be evaluated
synchronously in order to provide consistent evolution of the virtual world. Synchronous
evaluation means that states are updated once all physics is computed based on the previous
state. The virtual time steps and thus state updates can be applied regularly with respect to
the external wall clock time or in a fast-as-possible manner. The first mode has to be used
when AgentFly is running as a hybrid simulation (the part of the scenario is simulated, some
entities are represented by real hardware). Within the simulation mode, the fast-as-possible
mode is used in order to get simulation results in the shortest possible time – the next step
(simulation cycle) is initiated immediately after the previous one has been completed.
Both environment simulation and deliberative control agents are distributed among multiple computer nodes during the simulation. The whole virtual simulation world is spatially
divided into a number of partitions. The partitions are mutually disjoint except for small
overlapping areas around partitions’ boundaries. Each partition has a uniquely assigned environment simulation agent (ES agent) responsible for updating states (e.g. applying relevant
differential equations) corresponding to all entities located within its assigned partition. The
number of ES agents running on one computer node is limited by the number of processing
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Figure 9.14 The distributed simulation approach in AgentFly
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cores at that node. The application of physics may require exchange of state information
between multiple partitions, in case affected entities are not located within the same partition. In contrast with the state updaters, entities’ deliberative control parts are deployed
to computer nodes irrespective of the partitions and corresponding entity’s position in the
virtual world. The described world partitioning implies that whenever the location of an
entity changes so that the entity moves to a new partition, the entity’s state updater needs
to be migrated to the respective ES agent. The signal channel between the entity’s control and its deliberative control modules is transparently reconnected and it is guaranteed
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1 The normalized processing time expresses the computational real time (wall clock) per one UAV in the
simulation.

that no signal transmission is lost during the migration. The small overlapping areas around
partition boundaries are introduced to suppress oscillatory migration of state updaters between neighboring ES agents in case the corresponding entity is moving very close along a
partition border.
In order to provide maximum performance throughout the whole simulation, the proposed
architecture implements load-balancing approaches applied to both environment simulation
agents and deliberative control agents. The virtual world decomposition to partitions is not
fixed during the simulation but is dynamically updated depending on the load of computer
nodes hosting environment simulation agents. Based on the time required for processing the
simulation cycle, the virtual world is repartitioned so that the number of entities belonging to
partitions is proportional to the measured times. The ES agent that is faster will be assigned
a larger area with more entities and vice versa. Repartitioning is not performed during each
simulation cycle but only if the difference in simulation cycle computation by various ES
agents exceeds a predefined threshold. It is also triggered whenever a new computer node
is allocated for simulation. Similarly, the deliberative components are split among computer
nodes based on the load of those computers.
Figure 9.15 presents the results, studying the dependency of the simulation performance on
the number of computer nodes. In this experiment, the same number of UAVs was simulated in
all configurations. A 1-day scenario was simulated with more than 20,000 UAVs performing
various flight operations within that day. There were about 2000 flying UAVs at the same
moment in time. The number of simultaneous flying UAVs varied slightly in the scenario.
The left chart in Figure 9.15 presents the dependency of the time to complete the whole
scenario on the number of computer nodes available for the environment simulation (thus the
number of partitions and ES agents). UAV agents are running in every configuration on the
same number of computers. We can observe that there are three utilization regions: (i) overloaded, (ii) optimally loaded, and (ii) under-loaded. In the left part (1, 2, and 3 partitions), the
normalized processing time1 is significantly decreased with more partitions (few ES agents
are over-loaded by computing inter-physics). For the mid-part (4 and 5 partitions), the normalized processing time stagnates, which is caused by rising demands for partition-to-partition
coordinations. Adding even more computation resources (and thus more partitions) results in
a decreasing normalized processing time, the simulation is under-loaded – the overhead for
synchronization dominates the parallelized processing. The right chart in Figure 9.15 studies
varying computational resources available for deliberative control agents (UAV agents). In
this case, the fixed number of partitions was used. Similarly to the previous case, in the left part
there is a significant speed-up given by parallelization of execution of heavy-weight agents
and for less computational power all CPUs are over-loaded and the simulation is slower. For
increasing resources, the time to complete simulation is almost unchanging. In this case, the
overall simulation bottle neck is not in the efficiency of UAV agents, but in the limit of
the environment simulation. The increasing resources (6, 7, and more) are wasted and thus
the normalized processing time is increased due to an increase in the processing time. In
contrast to the left chart, addition of more resources for deliberative controller agents doesn’t
slow down the whole simulation (does not cause coordination overhead for the simulation).
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Deployment to Fixed-Wing UAV
AgentFly is deployed to various UAV platforms including a quad-rotor helicopter. This chapter
presents the deployment to the fixed-wing airplane called Procerus UAV. Our Procerus UAV
is shown in Figure 9.16. We use this small UAV as we can easily perform experiments and
we are not restricted by any regulation. Once AgentFly is able to provide all intelligent
algorithms for a small UAV, it can be used successfully for the control of any larger and more
equipped one. UAV is based on the Unicorn airframe from EPP foam with 72” wingspan.
It is a fully autonomous UAV which has installed four Li-pol batteries, Kestrel autopilot
board, data communication modem with antenna, GPS unit, electric motor with necessary
power regulator and currency sensor, servos for ailerons, motorized gimbal camera (installed
on the bottom side), video transmitter with antenna, and AgentFly CPU board. The weight
of the fully loaded UAV platform is about 3 kg. Depending on the number of take-offs,
climbs, and usage of the onboard camera system, it can fly up to 60 minutes with a speed
from 40 to 65 mph. Now, we primarily use these UAVs for experimentation with described
autonomous algorithms for sense and avoid. Thus, the camera system is not connected to the
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Figure 9.15 The result of varying number of computation nodes available for the simulation
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Figure 9.17 The screenshot from a camera feed transmitted to the ground station

onboard processer but the video is broadcasted to the ground station, see Figure 9.17. The
gimbal camera system is electrically retractable (which is usually done before landing), and
the operator can control pan, tilt, and zoom of the camera. Even though the communication
modem is able to keep connection for several miles the, UAV is able to fly autonomously
without connection to the ground station as the AgentFly system is running onboard.
The autopilot board has integrated three-axis gyros, accelerometers, magneto-meter,
absolute and differential pressure sensors for altitude/airspeed, and there are also integrated temperature sensors for compensation of sensors’ drifts in changing temperature.
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The autopilot uses the GPS unit for its navigation and also estimation of the wind speed and
heading, which helps it achieve better control. The AgentFly CPU board is connected through
a serial link with the autopilot so that it can read the current flight performance including
position data from GPS and provide a control back to the autopilot. The AgentFly CPU board
is the Gumstix computer module with ARM Cortex-A8 CPU (RISC architecture) running
AgentFly in JAVA. We use the same implementation for the UAV control as is used in the
simulation mode. There are only changed interfaces so that sensors, communication channel,
and flight executor are mapped to the appropriate hardware. The autopilot is able to control
the UAV and navigate it through the provided waypoints. It also supports assisted autonomous
take-off (the UAV is thrown from the hand or launched from a starting gun; its autonomous
take-off procedure is invoked when the UAV reaches the appropriate speed threshold) and
autonomous landing in the defined area, see Figure 9.18. The autopilot is not able to track the
flight trajectory intention as described in Section 9.2. Thus, the part of the functionality from
the flight executor is running on the AgentFly CPU board. Based on the UAV’s parameters,
the flight executor converts the flight trajectory intention into a sequence of low-level navigation waypoints which are passed to the autopilot board through the serial connection. These
navigation waypoints are selected so that the UAV platform follows the requested trajectory
as precisely as possible. On the other hand, the flight executor contains a monitoring module
which permanently processes the flight status (including the GPS position and wind estimation) and checks if the flight is executed within the defined tolerance. The monitor module
invokes replanning and adjusting the flight performance prediction. For some future version, a
module can be integrated that will automatically adjust preconfigured parameters of the UAV
model used by the flight trajectory planner. This will minimize the number of replannings
when preconfigured parameters don’t fit well for the current conditions.
Agents running on the AgentFly CPU board can communicate with other UAVs and also
with the ground system through the data communication modem which is connected to the
autopilot. Now, we haven’t any source for radar-like information about objects in the UAV’s
surrounding area. We are only working with the cooperative collision avoidance algorithms
which utilize negotiation-based conflict identification as described in Section 9.4. All UAVs,
both real and simulated, are flying in the same global coordination system.
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before they can be implemented into daily usage they
have to be rigorously tested.

Abstract
Increasing air-traffic demand implies that new
air-traffic management (ATM) concepts lowering
controller loads, maintaining safety and increasing
efficiency need to be designed and implemented.
Many of such ideas are prepared within NextGEN.
Before they are deployed to real daily usage in
National Airspace System (NAS), they must be
rigorously evaluated under realistic conditions. The
paper presents AGENTFLY, a NAS-wide highfidelity distributed multi-agent simulator with precise
emulation of the human controller operation
workload model and human-system interaction. The
current version of AGENTFLY provides precise
modeling of the human radar controller (R-side)
operating in en-route sector.

The most precise tests and ATM studies are
carried out with human-in-the-loop (HITL)
simulations [3] where human interaction is integrated
in the simulation model. HITL simulations in ATM
are resource intensive requiring many people (e.g.
human controllers, pilots and other ATM staff). Such
simulations usually run in real-time and thus the test
cases must be limited in duration and scope of
studied NAS portion. It is not possible to simulate a
whole NAS operation in HITL simulation as it
requires integration of thousands of people providing
ATM services into the simulation. New approaches
have to be studied within NAS-wide area as minor
local delays can potentially cascade into large
regional congestion [4]. Thus, there is strong need for
precise high-fidelity simulators where new concepts
can be evaluated with comparison to current ATM
procedures.

Introduction
The air-traffic management (ATM) system used
in the National Airspace System (NAS) of the United
States is one of the most complex aviation systems in
the world [1]. The capacity of ATM depends on
many factors, such as availability of air-traffic
control (e.g. each controller can handle only limited
number of airplanes), current or forecasted weather
condition, availability of air-space and capacity of
airport facilities. An issue occurs at peak hours when
the current ATM system reaches its limits. To handle
increasing air-traffic, there is a need to modernize
and automate ATM tools to help human controllers
handle high amounts of traffic. Such new advanced
functions would lower the cognitive load of
controllers, maintain safety (e.g. minimize near miss
situations) and increase efficiency (e.g. optimize
consumed energy and thus minimize pollution caused
by growing traffic). The Next-Generation Air
Transportation Systems (NextGEN) [2] program is
designed to coordinate the evolution of ATM systems
to satisfy future growth of air-traffic without losing
efficiencies with the aviation community. Many
interesting concepts are prepared in NextGEN, but

This paper presents AGENTFLY – a NAS-wide
high-fidelity distributed multi-agent simulator [5] and
its extension with en-route air-traffic controller
models. AGENTFLY provides a platform to study
NextGEN concepts and perform high-quality
scenario analysis to handle future air-traffic. The
multi-agent approach [6] has been chosen for its
natural mapping of system elements to autonomous
intelligent agents.

Agent-Based Architecture
In AGENTFLY simulation, see Figure 1, pilots
and air-traffic controllers are simulated as
autonomous intelligent agents implemented as
software agents in the multi-agent platform Aglobe
[7]. Aglobe platform provides efficient runtime
environment
for
agents
requiring
limited
computational resources. There exist four different
types of agents in AGENTFLY: (i) pilot agents, (ii)
ATC agents, (ii) environmental simulation agents and
(iv) scenario control and visualization agents.

978-1-4673-1900-3/12/$31.00 ©2012 IEEE
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communication. The sector radio is a half-duplex
medium where only one participant can transmit at a
time.
Finally, scenario control agents are agents
responsible for the initialization of entities, parameter
setups (input) and data acquisition and analysis
(output). These agents are able to restart whole
scenario several times and perform analysis from
several scenario runs. Visualization agents provide
real-time visualization of the internal system state in
one or multiple 3D or 2D perspective.

Modeling of Human Controller
Now the ATC agent integrates model of R-side
controller in en-route air-traffic control. NAS is
divided into sectors that provide air navigation
services for flights within in a particular volume of
assigned airspace. A sector is a three-dimensional
volume of airspace with defined boundaries and radio
coverage for communication with airplanes. Each
sector is covered by primary or secondary radar 1 .
Thus, each R-side controller has own radar display
system providing information about flights in his
sector and surrounding area. Currently, the radar
display system is being transitioned to en-route
automatization modernization (ERAM) system.
ERAM is a computer system which displays the
sector map, airplanes positions linked with textual
information containing key flight data (e.g. flight ID,
altitude, and ground speed) and provides access to the
electronic flight strips. Usually, each radar controller
(known as R-side controller) has an associate radar
controller (known as D-side controller) who assists
the R-side controller in coordination with
neighboring sectors and other complex coordination
tasks.

Figure 1. Simulation of ZDC34 and 54 in
AGENTFLY
Each flight in the simulation is represented by
one pilot agent. This agent represents pilots flying
simulated airplanes based on performance models
from Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) [8] in simulated
airspace. The agent integrates all intelligent
algorithms necessary for flying airplane like flight
management system carrying out flight. The pilot
agent operates its radio and interacts with ATM
services through the sector radio communication
channel. The pilot agent is responsible for
confirmation and implementation of provided ATM
control clearances.
The ATC agent represents the human controller
providing ATM services in the sector for which it is
fully responsible. The ATC agents emulate
interactions with available ATM tools and provide
control to pilot agents via simulated sector radio
links. Real human controllers are emulated through
the Visual, Cognitive, Auditory and Psychomotor
(VCAP) workload model with limited resources. The
details about the model are provided in the rest of the
paper.

The radar controller (further referenced as
controller only) monitors an en-route sector through
ERAM. All duties performed by the controller are
based on the situation awareness gathered from
ERAM or from communication with airplanes and
other controllers. A controller is not able to work
with precise airplane dynamic models as these are
very complex and require information about internal
state. Thus, all controller’s actions are based on the

Environmental simulation agents are responsible
for the simulation of the virtual world in which
airplanes are operated. They provide simulation of
physical behaviors of airplanes (e.g. movement, fuel
burns), define airspace constraints and integrate
atmospheric model (weather condition) influencing
airplane movement. The simulation environment
provides precise modeling of sector radio

1
There exist few areas with low air-traffic which are not covered
by any radar and ATM services are provided using non-radar
procedures.
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the situation, ATC agent can resolve a conflict
several ways: altitude change (climb/descent),
vectoring (heading changes) and speed adjustments
(increase/decrease the current flight speed). The
selection of a proper resolution maneuver considers
positive separation – safety assumptions about
selected maneuvers. ATC agent always has a backup
plan if something is wrong with the applied one.

prediction built from the situation viewed in ERAM.
The controller uses input devices to work with
ERAM. For example, the controller manipulates
data-block information in ERAM, switches on/off
various visualization tools and amends flight plan
information through ERAM. The ATC agent in
AGENTFLY contains the ERAM model which is
used for gathering inputs for its mental model.
Now there are modeled four key duties: (i) scan,
monitor and analyze; (ii) handoff; (iii) standard
operating procedures; and (iv) resolve detected future
conflicts. Scanning is the most frequent task done by
ATC agent. During scanning, ATC agent monitors
the whole radar display to update its situation
awareness in and around its sector. The radar display
system is a high resolution screen with more
information than a controller is able to view at any
given moment. New information observed from its
display is analyzed and based on the situation begins
other tasks. During analysis ATC agent identifies
possible future loss of separation among airplanes.
ATC agent uses its simulated display to monitor his
previous clearances or requests issued to airplanes.

Replicable Multi-Agent Simulation
Agents in AGENTFLY internally interact
together through communication channels or through
the simulated environment. An agent can perceive the
state of the environment using its sensors and it can
make changes in the environment through its
effectors. There are two communication paths
between ATC agent and a pilot agent: direct (using
radio communication) and indirect (e.g. airplane
movements being reflected back to ATC agent via
simulated ERAM system). AGENTFLY combines
two simulation approaches: time-stepped and eventdriven. The time-stepped simulation advances time
by predefined equally-sized time steps. The new
states of the simulation are computed after each time
step and each round of simulation begins with sensor
computation and ends with agents actions. The timestepped approach is used for the simulation of the
environment – movement of airplanes, weather, etc.

Handoff is a crucial task for a controller as it
must ensure that a conflict does not occur before it
allows an airplane to enter a sector. A handoff
procedure transfers an airplane horizontally or
vertically to an adjacent sector which includes the
transfer of communication frequency. Each handoff
procedure contains different tasks to be performed.
An airplane can enter a new sector only if either
handoff is accepted or a point-out is previously
approved by that sector. Thus, handoff is initiated for
airplanes close to the sector boundary for which the
controller has no other traffic and pending operations
in his sector. Each controller must respect a sector’s
Standard operating procedure (SOP). The SOPs
describe traffic flow restrictions including Letters of
Agreement among ATM components (e.g. altitude
restrictions). ATC agent applies SOP restrictions to
airplanes.

All other simulation is based on an event-driven
approach. Each event is scheduled to a certain time
moment. Events scheduled for the same time
moments are processed based on their mutual
priorities. And agent processing an event can advance
non-processed events to later time. This is used to
simulate the duration of processed action. Usage of
such combined simulation makes the whole
simulation fully repeatable if no changes are made in
the configuration. There is integrated controlled
randomness through proper random seed.

Work Model in ATC Agent
ATC agent emulates controller operation
including a workload model. The workload model is
based on multiple resource theory (MRT) [9]. MRT
proposes that the human operator have several
different pools of resources that can be tapped
simultaneously. Depending on the nature of the task,
resources may have to process information
sequentially if the different tasks require the same

The most complex task implemented by ATC
controller is conflict resolution. When it identifies a
possible future loss of separation, it must find a
suitable resolution maneuver for respective airplanes
so that identified future separation issue is
eliminated. For en-route sectors, a separation
minimum is 5NM laterally and 1000 feet vertically
considering applied RVSM airspace. Depending on
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are ready for execution at the same time, the action
with the higher priority is selected. Ready, but not
selected, actions are automatically postponed until
they can be processed. The duration of each action
can be fixed or probabilistic model. Long-running
activities are decomposed into many actions with
short duration. The action-decomposition and
processing is implemented using event-driven
simulation. Each event is an action that needs to be
processed. At each event time step and agent’s
subsequent actions may be postponed by its previous
actions’ execution duration and priority. The priority
and duration for each action is configured externally.

pool of resources, or can be processed in parallel if
the task requires different resources. The MRT theory
views performance decrement as a shortage of these
different resources and describes humans as having
limited capability for processing information.
Cognitive resources are limited and a supply and
demand problem occurs when the individual
performs two or more tasks that require a single
resource. Excess workload caused by a task using the
same resource can cause problems and result in
slower task performance. Specifically, the integrated
workload model uses four processing resources [10]:
visual, cognitive, auditory and psychomotor. The
visual and auditory components in the model are
external stimuli that are attended to. The cognitive
component describes the level of information
processing required. The psychomotor component
describes the physical actions required.

AGENTFLY emulates controller interactions
with a simulated radar display system based on
ERAM, see Figure 2. The visual stimuli and
psychomotor actions are sensor inputs of the
controller model and are connected to ERAM model.
For realistic modeling, ATC agent includes the
inability to scan and monitor the entire ERAM
display at any given moment. The radar display is
partitioned into several regions and the controller’s
focus cycle among these regions. The time in which
the controller spends in the region depends on the
number and complexity of performed visual stimuli.
The selection of the next region for focus is based on
the priority model. All visual stimuli parameters are
fully configurable.

The en-route human controller duties are
modeled as procedures with actions. Actions are
organized into dependency chains and procedures.
The procedures branch actions into several chains to
be executed under the following circumstances. Each
particular action has defined which components from
VCAP model it requires, duration and priority. An
action can be performed if its predecessor(s) are
completed and the respective VCAP components are
available at that moment. When two or more actions
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Figure 2. Modeled Radar Display and ATC Agent Actions Within the Sector ZDC54
Besides ERAM, there is sector radio communication
module. The sector radio is a half-duplex medium
where only one participant can transmit at a time. To
minimize number of radio interferences, ATC agent
checks whether the channel is free - no other station
is transmitting. All broadcast radio communication is
followed by acknowledgement by the receiver and
thus a sender further secures transmission by timeout
for acknowledge of the message. If there is no
acknowledgement until timeout, the message is
repeated again.

ATC agent performs cognitive actions only
based on information obtained from the available
ATM tools. ATC agent (like a controller) does not
have access to the internal states and plans of other
components in the system. For tasks working with the
airplane flight trajectories (e.g. handoff, conflict
detection, conflict resolution), ATC agent builds a
mental flight information model for each flight, see
Figure 3. The mental model is updated based on the
processed external stimuli, taken and planned ATM
control actions. This mental flight model integrates
controller predictions and uncertainness as well.
J3-5
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Figure 3. ATC Agent Modeling Controller Mental Information About Flights
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In trajectory planning for air traffic control, as well as in other real domains, runtime of the planning process is a crucial parameter. Currently, it is widely believed
that the future processors will have more computational cores per microchip instead
of higher clock rates. The promissing approach to the speed-up of planning process
is therefore parallelisation of the computation. In the trajectory planning problem
for air traffic control the planned trajectory is required to be close to an optimal one,
therefore the A* planner has been widely adapted and many improvements have
been proposed. The AA* algorithm [8] uses an adaptive planning step and advanced
similarity checking of the states. To further speed-up the planning process, we have
decided to parallelise the AA* algorithm.

1 Introduction

Abstract This paper exploits the computing power of widely available multi-core
machines to accelerate the trajectory planning by parallelisation of the search algorithm. In particular we investigate the approach that schedules the workload on the
cores using the hashing function based on the geographical partitioning of the search
space. We use this approach to parallelize the AA* algorithm. In our solution, each
partition of the geographical space is represented as an agent. The concept is evaluated on the simulation of real-time trajectory planning of aircraft respecting the
environment and real aircraft performance models. We show that the approach decreases the planning time significantly on common multi-core machines preserving
the quality of the trajectory provided by AA* algorithm.
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Several approaches to the parallelisation of the A* algorithm have been proposed. The most straightforward approach is to implement open and closed lists
in the shared memory which is used by all the threads performing the search. To
maintain data consistency, access to these lists must be synchronised using mutual
exclusion locks (mutexes) or concurrent implementations based on the non-blocking
algorithms. As a consequence, each time a thread needs to acquire a new node from
the open list or check whether a node has been processed before, it has to wait for
the other threads to finish their updates on the lists. Since these lists are updated
after each expansion, such an approach suffers from a significant synchronisation
overhead leading to a performance which is often inferior to the serial A* [1].
To reduce such an overhead, other approaches use a distributed representation
of open and closed lists, where each thread handles a part of them. Evett et al. [3]
propose an algorithm called Parallel Retracting A* (PRA*), which assigns newly
generated states to threads according to a simple representation-based state hashing
scheme.
Burns et al. [1] extend the algorithm with a state abstraction mechanism. The new
algorithm called abstraction-based PRA* (APRA*) uses a user supplied abstraction
function to partition the search state space graph into so-called nblocks that tend
to encapsulate highly connected parts of the graph. The nblocks are assigned to
the search threads that perform expansion of its states. Since most of the newly
expanded states belong to the same nblock, the abstraction reduces the amount of
communication and synchronisation needed to perform the search. On 4 threads,
they report 1.8x speed-up over the serial A* algorithm in the grid path finding domain.
Another extension of PRA*, called HDA*, was introduced by Kishimoto et
al. [4]. In their proposal, synchronous messaging between the threads in PRA* is
replaced by asynchronous communication. Their work reports that the algorithm
performs significantly better than the original PRA* algorithm. The experimental
data in the domain of grid path finding from Burns et al. [2] show that HDA*
achieves 1.3x speed-up on 4 threads over APRA*.
An algorithm that combines both abstraction and asynchronous communication,
named AHDA*, has been studied by Burns et. al. [2]. The results of experiments performed in classical planning domains (grid path finding, sliding piles and STRIPS
planning) suggest that AHDA* outperforms both APRA* and HDA*. On 4 threads,
in the domain of grid path finding, AHDA* yields 2.5x speed-up over the serial A*
algorithm.
The planning problem addressed in this paper is nearly optimal trajectory planning of an aircraft in the realistic environment of the National Airspace System
(NAS) of the United States. The flight trajectory planner has to provide only trajectories which can be further executed (flown) by an airplane with a complex model.
The model of the airplane is described by a set of differential equations with many
constraints, e.g. there is limited acceleration, cruise speed, pitch angle. For the details about this planning problem see [7].
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3

Goal

There is a defined search precision specifying the minimal sampling grid step
which is used in the areas closest to obstacles. The search precision is defined so that
the AA* algorithm does not skip any existing gap between obstacles larger than this
precision. Specifically, the AA* algorithm uses the highest possible parametrization

Fig. 1 The adaptive sampling example in the two-dimensional setup. The adaptive sampling can
be seen as different size of the step (distance of the arc) depending on the distance to the obstacle.

Start

Obstacle

The AA* algorithm is introduced to show computation complexity of the flight trajectory planning and thus its direct influence to the distributed simulation. The path
planning causes the simulation very nonuniform in two ways. First, the path planning is run in a single moment consuming a lot of resources and is idle for the most
of the time. Second, a lot of airplanes are planning trajectory in some sector while
not in others. More detailed information can be found in [7, 6].
The AA* algorithm extends the original A* algorithm to be usable in large-scale
environments without forgetting about the search precision. The AA* removes the
trade-off between the speed and the precision by introducing of the adaptive sampling. During the expansion, child states are generated by applying vehicle elementary motion actions using elements’ adaptive parametrization. A set of elementary
motion actions is defined by the model of the non-holonomic vehicle movement
dynamics. The adaptive parametrization varies and thus the algorithm makes larger
steps when the current state is far from obstacles and restricted areas and smaller
steps when it is closer. The Figure 1 shows the advantage of the adaptive sampling
of the AA*. The adaptive sampling can be seen as different size of the step (distance
of the arc in the Figure) depending on the distance to the obstacle.

2 Accelerated A*
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1. Incoming Buffer Check. After the node classification and processing, the algorithm checks whether there are any states in the incoming buffer. For each node
from the incoming buffer its presence in the closed list is checked. If the result
of the test is negative, the state is put into the open list.
2. Solution Propagation. If the processor Pi finds the goal state, it propagates the
value of the cost of the trajectory of the final node of the solution to other processors. These processors remove from their open lists states with and continues
with the search until the open list is empty. When all processors finish the search,
the solution with the lowest cost is applied.
3. Node Classification. For each newly generated state on the processor Pi the algorithm checks whether it belongs to Pi using the hash function defining the
parallelisation partitioning. If the node doesn’t belong to Pi , it is asynchronously
sent to the processor that it belongs to.

The Parallel Adaptive A* (PAA*) algorithm combines the ideas from the HDA*
algorithm [4] (distribution of open and closed lists and asynchronous communication) with fast AA*(adaptive sampling) and partitioning of the geographical space
suitable for motion planning.
The PAA* algorithm uses distributed open and closed lists. Each core/processor
P has a partition of the search space assigned to it and instances of open and closed
lists based on the hash function described later. When the planning process starts,
the processor which has the starting state in its assigned partition starts the search
space exploration. The PAA* algorithm comes with three extensions to AA*.

3 Parallel AA*

which ensures that the distance to the closest obstacle is not smaller than the distance
corresponding to two respective sampling steps.
The adaptive sampling in the AA* algorithm requires a different definition of
identity tests when working with OPEN and CLOSE lists. The original equality
implementation is replaced by a similarity check. Two states are similar if their Euclidean distance and their direction vector variation is less than a threshold derived
from the respective sampling parametrization. Otherwise, the adaptive sampling of
a non-holonomic vehicle trajectory causes an infinite state generation in the continuous space. To remove effects of varying sampling, each path candidate generated
during the search is smoothed.
Properties of the AA* concept were evaluated on a set of two and threedimensional setups. The original A* algorithm with a distance-to-target heuristics
was chosen as a comparator because it is the only one which provides an optimal solution and does not require any pre-processing of the environment definition.
The AA* algorithm provides acceleration of the path planning up to 1400 times in
comparison with the original A* algorithm. Moreover, it was found that the AA*
algorithm also accelerates the result in case of failure (the path does not exist) due
to the reduced number of all generated states.
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Fig. 2 Dividing the space using the hash function

PAA* 4 cores
run-time speed-up
130.76
1.82
335.22
1.76
803.46
1.73
803.37
1.78
1345.34
1.72
577
1.32
765.62
1.28
646.15
1.30

PAA* 6 cores
run-time speed-up
120.20
1.98
302.56
1.95
695
2.00
729.59
1.96
1151.24
2.01
564.44
1.35
742.42
1.32
636.36
1.33

PAA* 8 cores
run-time speed-up
103.03
2.31
292.07
2.02
640.55
2.17
668.22
2.14
1096.68
2.11
540.3
1.41
715
1.37
604.3
1.39

In the artificial scenarios, we have inserted from one to five obstacles in such a
way that each obstacle spans 3/4 of the width of the geographical space. For the
configuration with one obstacle, this obstacle is placed exactly in the middle of
the distance between the start and goal positions of the planning. The width of the
obstacle is 1/20 of the distance between the start and goal positions and the length
of each obstacle is 3/4 of the width of the geographical space. For the configuration
with two obstacles, the parameters of both obstacles are the same as in the case of
one obstacle, but the placement of the obstacles is different. One obstacle is placed
in 1/3 of the distance from the start position to the goal position and the second one
is placed in 2/3 of the distance. Moreover, the first obstacle is shifted to the very
right side of the geographical space and the second one is shifted to the very left
side. The number of obstacles in different configurations of the scenario varies from
one to five. The configuation for three obstacles is depicted in Figure 3.

4.1 Artificial Scenario Setup

Table 1 Artificial scenario and real-world scenario results. Run-times are measured in milliseconds. Each measurement is the average from 10 runs.

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
R1
R2
R3

AA*
PAA* 2 cores
run-time run-time speed-up
238
201
1.184
590
495
1.192
1390
1188
1.169
1430
1222
1.172
2314
2012
1.151
762
680
1.12
980
867.25
1.13
840
717.94
1.17

We have experimentally evaluated the PAA* planning algorithm using five artificial scenarios and several real scenario. We have implemented PAA* in Java using
the multi-agent testbed AgentFly [5]. For this short paper we omit the experiments
on the computer cluster and grids as it is expected that the algorithm is deployed
on board of the planning unit (aircraft). The testing multi-core machine was a dual
quad-core 2.66 GHz Xeon E5430 with 6MB L2 cache (total 8 cores) and 8 GB
RAM. The original AA* algorithm has been naturally chosen as the reference algorithm. We have measured the run-time of the algorithm and the speed-up.

Štěpán Kopřiva and David Šišlák and Michal Pěchouček

Assignment of the newly generated nodes to the processors is based on the geographical partitioning of the space. The partitioning of the space affects the number
of messages sent among processors, processor utilization and therefore the performance of the algorithm. The design of the optimal partitioning of the geographical
space is not in the scope of this paper. The paper just explore whether PAA* algorithm can achieve speed-up effect even though it will use simple partitioning like
is presented in Figure 1. The optimal partitioning depends on the number and performance of processors, start and goal positions and on the position and shape of
the obstacles. The criterions for this optimization task are the number of messages
exchanged among the cores and utilization of the cores. We want to reach the minimal number of messages and the maximal utilization of each core doing the parallel
state space exploration. We also intend to balance the load of the processors based
on performance.
The partitioning method used for the initial study divides the geographical space
based on the start and goal positions to i uniform rectangles, based on the number
of processors. One example of the partitioning of the space for i=3 is depicted in
Figure 2. The mapping of the processors to the partitions is assigned dynamically in
the beginning of the planning task.
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speed − up =

run − time(AA∗ )
.
run − time(PAA∗ )

The results of both artificial and real-world scenarios are presented in the Table 1.
The artificial scenarios are denoted as A1 - A5 in the table, where the number in
the scenario name corresponds with the number of obstacles in the scenario. The
real scenarios are denoted as R1 - R3 and the scenario configuration is described
above. For each scenario we have measured run-time, speed-up and the length of the
final trajectory. The table presents only the run-time and speed-up values because
both AA* and PAA* algorithms provides exactly the same length of the resulting
trajectories in the same configuration. The speed-up is computed as

4.3 Results

For the real world scenario, we use simulated flights among the cities in U.S. NAS.
In this scenario we simulate the en-route phase of flights considering the real airplane flight characteristics based on the Base of Aircraft Data (EUROCONTROL
2009) model. We also consider real obstacles - Special Use Airspaces (SUA), where
no aircraft may be present at any time and also minimal distance from ground surface. This scenario simulates the real domain. The selected flights (and thus real
scenario configurations) are the following ones: R1: Orlando - Cleveland, R2: Washington - Seattle, R3: Sacramento - Atlanta.

4.2 Real-world Scenario Setup

Fig. 3 Artificial Scenario Setup for three obstacles (A3).

Start

Goal
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Fig. 4 speed-up for both scenarios, artificial scenario is in black and real-world scenario is in grey.

The number of cores

The overall average speed-up for artificial scenarios is 1.173 for 2 cores, 1.762 for
4 cores, 1.98 for 6 cores and 2.15 for 8 cores. The speed-up is very similar for each
scenario version and is remarkable compared to the real scenario.
For the real scenarios, the average speed-up is 1.14 for 2 cores, 1.30 for 4 cores,
1.33 for 6 cores and 1.39 for 8 cores.
Comparing artificial and real scenarios, it is apparent that the speed-up of the
algorithm is dependent on the specific domain configuration - the size of the obstacles, their placement and primarily on the partitioning of the search space. For the
used partitioning, the algorithm has got significantly better results on the artificial
scenarios. The difference is caused by the obstacle setting - obstacles in the artificial
scenarios force the search to spread on all cores, which is not the case in the real
scenario. In the real scenarios the main computational load is on the cores that are
assigned to the partitions in the middle of the geographical space and the other cores
are not utilized.
The Figure 4 presents the dependency of the speed-up on the number of cores.
It is obvious that the speedup of the PAA* algorithm doesn’t scale up linearly. For
the artificial scenarios, the algorithm scales-up well from 2 cores to 4 cores. The
performance improvement from 4 cores to 6 cores and then to 8 cores is not so
significant, yet important. For the real scenarios the performance improvement from
2 cores to 4 cores is even slower. The performance improvement from 4 cores to 8
cores is low.

5 Discussion

8

Speed-up
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In the paper, the parallelization extension of the AA* algorithm is studied. This extension is called PAA* algorithm and combines the ideas from the HDA* algorithm
and the AA* algorithm. PAA* runs on multi-core/multi-processor computers and
utilizes the asynchronous messaging and distributed open and closed lists. The experiments proved that the speed-up of PAA* is remarkable, yet dependent on the
selected hash function (partitioning of the geographical search space) and on the
configuration of the environment. PAA* is able to provide an overall speed-up of
2.15 for 8 cores for the artificial scenario and 1.39 for 8 cores for the real-world
scenario even using the simple hashing function. In our opinion, an interesting topic
for the future work is the hash function selection. Depending on the domain and the
used optimization criterion for the A*, it makes sense to investigate the way the hash
function assignes partitions of the 2-D universe to the cores. This is an optimization
problem, where criterions are the utilization of cores and also the number of the
nodes that are sent to a different cores.

6 Conclusion

Fig. 5 Part of the state space for the scenario R1. The object on the right hand side is the Special Use Airspace. The generated states are on the left hand side. The original airplane trajectory
connecting the start position and goal position directly is dotted.
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1

Deployment of unmanned aerial vehicles for performing autonomous tasks is a
very important topic these days. The algorithm for persistent cooperative surveillance of a given area is provided in the paper. Operation of several autonomous
vehicles in a shared airspace above the area where surveillance is executed also
involves a parallel task of maintaining safe ﬂight operation.
A combined task of autonomous coordinated surveillance and collision avoidance of airplanes is formally deﬁned in the form of an objective function. The
combined task is formulated as a search for a certain combination of actions of
airplanes which minimizes the objective function.
The problem of multi-UAV surveillance has been studied lately and a variety
of approaches from reactive policies to deliberative search-based methods have
been proposed. However, no approach to UAV surveillance has been found that
explicitly deals with non-linear constraints such as occlusion.

1

Keywords: Surveillance, Collision Avoidance, Probability Collectives,
Multi-Agent Systems.

Abstract. A rising deployment of unmanned aerial vehicles in complex
environment operations requires advanced coordination and planning
methods. We address the problem of multi-UAV-based area surveillance
and collision avoidance. The surveillance problem contains non-linear
components and non-linear constraints which makes the optimization
problem a hard one. We propose discretization of the problem based on
the deﬁnition of the points of interest and time steps to reduce its complexity. The objective function integrates both the area surveillance and
collision avoidance sub-problems. The optimization task is solved using
a probability collection solver that allows to distribute computation of
the optimization. We have implemented the probability collective solver
as a multi-agent simulation. The results show the approach can be used
for this problem.1
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The Problem Specification

2

A non-holonomic system is a system whose state depends on the path taken to
achieve that state [3].

Airplanes Ai ∈ A operate in a shared three dimensional airspace Air ⊆ R3 . The
airspace is situated above an area E ⊆ R2 . The fourth dimension is continuous time, T ime ⊆ R+ . The airspace is naturally limited by the ground surface
(terrain obstacles) and airspace boundaries.
Each airplane Ai ∈ A is modeled as a three-dimensional non-holonomic system2 (a three-dimensional version of a non-holonomic Dubins car [5]). The airplane is modeled as a mass point called pivot with a given position x and direction

2

A reactive approach to surveillance with multiple UAVs is described in [11].
The authors start from a simple optimal reactive policy for one UAV and two
distinct points in space that have to be continually monitored to derive a structure for the policy. This simple policy is then extended to the case of multiple
points and ﬁnally to multiple UAVs. In the case of multiple UAVs a space partitioning algorithm is utilized to divide the space among the UAVs and then the
UAVs use a single-UAV reactive policy to determine their ﬂight paths in their
respective partitions.
In [4] the authors propose a class of semi-distributed stochastic navigation
algorithms based on minimization of artiﬁcial potentials with two aims: 1. to
provide a robust and eﬃcient algorithm for surveillance and 2. to decrease the
predictability of trajectories the group of UAVs follows. In comparison to our
proposed method, the algorithm supposes all airplanes are ﬂying in diﬀerent
altitudes and thus the safe separation is ensured.
A notable work on routing problems for vehicles with non-holonomic motion
constraints is [12]. The work describes single and multi UAV routing problems
for aircraft and provides a set of approximation algorithms with stated upper
and lower bounds on their performance. The author introduces two novel approximation algorithms for planning the shortest trajectory through a set of
points.
The problems addressed in the above mentioned papers are deﬁned as more
speciﬁc sub-problems of the surveillance problem and they are solved very eﬃciently. We propose a method that is able to solve a more general deﬁnition of
the surveillance problem, but still keep the feasibility and eﬃciency.
The Probability Collectives approach [8,15] is used as an optimization solver in
the paper. The probability collectives is a stochastic optimizer using probabilistic
operators optimizing over a variable space. The probability collectives approach
diﬀers from other existing stochastic approaches such as Genetic Algorithms [7]
and Particle Swarm Optimization [13] which operate on the design of variables’
values (mutation, crossover) rather than on the probability distributions of their
values.
The use of the probability collectives algorithm makes the designed algorithm
distributable, and thus suitable for a multi-agent system.
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E

(2)

4

3

P(D) stands for the power set of D.
By smooth we mean that its ﬁrst derivation is continuous.

All airplanes executing their surveillance task operate asynchronously implementing the free flight concept – ﬂying along the best ﬂight trajectory and
implementing the See & Avoid capability for collisions. The collision avoidance
mechanism is crucial to allow safe and eﬃcient operation of multiple UAVs within
a shared airspace and has to be included in the surveillance task.
The collision detection algorithm uses a safety zone to ensure the minimum
separation requirements. The safety zone S(Ai , x) considers an airplane Ai ∈ A
and deﬁnes a cylindrical space with a given center x ∈ R3 of the cylinder. The

FP

F P ∗ = arg min{Iage (F P, ts , tf )}

The double integral part expresses the age of information about the area at
one particular time moment. The function value(x, y, F P, t) deﬁnes the age of
each point in the area. The function has a general form, it can be non-linear and
it does not need to be continuous. The function can compute its value based on
the last time the point was seen by any airplane, the priority of the point, aging
function etg. The Iage (F P, ts , tf ) can be used for deﬁnition of any information
age function supposing independent evaluation of the area points.
We deﬁne the multi-UAV common operational picture maintenance problem
to be an optimization problem: i.e., ﬁnd a set of trajectories

ts

vector v. The airplane has several restrictions on its performance characteristics
included in the model – minimum and maximum velocity, maximum acceleration
and deceleration, maximum pitch angle and minimum horizontal and vertical
turning radius dependent on the current speed of the airplane.
Each UAV is equipped with the camera sensor C. The sensor is deﬁned as a
function C : Air → P(D)3 . In complex urban environments, the ﬁeld of view of
a UAV’s on-board sensors can become occluded in the presence of tall buildings
and/or narrow streets. This can result in uncovered areas that need to be covered
by changing ﬂight trajectories or by introduction of another airplane.
The flight plan f pi of the airplane Ai is deﬁned as a function of time –
f pi : T ime → Airi , where f pi (t) represents the position of the airplane Ai at
time t. The path given by f pi is smooth4 in all coordinates, velocity and time.
f pi respects the airplane’s ﬂight constraints described above at any position and
thus it is performable by Ai . F P = {f pi }Ai ∈A is a set of current ﬂight plans of
all airplanes.
The persistent area surveillance is one of the most common information collection tasks, typically deﬁned as a problem of maintaining an up-to-date picture
of the situation in a given area. We deﬁne the general information age objective function Iage , with ts being the initial time and tf the ﬁnal time of the
optimization task assuming all airplanes using ﬂight plans:

 tf  
Iage (F P, ts , tf ) =
value(x, y, F P, t)dxdy dt
(1)
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5

(4)
Diﬀerent altitudes and velocities can be reached by enlarging the set of possible
values deﬁned for the optimization variables a.

a∈A

arg min G(a, t0 ) ,

The general surveillance problem in its continuous form is an optimal control
constraint optimization problem with non-linear constraints (UAV dynamics)
and a non-linear objective function (due to sensor model). These problems are
known to be intractable in a general case [14]. It is also known that the travelling repairman problem for a Dubins vehicle, a problem closely related to the
optimal area information age minimization, is NP-hard [12]. We propose an approximation of the problem, as it is necessary to achieve feasible computation
performance.
The approximation method is based on the discretization of the problem. We
have performed this discretization in two ways. The ﬁrst step is to create a
suitable set of points of interest within the surveillance area covering it with a
certain density and respecting its surface and structure. The optimization algorithm then minimizes the information age of these points. The second step is to
discretize the time into time steps allowing computation of the information age
function as a combination of area situation pictures. The area situation picture
captures the information age of the points of interest at a single moment. The
altitude and the velocity of the airplanes is constrained to a constant value to
simplify the deﬁnition of optimization variables5 . To reduce the complexity of
the optimization, we deﬁne an optimization task for a single moment in time and
prediction of the future movement of the airplanes. To achieve a desired optimization approximation during the whole surveillance problem, the optimization
process is regularly re-invoked with updated predictions of future trajectories of
airplanes according to the actual situation. We deﬁne the optimization task (corresponding to equation 2) at time t0 and look-ahead control interval ΔT with
discrete variables a speciﬁed as

3

Two diﬀerent UAVs Ai and Aj (with their ﬂight plans f pi and f pj ) have a
collision if and only if ∃t : col(Ai , Aj , t) = 1. The collision is denoted as Ai ⊗ Aj
or Aj ⊗ Ai . The collision avoidance problem (CA) for a given F P is deﬁned as
a process of ﬁnding such {f pi }Ai ∈A for which no collision exists at any time.

P. Volf et al.

radius and height of the safety zone is given by the parameters of the airplane
Ai and include both the required separation for the airplane Ai and the allowed
deviation level between the true and the assumed position of the airplane itself.
Two ﬂight plans f pi and f pj have a collision at time t :
⎧
⎨ 1 if i = j, f pi (t) ∈ S(Aj , f pj (t))
(3)
col(f pi , f pj , t) = 1 if i = j, f pj (t) ∈ S(Ai , f pi (t))
⎩
0 otherwise
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(5)

t=t0

wsurv (t)

i=1

k


value(pi , F P a , t)
(6)

Gcol
pair (ai , aj , t0 )

Gcol (a, t0 ) =

=

t=t0

t0 +ΔT

w

(t)col(f pai , f paj , t)

Gcol
pair (ai , aj , t0 ) ,

col

ai ,aj ∈a,ai =aj

(7)

The inner sum represents the situation picture of the area at the respective
time and the wsurv (t) function represents the weight of the area situation picture
depending on its distance in the future. The further away in the future the area
situation picture is, the less weight is assigned to it, because there exists a higher
probability that ﬂight plans of the airplanes will be changed during some of the
future optimization rounds.
Gcol penalizes separation violation among all airplanes A using their predicted
ﬂight plans f pai and required separation distances. It is computed as

Gsurv (a, t0 ) =

t0
+ΔT

Gsurv corresponds to the deﬁnition of the information age (equation 1), but
it is deﬁned at time t0 and for look-ahead ΔT . It computes the discretized information age of the area E for the control interval ΔT assuming the application
of ﬂight plans f pai computed using ai . The function Gsurv is computed using a
ﬁnite set of points of interests P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pk } deﬁned for the area E.

G(a, t0 ) = Gsurv (a, t0 ) + αGcol (a, t0 ) .

where G is the objective function and a = a1 , a2 , . . . an is the joint move. The
joint move is a variable vector, where each variable ai is assigned to the airplane
Ai . ai represents a control action of the airplane. The ai deﬁnes the desired
heading of the airplane, while the actual heading is denoted as hi . If ai = hi ,
the airplane applies a straight ﬂight for the control interval ΔT . If ai = hi , the
airplane applies an appropriate turn to reach the heading ai using the minimum
turn radius, see Figure 1. The value of ai is within the range of 0, 360) discretized
by the predeﬁned heading step hstep . We use f pai to denote a ﬂight plan based
on the selected heading ai . Flight plan f pai is valid for a single selection of ai
from time t0 onwards. Let us denote F P a = {f pa1 , f pa2 , . . . f pan }.
The objective function is deﬁned as

Fig. 1. Application of the new heading
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Probability Collectives Optimizer

i∈I

x∈X

qi (xi ) .

i∈I

(8)

6

(11)
In this paper, maximization of utility is replaced with minimization of information
age to be consistent with the deﬁned objective function.

q

arg min Eq (G(x)) ,

Using the maximum entropy principle (Maxent) [9], each player searches for
the probability distribution q that minimizes the expected utility

x∈X

In the Nash equilibrium, every player adopts a mixed strategy that maximizes
its expected utility with respect to the mixed strategies of others6 . The Nash
equilibrium assumption requiring full rationality is replaced by the information
available to the players. This amount of information is the negated Shannon
entropy of the distribution q(x),

S(q) = −
[q(x) ln[q(x)]] .
(10)

x∈X

Bounded rational players [6] balance their choice of the best move with the
need to explore other possible moves. The information theory shows that the
equilibrium of a game played by bounded rational players is the optimum of a
Lagrangian of the probability distribution of the agents’ joint-moves [15]. This
equilibrium corresponds to at least a local minimum of the original objective
function G. The expected world utility of all the players with a common world
utility G under given players’ distributions qi (xi ) is


Eq (G(x)) =
G(x)q(x) =
[G(x) qi (xi )] .
(9)

q(x) =

In this section, we describe the details of the Probability Collectives (PC) theory
applicable to the optimization problem with discrete variables. The PC theory can
be viewed as an extension to the conventional game theory. Let us have a game
with N players i ∈ I. A mixed strategy of the player i is a probability distribution
qi (xi ) over the player’s possible pure strategies (a deﬁnition set of xi ). Each player
i chooses its strategy (a value of the variable xi ) independently by sampling qi (xi ).
There is no direct communication between players in the game. Players learn to cooperate through repeated plays, their probability distributions are updated using
the received reward based on the objective function G(x) combining all variables.
The probability distribution of the joint-move q(x) is

4

The wcol (t) function is analogous to wsurv (t) and represents the weight of the
collisions depending on their distance in the future.
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(12)

Actions

Compute
expected utility

Finished

Yes

Convergence ?

Regression

Update
probabilities

xi ∈Xi

[qi (xi )E[G|xi ]]

[qi (xi ) ln[qi (xi )]] .

xi ∈Xi

(13)

The function Li is convex, has a single minimum in the interior, the temperature
T controls the trade-oﬀ between exploration and exploitation [16]. The ﬁrst term
xi ∈Xi [qi (xi ) E[G|xi ]] in Equation 13 is minimized by a perfectly rational player
while the second term −T xi ∈Xi [qi (xi ) ln[qi (xi )]] is minimized by a perfectly
irrational player (by a perfectly uniform mixed strategy qi ). In the limit, T → 0,
the set of q that simultaneously minimizes the Lagrangian is the same as the set
of q minimizing the objective function G.

−T

Li (qi , T ) =

The sequence lowering T is the annealing schedule, in reference to the Simulated
Annealing [1]. For a given T , each player i optimizes

1. Initialize the value of the Lagrange parameter T .
2. Minimize the Lagrangian L(q, T ) with respect to q at speciﬁed T (sample
the system, update the probabilities).
3. Reduce the value of T and repeat from Step 2 until q converges (q does not
vary more than the speciﬁed threshold for a couple of iterations).
4. The x selected according to the ﬁnal q is the solution of Equation 4.

The algorithm lowering Eq (G(x)) is an iterative procedure of the following
steps (see Figure 2, [2]):

Fig. 2. Iterative procedure lowering Eq (G(x)) (left). The multi-agent implementation
of Probability Collectives optimization (right) [2].

Actions

No

Evaluate
objectives

Objective

Evaluate
utilities

Utilities

Sample

Actions
Utilities

Initialize

where T is the Lagrange parameter (also referred to as the temperature). We
∂L
need to ﬁnd q and T such that ∂L
∂q = ∂T = 0.

L(q, T ) ≡ Eq (G(x)) − T S(q) ,

subject to xi ∈Xi qi (xi ) = 1 and qi (xi ) ≥ 0 for each i ∈ I. From the gradientbased optimization we have to ﬁnd the critical point of the Maxent Lagrangian
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Expected
utility

Multi-Agent Implementation

Algorithm 1. Agent PC optimization pseudocode

Ai ← Get ai definition set(hstep );
qi ← Get initial distribution(Ai );
T ← Initialize temperature;
while true do
si [NSB ] ← Sampling(Ai , qi , NSB );
predi [NSB × ΔT ] ← Predictions(si , ΔT );
wait set ← A\Ai ;
Send(predi , wait set);
while wait set = ∅ do
Aj , predj ← Fetch other predictions;
wait set ← wait set\Aj ;
end
G ← Compute(predi , predj );
qi ← Update distribution(Ai , qi , si , G, T );
T ← Update temperature(T );
if Converged(G) then break;
end
return Sample final control(Ai , qi );

Input: A
Output: ai

P. Volf et al.

The Probability Collectives optimization can be implemented in a parallel way
as a multi-agent system. Collectives can be viewed as a group of self-interested,
learning agents that act together to minimize the objective function (Equation 4), see Figure 2. Each agent searches for an optimal action for a single
airplane that corresponds to one variable in the optimization. In this section,
Ai ∈ A denotes the agent providing control to the airplane Ai . Each Ai keeps
the current probability distribution qi for its action variable ai . Computation of
the expected utility value (value of the common objective function G(a, t0 ) in
some time moment t0 , Equation 5) and the convergence test requires cooperation
of all agents. Sampling and updating of all variables in the iterative procedure
of the PC algorithm can be performed independently in a parallel way.
Each Ai is conﬁgured by parameters: the size of the heading step hstep , the
size of the sample block in each iteration NSB , the look-ahead control interval
ΔT , the balancing factor α, the parameters deﬁning the weight of future area
situation pictures and collisions wsurv (t) and wcol (t), and annealing schedule
parameters.
Algorithm 1 presents a distributed implementation of the PC optimization
procedure executed by each agent. First, each agent performs an initial setup
of the deﬁnition set Ai , the probability distribution qi as an uniform discrete
distribution over Ai , and the temperature T according to the selected annealing
schedule initial value (lines 1–3).
The iterative optimization loop lowering Eq (G(a, t0 )) from Figure 2 is implemented at lines 4–17. Agents prepare sample blocks si (NSB actions selected
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Evaluation

Experiments, see Figure 3, were performed using a ﬁxed ﬂat square area 500 x
500 m covered by 900 points of interest placed into a regular grid (matrix 30 x
30). All airplanes were ﬂying with the velocity 25 m/s, turning radius 20 m and 15
m safety zone. The heading step hstep was set to 11.25 degrees, the computation
step Δt was set to 0.5 sec and the optimization process was repeated every 3.5
seconds. A number of parameters (e.g. airplanes and their initial positions) were
varied throughout the experiments.
We discuss the inﬂuence of parameters on the performance of the simulation.
The initial positions of the airplanes (ﬁxed positions, semi-randomized, randomized) have minimal inﬂuence on the performance in the very beginning of the
simulation but not later.
Setting a lower initial age of points of interest leads to an increased emphasis
on exploration rather than surveillance in the initial phase. The exploration task
forces airplanes to cover unattended points ﬁrst.
The length of the control interval ΔT determines linearly the time needed for
each optimization computation. Linear increase of solution quality was measured
for lower values, slower increase for higher ones.

5

from Ai using Monte-Carlo sampling [10]) and prediction points predi (for each
action in si agents compute positions in the predicted ﬂight plan f pai from t0 to
t0 + ΔT using step Δt), lines 5 and 6. Then agents exchange their predi , lines 7
and 8. Each agent waits for other sample block predictions from all agents from
the set A\Ai . When the agent has all predictions, it computes the objective
function (equation 5), line 13.
Update of the agent’s probability distribution minimizing Lagrangian Li (qi , T )
with the current temperature T is done at line 14. Then the temperature T is
decreased according to the common annealing schedule, line 15. The convergence
test of the iterative optimization procedure is done simultaneously by all agents,
line 16. It is not necessary to communicate during this phase as all agents have
the same G(a, t0 ) value. Eventually, the agent selects the ﬁnal control according
to its stabilized probability distribution qi , line 18.

Fig. 3. Screenshots of the system with six airplanes. Lighter color means lower age of
the data
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Conclusion
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Iterative Accelerated A* Path Planning
Štěpán Kopřiva, David Šišlák, Dušan Pavlı́ček and Michal Pěchouček
Abstract— The paper provides a description of an iterative
version of the Accelerated A* algorithm for path planning
and its application in the air traffic domain for airplanes
with defined motion dynamics operating in the Earth-centered,
Earth-fixed coordinate system (GPS) on a spherical model of the
Earth constrained by the landscape and special use airspaces
(SUA). The motion dynamics of the airplanes is modeled using
the Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) airplane performance models.
The presented algorithm provides an extension of the A*
algorithm that significantly reduces the search space and makes
planning of the flight trajectories computationally tractable.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the problem of trajectory planning for
vehicles operating in dynamic continuous three-dimensional
space. The vehicle is modeled using a non-holonomic model,
the motion dynamics is restricted by constraints of the
driving maneuvers and restrictions on the smoothness of the
trajectory. In general, the planning problem is a 4-D problem
– the agent needs to plan in a 3-D space and time. However,
this paper addresses the path planning problem without the
time component.
In the research community there are several well known
approaches to the trajectory planning problem. These approaches may be divided into two basic groups – algorithms
optimizing the speed of the solution and algorithms optimizing the quality of the solution in terms of the length of the
final plan. The first group uses random techniques to find the
plan – the random walk planner [1], the rapidly exploring
random tree (RRT) [2] and the randomized potential field
[3], [4]. The other group of the planners is driven by
an optimality criterion. The efficiency of these planners is
limited by changes of the environment definitions, varying
initial and goal positions and directions between particular
planner invocations. The vector field [5] and potential field
[6] methods require very expensive rebuilding of the fields
when the goal position or space definition is changed.
The A* algorithm uses a heuristic-informed search to find
a plan if one exists in the given state space. The continuous
space needs to be discretized in order to be searched by the
discrete algorithm. The discretization step is crucial for the
algorithm’s performance – the larger the step, the faster and
less optimal the search is. Also note that the choice of the
step size may be domain dependent.
We present the Iterative Accelerated A* (IAA*) algorithm
for trajectory planning in Section 3. This algorithm is an
extension of the Accelerated A* (AA*) algorithm [7]. The
original AA* uses a variable discretization step size to reduce
The work was supported by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
under project number DTFACT-08-C-00033 and by Czech Ministry of
Education under grant number 6840770038.
All authors are with Agent Technology Center, Faculty of Electrical
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the number of states in the state space and yet keep the
ability to plan precisely. The specific domain in which we
plan is the National Airspace System (NAS) of the USA.
There are almost 1000 irregular special use airspaces and
the Accelerated A* algorithm is not fast enough.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMALIZATION
There exist numerous versions of the path planning problem [8]. This section provides formalization of the path
planning in a three-dimensional continuous space for the
vehicle having constrained dynamics. The vehicle is able
to change its horizontal direction only by moving along a
horizontal circle with a radius greater than the minimum
horizontal turn radius rh . The change of the vertical orientation of the vehicle is also restricted by moving along
a vertically oriented circle with a radius greater than the
minimum vertical turn radius rv . The maximum vehicle pitch
angle (max deviation from the horizontal orientation, positive
or negative) is denoted as Θmax . The Θmax constraints
the allowable sections of the vertical circle for the vehicle.
Besides these two direction vector changing maneuvers, the
vehicle direction can be changed along a spiral which is
used for changing the vertical position in a confined area.
The vehicle can apply only an entire loop of the spiral.
Vehicle path planning is transformed to motion planning
for its reference point called pivot. The problem of generating
internal control actions so that the pivot moves along a
defined path is not in the scope of the paper. The physical
shape of the vehicle is bounded by a sphere with a radius
rbound . The bounding sphere center is identical to the vehicle
pivot position x. The orientation of the vehicle is uniquely
identified by the direction vector v. The set of all possible
direction vectors is1
VΘmax = {v ∈ R3 :
z
|≤ Θmax }. (1)
|| v ||= 1, | arctan ||(vxv,v
y )||
The vehicle operates in a continuous three-dimensional space
R3 where its operation is further restricted by the existing obstacles and operation area boundaries, both together denoted
as O ⊂ R3 . Thus the free space is defined as X = R3 \ O.
The ε-free space Xε ⊆ X is defined as
Xε = {x ∈ X : ∀o ∈ O, || x − o ||≥ ε},

(2)

in each ε-free position, the distance to the nearest obstacles
is at least ε. The vehicle with its shape bounded by a sphere
with a radius rbound has the vehicle operating space Xrbound .
An obstacle O is defined by its geometric shape OG and
a time interval OT during which the obstacle is active:
O = (OG , OT ).
1 The

|| v || denotes the Euclidean length of the vector v = hvx , vy , vz i.
The (vx , vy ) is the horizontal part of the vector v.
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The geometric shape OG of an obstacle O is based
on a convex spherical polygon SP , specified by a list of
vertices V = {v1 , . . . , vn } such that vi = (loni , lati ) where
loni denotes longitude and lati denotes latitude. OG is
furthermore defined by the minimal and maximal altitudes
altmin and altmax corresponding to the lower and upper
altitudinal extents of the obstacle O:
OG = (V, altmin , altmax ).
Geometrically, OG can be expressed as
OG = {(lon, lat, alt)|(lon, lat) ∈ SP,
altmin ≤ alt ≤ altmax },
where lon denotes longitude, lat denotes latitude, and alt
denotes altitude in the spherical coordinate system (see
Figure 1).
The temporal component OT of the definition of O is
OT = (tf rom , tto ),
specifying the time interval during which O is active. Outside
this interval, O is ignored by intersection tests (discussed
in Section III-E). Note that the intersection tests only take
into consideration the ”vertical“ (side) planes of the obstacles
referred to as faces.
V4
V3

V1
O
V2

Fig. 1.

eHT can be applied only to c0 with a zero pitch angle. The
eSP IRAL (c0 , r, n, o) is described by the initial configuration
c0 , horizontal radius r of the spiral, the number of spiral
loops n ∈ N+ and the orientation o of the spiral (left or
right). The climbing angle is given by the c0 direction pitch
angle. The eSP IRAL provides the same direction vector of
the final configuration as its start configuration due to the
natural number of spiral loops. The spiral element is used
when the Θmax is too restricted and the vehicle needs to
change its vertical position within a limited free space.
The function p(e, t) which returns the configuration given
by an element e at the position t ∈ h0, 1i within the element.
The p(e, 0) returns the initial configuration defined by that
element and p(e, 1) returns the final configuration of that
element. The function l(e) returns the Euclidean length of
the given element e. The function u(e) defines if the element
e is valid

1 if ∀t ∈ h0, 1i, p(e, t) is valid
u(e) =
. (3)
0 otherwise
The path Φ is valid if and only if for all ei ∈ Φ, u(ei ) = 1
and
∀i = 1, . . . n − 1 : p(ei , 0) = p(ei−1 , 1) .
(4)
The valid path is always smooth because all ei and their
connections are smooth as well.
Definition 1: The path planning for the given initial cI
and goal cG configurations is a process searching for a valid
path Φ. The search optimization criterion is the length of the
path – it searches for a path which is as short as possible. If
the path is not found, the planning process returns Φ = ∅.
The algorithm should only use turn elements with their
minimum radii rh and rv because it is shown in [10] that the
shortest path between any two configurations is constructed
using such turn elements.

Geometric definition of an obstacle.

III. I TERATIVE AA* A LGORITHM

The configuration c is defined as a tuple hx, vi, where x
is the vehicle pivot position and v is the direction vector.
The configuration is valid for the entity if and only if x ∈
Xrbound and v ∈ VΘmax . The initial configuration is denoted
as cI and the goal configuration as cG .
The path of the vehicle is represented as a finite ordered
sequence of n geometrical elements Φ = he0 , . . . e(n−1) i
where ei ∈ E. The set E has four construction elements
E = {eS , eHT , eV T , eSP IRAL }: straight eS , horizontal turn
eHT , vertical turn eV T and spiral eSP IRAL element. The
E reflects the vehicle motion constraints defined at the
beginning of this section. These constraints are for the
most of the current commercial airplanes defined in the
Base of Aircraft Data (BADA), see [9]. Each element is
defined by a number of parameters fully describing its shape,
position and orientation. For the eS (c0 , l), there is an initial
configuration c0 and the length l. The eHT (c0 , r, α, o) and
eV T (c0 , r, α, o) are defined as an arc of a circle with the
radius r, beginning at an initial configuration c0 . The arc
angle α and the orientation o define whether the horizontal
turn is left or right, resp. up or down for the vertical turn. The

IAA* is an extension of AA*. IAA* includes several
significant improvements, introduced in order to make the
computation of the path tractable in reasonable time. The
main improvement is the iterative version of the algorithm
considering only a limited subset of obstacles in individual
iterations.
A. Original AA* Algorithm
The AA* algorithm [7] extends the original A* algorithm
to be usable in large-scale environments and provides fast
planning while preserving the optimization criterion and
precision. The AA* removes the trade-off between the speed
and the precision by introducing adaptive sampling. During
the expansion, child states are generated by applying vehicle elementary motion actions using elements’ adaptive
parametrization. The set of elementary motion actions is
defined by a model of non-holonomic vehicle movement
dynamics. The adaptive parametrization varies so that the
algorithm makes larger steps when the current state is far
from obstacles and restricted areas and makes smaller steps
when it is closer, see Figure 2.
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the plan intersects any obstacle, this obstacle is added to the
tested set and the planning algorithm is run again.

Obstacle

C. Iterative AA* Algorithm

Start

The function IterativeAA* has four inputs - the initial
configuration cI , the goal configuration cG , the set of all
obstacles in the domain O and the parameter α defining the
ratio of the Inclusion Space (IS) and the distance from cI to
cG . The output of the method is the plan Φ.
Inclusion Space is a 3D space constructed as a set of
points where for each point exists a point on a great circle
connecting cI and cG such that the distance of these points
is lower or equal to rinclusion , see Figure 3. Formally, IS is
defined as

Goal

∀x ∈ IS ∃y ∈ |cI cG |; sphere(x, y) ≤ rsur ; x, y ∈ R3 ,
Fig. 2.

The adaptive sampling example in the two-dimensional setup.

There is a defined search precision specifying a minimal
sampling grid step which is used in the areas closest to obstacles. The search precision is defined in such a way that the
AA* algorithm does not skip any existing gap between obstacles larger than this precision. The adaptive parametrization
sampling uses only variants which correspond to sampling
sizes equal to the precision raised to the power of two.
Specifically, the AA* algorithm uses the highest possible
parametrization which ensures that the distance to the closest
obstacle is not smaller than the distance corresponding to two
respective sampling steps.
The adaptive sampling in the AA* algorithm requires
a different definition of identity tests when working with
OPEN and CLOSE lists. The original equality implementation is replaced by a similarity check. Two states are
similar if their Euclidean distance and their direction vector
variation is less than a threshold derived from the respective
sampling parametrization. Otherwise, the adaptive sampling
of a non-holonomic vehicle trajectory causes an infinite state
generation in the continuous space. To remove effects of
varying sampling, each path candidate generated during the
search is smoothed.
AA* significantly reduces the number of samples (states)
generated during the search in large-scale environments and
it does not decrease the quality of the solution.
B. Iterative AA* Concept
IAA* extends AA* in order to be usable in large-scale
domains with a high number of complex obstacles. The
algorithm pushes the limits of fast precise path planning
further by running the planning process from the initial
configuration cI to the goal configuration cG with a very
limited subset of obstacles in the first run. The obstacles considered in the first run of the planning process are specified
by the function DeriveTestedSubset. This relaxation
significantly reduces the number of tests of intersections of
newly generated states with the obstacles and thus saves a
significant amount of computational time. If the planning
with the reduced subset of obstacles is not successful and

where |cI cG | denotes a great circle with end points cI and cG
and sphere(x, y) denotes the spherical distance between
points x and y.

Fig. 3.

The inclusion space.

The algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1. First the validity
of the given configurations cI and cG is checked at line 1.
If any of the configurations are not valid, an empty plan
is returned. At line 3 the plan connecting the initial and
final configuration is computed and stored into Φ using the
Connect function. The plan stored in Φ is then checked
against all obstacles O in the environment by the function
TestObstacleIntersection. If there is any obstacle
colliding with the plan, the flag intersecting is set to true.
Otherwise the algorithm returns the plan at line 23. If the plan
does intersect an obstacle, the radius rsur of IS is computed
at line 8 using the Dist function, which computes the
distance of cI and cG . The radius of the Inclusion Space rsur
determines the space containing the obstacles considered
during the first iteration of the while cycle, see Figure 3.
The obstacles that have an intersection with this space are
considered for in first iteration.
In the while cycle the obstacles that do intersect with the
plan are added to the set of obstacles which are going to
be tested in the next iteration of the planning - the Otested .
Then if the set of obstacles tested in the previous iteration of
planning OtestedOld and the newly created set of obstacles
Otested are the same, the algorithm terminates and returns
an empty plan. Otherwise AA* is called at line 12 only for
a limited subset of obstacles – Otested . After completion of
the planning procedure, a check of intersection of the plan
with the set of all obstacles in the environment is done. If
no intersection is found, the algorithm returns the plan Φ
returned by the function AA*Search. Otherwise another
iteration of planning is executed.
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Input: cI , cG , O, α
Output: Φ
{1}
{2}

basic elements: right horizontal turn, straight element and
left horizontal turn. The shortest path sequence is always
constructed using the minimal radius of the turn and spiral
elements available for the vehicle [11]. The problem of
finding the shortest connection is transformed to the problem
of sequence composition identification and the computation
of elements’ parameters.
The two-dimensional problem is referred to as Dubins curves. In [11], it is shown how the sequence can be identified.
The function Connect is an extension of Dubins curves to
a three-dimensional domain additionally using vertical turns
and spiral elements, still providing the shortest connection.

if ¬ IsValid(cI ) or ¬ IsValid(cG ) then
return ∅;

{3}
{4}
{5}
{6}
{7}
{8}
{9}
{10}
{11}
{12}
{13}
{14}
{15}
{16}
{17}
{18}
{19}
{20}
{21}
{22}
{23}
{24}

Φ ← Connect(cI , cG );
intersecting ←
TestObstacleIntersection(Φ, O);
OtestedOld ← ∅;
Otested ← ∅;
if intersecting then
rsur ← α ∗ Dist(cI , cG );
Otested ←
DeriveTestedSubset(O, α, cI , cG );
while true do
Otested ←
AddIntObstacles(O, Otested , Φ);
Φ ← AA*Search(cI , cG , Otested );
if Φ = ∅ then
break;
end
intersecting ←
TestObstacleIntersection(Φ, O);
if ¬ intersecting then
break;
end
OtestedOld ← Otested ;
end
end
return Φ;
Algorithm 1: The Iterative AA* algorithm

E. TestObstacleIntersection Function

D. Connect Function
The function Connect constructs a complex element eC
composed as a sequence of basic geometrical elements ei ∈
E connecting the two given configurations c1 and c2 by the
shortest path. The provided eC fulfills the same constraints as
the path Φ except for the obstacle intersection criterion given
by Equation 3. The construction of the shortest path uses
only the vehicle motion constraints rh , rv and Θmax . The
intersection criterion is not included in the path composition
as it is used for counting the best admissible heuristics for
the search algorithm.
e

HT

l

c1

c2
e

S

e

Fig. 4.

HT

The shortest path example in the 2D setup.

A two-dimensional example of one such connection is
in Figure 4. The eC in the example is composed of three

The TestObstacleIntersection(Φ, O), where Φ
is a plan to be tested and O is a set of obstacles the plan is
tested against returns true if any element ei of the plan Φ
intersects any obstacle and f alse otherwise. The algorithms
for intersection checking are instantiated for each respective
element eS , eH T, eV T, eSP IRAL .
We will now discuss the algorithm for testing the intersection of a straight flight element (represented geometrically
by an arc a) with an obstacle o defined formally in Section
II. Note that all non-straight elements are approximated by
a number of straight elements prior to the testing.
The arc-obstacle intersection test has two parts: geometric
and temporal, see Algorithm 2. The geometric intersection
is tested for each face (side plane) f of the obstacle o
independently. If no intersection is found, then the flight
element does not intersect the obstacle. If any intersection is detected, the earliest and the latest one if irst and
ilast is determined (measured by its angular distance from
the current position of the airplane). Next, time stamps
tf irst and tlast corresponding to those intersection points
are calculated. They are used for determining whether the
detected intersection falls within the active time interval
oT = (tf rom , tto ) associated with O. If not, the flight path
element and the obstacle do not intersect. Otherwise, an
intersection has been detected.
A description of implementation of the function
CalculateIntersection follows. Intersection of a
face f with an arc a describing a straight element of the
flight plan is calculated as a geometric intersection of two
planes in 3D: the plane of f and the plane in which the arc
a lies. The result of this intersection is a line from which
we pick a single point i corresponding to the altitude of the
airplane. If the altitude does not fall within the interval oT
of the obstacle, the intersection test fails (i = None). Next,
we test whether the intersection point i falls within both the
arc a and also within f . If either of these tests fails, f and
a do not intersect.
Next, we will discuss the algorithm for testing whether a
point falls inside an obstacle, or is located within a certain
distance d from it. First, we compare the altitude of the point
with the minimal and maximal altitudes of the obstacle. If the
point falls outside the altitudinal interval of the obstacle, the
test fails. Otherwise, we inflate the geometry of the obstacle
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Input: arc a, obstacle o
Output: boolean (True iff a and o intersect)
{1}
{2}
{3}
{4}
{5}
{6}
{7}
{8}
{9}
{10}
{11}
{12}
{13}
{14}
{15}
{16}
{17}
{18}
{19}
{20}
{21}
{22}
{23}
{24}
{25}
{26}
{27}

IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section the properties of AA* [7] are compared
with the novel IAA* algorithm.

distmin ← +∞; distmax ← −∞;
if irst ← None; ilast ← None;
counter ← 0;
foreach face f in o do
I ← CalculateIntersection(a, f );
if I 6= None then
counter ← counter + 1;
dist = CalculateDistance(I);
if dist < distmin then
distmin ← dist;
if irst ← i;
end
if dist > distmax then
distmax ← dist;
ilast ← i;
end
end
if counter = 0 then
return False;
end
tf irst ← CalculateTime(if irst );
tlast ← CalculateTime(ilast );
if o.tto < tf irst OR o.tf rom > tlast then
return False;
end
return True;
end
Algorithm 2: The arc-obstacle intersection test

A. Scenario Domain
The provided algorithm was tested on The United States
National Airspace System (US NAS) domain, see [12]. In the
domain we model the air traffic in the US NAS using real
data provided by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). We
use a spherical model of Earth using Earth-centered Earthfixed coordinates (GPS). The provided data set consists of:
• Description of flights starting and landing in the USA,
specifically from 30th Aug 2007 09:00 AM to 31st Aug
2007 08:59 AM. For each flight, the data file defines
an initial configuration point cI , the goal configuration
point cG and the velocity of the airplane. For each flight
there are also several mid-waypoints the airplane has to
pass when flying from cI to cG .
• Definition of the Special Use Airspaces (SUA). The
SUAs are modeled as three-dimensional shapes derived
from polygons projected on a spherical surface and
extruded either towards or away from the center of the
Earth (see Section II).
B. Scenario setup

by distance d. This is done by rotating each of the faces of
the obstacle’s mesh outwards (away from its center of mass)
around the origin of the coordinate system (the center of the
Earth). Next, we calculate the point’s signed distance si from
each of the vertical planes of the inflated obstacle:
si = p~ · n~i ,
where n~i is the normal vector of the i-th geometric plane
pointing out from the (inflated) obstacle and p~ is the vector
pointing from the center of the Earth to the point being tested.
A positive value of si means that the point lies outside
of the obstacle, while a negative value means the point lies
inside. Therefore, the point only passes the test if all of the
calculated signed distances si are less or equal to zero.
F. DeriveTestedSubset Function
The output of the DeriveTestedSubset function is a
subset of obstacles Otested that are used in the next planner
invocation. The subset of obstacles Otested is constructed as
an intersection of a set of all obstacles in the environment
O and the inclusion space IS. Formally,
DeriveTestedSubset(O, α, cI , cG ) =
{o ∈ O; o ∩ IS 6= ∅}.

We simulate one percent of the daily traffic (369 flights)
in the domain. The set of simulated flights has been selected
randomly from the set of all flights starting and landing
in the USA from 30th Aug 2007 09:00 AM to 31st Aug
2007 08:59 AM described above. For each flight the initial
configuration cI and the goal configuration cG are passed
to the planning algorithm (we do not consider the midwaypoints) and the algorithm plans the path in real time.
We do not consider take-offs or landings of the airplanes –
the airplanes are simply spawned in the air at the defined
flight level with the defined direction vector and velocity,
and they start flying to the destination. The measured data is
the total time it takes the planner to find the plan. This data
is then summarized over all 369 flights. The parameters in
different experiment setups are α determining which zones
are going to be tested in the first iteration of the algorithm
and the minimal planning step which sets the minimal step
of the AA* planning algorithm. The experiment has been
repeated three times and the two tables present the average
values.
C. Results
The total planning times summarized over all 369 airplanes are provided in Table I. The numbers of zones used
in the latest iteration of the planning algorithm summarized
over all 369 airplanes are provided in Table II. From the two
tables it is apparent that the IAA* significantly outperforms
the original AA* algorithm for all values of the minimal
planning step and for all three selected values of α. This is
apparently caused by the number of tested obstacles reduced
by the IAA* algorithm. The average speedup ratio of the
IAA* algorithm using the rsur = 0.1 computed over all
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minimal planning step
1 000
5 000
85 475
25 316
74 814
29 420
194 829
76 536
283 734
181 243

α
0.1
0.3
0.5
AA*

10
15
21
43
92

000
876
938
590
700

20
11
17
49
85

000
952
292
598
493

V. C ONCLUSION

50 000
4 927
9 794
26 185
45 216

TABLE I
S UM

OF PLANNING TIMES IN MS OVER MEASURED FLIGHTS

α
0.1
0.3
0.5

minimal
1 000
1 129
2 794
4 071

planning
5 000
1 156
2 779
4 172

step
10 000
1 076
2 657
4 008

20 000
1 170
2 822
4 240

50 000
1 169
2 818
26 185

TABLE II
S UM

OF OBSTACLES USED FOR THE TEST

measured minimal planning step values is 6.52 compared to
AA*. The speedup ratio rsur = 0.3 is 5.65 and for rsur = 0.5
it is 1.87. The average speedup is computed as an average
of individual speedups.
The important property of the IAA* algorithm is the
quality of the plan. The final plan was in all test cases exactly
the same as the plan produced by the AA* algorithm.

Fig. 5. Example of a domain where AA* finds the solution faster than
IAA*. The black circles represent the obstacles. The Figure displays only
the center of the setup to ilustrate the placement of the obstacles easily. It is
assumed that there exists a valid plan from cI to cG although the possible
path is not displayed.

The results are very much domain dependent. The placement and size of the obstacles plays a crucial role and a
domain where AA* provides better results than IAA* may
be found. For example consider the obstacle placement in
the Figure 5. In this domain, the IAA* algorithm selects
several obstacles around the great circle connecting cI and
cG based on the parameter α. These obstacles are put into
the set Otested . The solution found by IAA* in each iteration
violates exactly one obstacle which is added to Otested ,
therefore the algorithm needs to iterate many times to find
the solution.

In the paper we have introduced a novel improvement of
the Accelerated A* planning algorithm called the Iterative
Accelerated A*. The algorithm utilizes the concept of iterated
planning. It uses a limited subset of domain obstacles in the
first iteration and if the generated plan intersects with any
other obstacle that has not been considered, this obstacle is
added to the test set and the next iteration of the algorithm is
executed. This approach significantly reduces the number of
obstacles and thus the number of computationally expensive
intersection tests of the flight plan and obstacles. Such reduction of intersection tests implies reduction of the algorithm’s
execution time in domains with relatively sparse obstacles.
The IAA* algorithm has been tested extensively in the
air traffic control domain on real data provided by FAA. In
contrast with the widely used random techniques the IAA*
algorithm keeps the properties of the AA* algorithm – it
searches efficiently for the shortest possible path. The plan
produced by IAA* algorithm is the same as the one produced
by the AA* algorithm. Moreover, the final path produced
by the algorithm is smooth. The algorithm may be further
improved by distribution of the computation on multiple
computation units.
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Accelerated A* Trajectory Planning: Grid-based Path Planning Comparison
David Šišlák and Přemysl Volf and Michal Pěchouček∗
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Abstract
The contribution of the paper is a high performance pathplanning algorithm designed to be used within a multi-agent
planning framework solving a UAV collision avoidance problem. Due to the lack of benchmark examples and available
algorithms for 3D+time planning, the algorithm performance
has been compared in the classical domain of path planning in
grids with blocked and unblocked cells. The Accelerated A*
algorithm has been compared against the Theta* path planner,
Rapid-Exploring Random Trees-based planners and the original A* searching in graphs providing the shortest any-angle
paths. Experiments have shown that Accelerated A* finds
the shortest paths in all scenarios including many randomized
configurations. Experiments document that Accelerated A* is
slower than Theta* and RRT-based planers in many cases, but
it is faster than the original A*. In comparison to the original A*, Accelerated A* reduces memory requirements which
makes it usable for large-scale worlds where the original A*
is not usable.
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Figure 1: An any-angle path in a grid - white cells are unblocked, grey cells are blocked and the solid line is the shortest path.
cell. Both start and goal locations are at corners of cells
(grid positions). To avoid unrealistic paths restricted only
to grid edges using only a limited set of possible heading
changes (Yap 2002), a path can connect any two nodes (anyangle path) if the line between them doesn’t intersect any
blocked cell, as shown in Figure 1.
Several approaches to the grid path planning problem exist in the research community. The grid is usually replaced
with a graph, where nodes are placed either in centers or
corners of grid cells and edges connect nodes if the respective straight-line doesn’t intersect any obstacle. The most
common one is eight-connected graph mapping which puts
edges only between nodes from adjacent cells. Planning on
such a graph is fast since the number of edges is linear in the
number of grid cells. For any-angle path planing, a graph
contains edges connecting all node pairs which can be connected (fully-connected). In such a graph, the number of
edges is quadratic in the number of cells.
The original A* algorithm (Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael
1968) uses a heuristic to focus the search towards the goal
position. Using an edge cost and a heuristic based on the Euclidean distance, the A* algorithm finds the shortest paths
for used graphs. In the case of fully-connected graphs, it
finds the shortest any-angle paths. But the search is slow
due to high number of edges in the graph. A* running on
four-connected grids in combination with post-smoothing
(PS) (Botea, Müller, and Schaeffer 2004) is able to find nonshortest any-angle paths faster. There exist several incremental modifications of A* that incrementally repair paths
after each change of obstacles and thus in the underlying graph: D* (Stentz 1995), incremental A* (Koenig and

Introduction
The paper presents the original Accelerated A* trajectory
planning algorithm which has been designed for fast planning and replanning of the UAV free-flight operations. When
performing free-flight the aircraft follow their individual
plans, detect possible collisions and they repair their trajectories by peer-to-peer negotiations so that the collision
is avoided. There are no predefined corridors neither flight
levels, thus the planning needs to carried in 3D+time space.
The state-space of possible collision avoidance maneuvers
is vast and it needs to be searched very quickly.
The Accelerated A* planning algorithm (Šišlák, Volf, and
Pěchouček 2009) satisfies these requirements and empirical
measurements proved its fine performance. There are no
widely accepted benchmark problems for 3D+time robotic
planning. In order to compare some of its performance metrics with the state-of-the-art robotic algorithms, we have decided to perform scalability tests in the simpler grid-based
path planning scenario.
The grid-based path planning addresses the vehicle path
planning problem in a two-dimensional terrain which is discretized into grid cells that are either blocked or unblocked.
The goal is to find the shortest path from the start location to the goal location that doesn’t intersect any blocked
∗
The work has been supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Material Command, USAF, under grant
number FA8655-06-1-3073 and by Czech Ministry of Education
grant number 6840770038.
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Likhachev 2002b), D* Lite (Koenig and Likhachev 2002a),
and fringe-saving A* (Sun and Koenig 2007). But all these
approaches allow only limited transitions from each node
using four or eight-connected graphs which results in suboptimal paths restricting heading changes by multiples of
Π/4 or Π/8. Field D* (FD*) (Ferguson and Stentz 2006)
is a variant of A* that uses linear interpolation of path costs
along grid edges to find any-angle paths. Theta* (Θ*) (Nash
et al. 2007) allows the parent of a vertex to be any vertex
and not only a direct predecessor like in A*. It connects
each successor of a vertex with its parent if it is possible
considering the blocked cells. Θ* using eight neighbors in a
grid for generating successors of a vertex finds shorter paths
in less time than FD*, as shown in (Nash et al. 2007).
The grid size is crucial for path planing – the size of one
grid cell defines the minimal distance between obstacles to
search for a path between them. If the number of cells in
the grid is high, then the search algorithm is slow. There exist several modifications of the A* algorithm relevant to the
paper. The incrementally refined A* search (Cormen et al.
2001) starts sampling initially with a sparse grid and its resolution is iteratively refined until a solution is found. Such
a modification generates a path that can go around obstacles instead of going through small gaps between them. To
check that no path exists between the initial and goal positions, it needs to iteratively fail several times until it fails
for the most precise search. The hierarchical path-finding
A* (Botea, Müller, and Schaeffer 2004) reduces the path
planning complexity by planning in abstraction levels (hierarchy of sectors). It searches consecutively from the highest
abstraction level towards a precise world model. Decomposition of the world definition into such abstraction levels
with map clusters with identified links among them is a very
complex task.
The 3D field D* algorithm (Hildum and Smith 2007) extends the FD* algorithm with an acceleration of the search
by search tree running over the smallest unoccupied cells in
an octant tree structure which is used for environment representation. The acceleration of planning in areas where there
are no close obstacles is similar to the dynamic expansion
approach presented in the paper. But it requires expensive
transformation of obstacles (blocked cells) into one octant
tree structure. For a large-scale world, it is required to limit
the maximum depth of the tree structure. This causes an increase of the smallest cell dimension (it defines the smallest
gap between any two obstacles where the algorithm can find
a path).
There exist many algorithms based on a randomized
search. They are very efficient and provide a solution
quickly. However, they provide a different result each
time and cannot guarantee any properties of the provided
paths except the fact that they don’t intersect any obstacle.
Moreover, some of the algorithms provide complex paths
with many unnecessary segments which need to be further
smoothed to be executable by a vehicle. Algorithms based
on the rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) (La Valle and
Kuffner 2001) are very popular for a search in complex
large-scale environments.
The novel Accelerated A* (AA*) algorithm is presented

in the paper. AA* algorithm uses four neighbors as successors during expansion of a node whose distances from that
node differ. This adaptive expansion varies depending on
the distance from obstacles in that area. To provide short
any-angle paths, AA* tries to amend the parent of each node
to a suitable candidate from a set of already expanded nodes
in order to find a shorter any-angle path. In experiments, it
is shown that AA* is faster than the original A* and slower
than Θ* and RRT-based planners in many cases. But the
main advantage of AA* is in the fact that it finds the shortest
paths in all scenarios including many randomized configurations.
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Search(sstart , sgoal )
g(sstart ) ← 0;
h(sstart ) ← c(sstart , sgoal );
parent(sstart ) ← f alse;
OP EN ← {sstart };
CLOSED ← ∅;
while OP EN 6= ∅ do
sc ← RemoveTheBest(OP EN );
if sc = sgoal then return sc ;
Insert(sc , CLOSED);
foreach sd ∈ Candidates(sc ) do
if Contains(sd , CLOSED) then continue;
if Intersect(sc , sd ) then continue;
g(sd ) ← g(sc ) + c(sc , sd );
h(sd ) ← c(sd , sgoal );
parent(sd ) ← sc ;
ProcessNode(sd );
end
end
return false;
end
Candidates(sc )
return N ODES;
end
ProcessNode(sd )
InsertOrReplaceIfBetter(sd , OP EN );
end

Algorithm 1: A* algorithm

A* Algorithm
Both Θ* and AA* planning algorithms are modified versions of the original A* (Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael 1968),
shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is organized so that
the Search function is reused for both Θ* and AA* algorithms. To focus A* search, a heuristic based on the Euclidean distance to the goal is used in all modifications. The
algorithm works with three values for each vertex s: (i) g(s)
is the length of the path from the start vertex sstart to s found
so far, (ii) h(s) is the value of the heuristic for s and (iii)
parent(s) is used to store the link to the predecessor of s
which is also used to extract the final path. c(si , sj ) is the
straight line Euclidean distance between si and sj . The algorithm maintains two global structures: (i) OP EN is a
priority queue that contains vertices for expansion and (ii)
CLOSED contains already processed vertices and is used
to ensure that each vertex is processed only once. Initially,
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Figure 3: Sub-optimality of Θ* algorithm (Nash et al.
2007).

Figure 2: Visibility graph: the bold solid line is the shortest
path, solid lines are edges in the visibility graph.
the algorithm initializes values for the start vertex sstart ,
OP EN and CLOSED structures, lines 2–6.
The main search loop is repeated until OP EN is empty,
lines 7–19. If OP EN is empty it means that no path is
found and the function Search returns f alse. The function RemoveTheBest pops one candidate sc with the lowest value of g(sc ) + h(sc ), line 8. sc is tested if it matches
the goal vertex sgoal , line 9. If the goal vertex is found,
the search just found a path from the start to the goal and
the algorithm returns the last vertex which is used for a
path reconstruction using parent references. Otherwise,
sc is stored in CLOSED, line 10. Then, sc is used for
generation of all possible successors of sc regardless of
intersection with blocked cells, generated by the function
Candidates, line 11.
Each successor candidate vertex sd is tested whether it
hasn’t been processed yet (line 12) and the straight-line to
this vertex from the predecessor sc doesn’t intersect any
blocked cell (line 13). Then, g(sd ), h(sd ) and parent(sd )
values are updated, lines 14–16. Finally, sd is passed for
further processing to the function ProcessNode, line 17.
The problem of searching for the shortest any-angle paths
in grids can be transformed into a search for the shortest
paths in visibility graphs, as shown in Figure 2. Visibility
graphs contain the start vertex, the goal vertex and vertices
in corners of all blocked cells (Lozano-Pérez and Wesley
1979). Edges between any two vertices are defined if and
only if the straight-line between them doesn’t intersect any
blocked cell. The A* algorithm (Algorithm 1) uses a set
N ODES in the function Candidates to generate all possible successors for a node, line 23. N ODES is constructed
in the following manner. For each blocked cell in a grid, insert all its corner vertices to N ODES for which there are
not four blocked cells around the vertex, e.g. the vertex C4
in Figure 2 is not inserted because there are four blocked
cells around it. The goal vertex is inserted into N ODES
too. Each vertex can be in N ODES only once. The function ProcessNode is pretty simple for the original A* implementation. It just inserts the vertex sd to OP EN , line 26.

path found by Theta*

angle-propagation Theta* (AP Θ*) version removes intersection checks with angle lower and upper bound checks but
each newly generated node requires a complex computation
of its new angle range. In (Nash et al. 2007), it is documented that AP Θ* over-constrains the angle ranges which
causes that some paths are removed even though they can
be used. Moreover, AP Θ* is slower than the basic Θ* in
almost all experiments due to a complex angle propagation
method. Thus, AP Θ* is not used in the paper.
{28}
{29}
{30}
{31}
{32}
{33}
{34}
{35}
{36}
{37}
{38}

Candidates(sc )
return EightNeighbors(sc );
end
ProcessNode(sd )
spp ← parent(parent(sd ));
if not Intersect(spp , sd ) then
g(sd ) ← g(spp ) + c(spp , sd );
parent(sd ) ← spp ;
end
InsertOrReplaceIfBetter(sd , OP EN );
end

Algorithm 2: Theta* algorithm

The pseudo-code of the Θ* algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The main search function is the same as in A*,
Algorithm 1 lines 1–21. In comparison to A*, Θ* produces
only the eight neighbors of a vertex as its successors, line 29.
In the function ProcessNode, Θ* implements a path truncation which is applied to all generated vertices. The predecessor of cd is replaced with the parent of this predecessor if
the straight-line between that parent and cd doesn’t intersect
any blocked cell, lines 32–36. The described one step truncation of Θ* provides shorter paths, but it is not guaranteed
that such paths are the shortest ones, as shown in Figure 3.

Accelerated A*
The AA* algorithm uses only successors from four candidates within the function Expand, as shown in Algorithm 3.
Similarly to Θ*, this accelerates the search process by reduction of the search branching factor from linear to constant in
number of vertices. The reduction of the search branching
factor effectively reduces the number of all generated states
and the size of the OP EN list as well. Thus, it reduces
memory requirements and speeds up the OP EN list operations.

Theta*
The key difference between Θ* (Nash et al. 2007) and A* is
that Θ* allows the parent of a vertex to be any from its predecessors not only the direct predecessor vertex like in A*.
In the paper, Θ* refers to the basic Theta*. The extended
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Candidates(sc )
sq ← DetectMaxSquare(sc );
return UsableSideCenters(sq);
end
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Figure 5: Path truncation in AA*: a is the major radius, b is
the minor radius and x is the ellipse center.
usable (a path between the vertex and its new parent doesn’t
intersect any blocked cell) and (ii) the g cost through this
vertex is the minimal one. It is not necessary to traverse all
vertices in CLOSED, because such a candidate has to be
located inside the ellipse uniquely defined by the start vertex sstart , the current vertex sd and the cost of the path to
the current vertex g(sd ). sstart and sd defines two foci of
the ellipse, the p
major radius is a = g(sd )/2 and the minor
radius is b = ( g(sd )2 − c(sstart , sd )2 )/2, see illustration in Figure 5. The vertex D8 has been generated from
the vertex E8 because the goal vertex is in the upper right
direction from the start. Using the ellipse test, the vertex B7
from CLOSED is identified as the new parent for D8. The
path to D8 through B7 is shorter than the original one. The
extraction of all vertices from CLOSED which are inside
the ellipse is accelerated by using a spatial-based hash table (Cormen et al. 2001). CLOSED already uses a hash
table for contains tests. A path going through a vertex outside the ellipse cannot be shorter than the existing path. The
boundary of the ellipse defines exactly those points where
the cost of a straight line from sstart to the point, plus the
cost of a straight line from that point to sd , is exactly g(sd ),
which is the cost of the current path. If you ever go from
sstart outside the ellipse, you definitely cannot get back to
sd without incurring a cost strictly greater than g(sd ).
The complexity of the function DetectMaxSquare is
quadratic in the number of cells, but can use a bisection
method (Cormen et al. 2001) to accelerate the detection process. In such a case, a bisection is used to reduce the number of tests required for finding the maximum unblocked
square. The maximum unblocked square has to have the
size ranging from 2x2 to N xN , where N = 2 ∗ max(ε, 1)
and ε is the minimum of the vertical and horizontal grid distances between the square center vertex and the goal vertex. AA* truncation in the function ProcessNode has
quadratic complexity. However, AA* works with less vertices than A* and thus AA* is still faster than A*. In the case
where few cells are blocked, AA* explores a grid rapidly
and the ellipse test covers only a limited number of parent
candidates during the truncation. On the other hand, if there
are many blocked cells, the path length g to a vertex near the
goal is much longer than the Euclidean distance to the start
and thus the ellipse covers a major part of the grid. In such a
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Algorithm 3: Accelerated A* algorithm
G
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ProcessNode(sd )
foreach sn ∈ EllipseMbs(CLOSED, sstart , sd )
do
if g(sn ) + c(sn , sd ) < g(sd ) then
if not Intersect(sn , sd ) then
g(sd ) ← g(sn ) + c(sn , sd );
parent(sd ) ← sn ;
end
end
end
InsertOrReplaceIfBetter(sd , OP EN );
end

{43}
{44}

1

s goal

A

Figure 4: Maximum unblocked squares and successor vertices for C4 and C9.
There are two major differences between AA* and Θ*:
(i) use of a dynamic adaptive expansion and (ii) the way
how AA* searches for the path truncation. The function
Candidates prepares four successor candidates (each in
one direction) at maximum using the maximum unblocked
square, lines 40 and 41. To find the maximum unblocked
square for a given vertex (always positioned in the square
center), both blocked cells and the goal vertex are considered, see two examples in Figure 4. No blocked cell can be
in the square area and the goal vertex cannot lie inside the
squeare perimeter. The minimal size of the square is 2x2
and grid dimensions don’t restrict the square size. For example, the vertex C4 has the maximum unblocked square
with size 4x4 due to blocked cells and the square defines
C2, A4, C6 and E4 as successors of C4. On the other hand,
the vertex C9 has the maximum unblocked square with the
size 2x2 only due to the goal vertex located at the position
B8. Thus, C8, B9, C10 and D9 are defined as successors
of C9. Such a generation of successors guarantees that the
algorithm doesn’t skip any vertex from the visibility graphs
where the shortest paths come from.
AA* truncates the current path to each generated successor sd to be the shortest one taking into account the already
processed vertices stored in CLOSED, lines 44–51. It
searches for a new parent vertex in CLOSED which is: (i)
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case, the time required to generate and process successors is
almost similar to the A*. But for vertices closer to the start,
the ellipse becomes smaller and it requires less time. The
overall run-time of the search is still faster than for A*.
{54}
{55}
{56}
{57}
{58}
{59}
{60}
{61}
{62}

{63}
{64}
{65}
{66}
{67}
{68}
{69}

when a new sample is added in τ , lines 61 and 62, all intermediate vertices between snew and snear corresponding to a
grid position are inserted too. In such an approach, nearest
is implemented as a process of finding the nearest node in τ .
This results in the computation time for the function nearest
which is linear in the number of vertices. To speed up such
a search, the widely used KD-tree structure (Cormen et al.
2001) is used.
The dynamic-domain modification provides significant
speed up for RRT planning. It reduces the negative effects
of large Voronoi regions causing a considerable bias towards
the vertices near obstacles (Yershova et al. 2005). The
dynamic-domain modification of RRT limits large Voronoi
regions for vertices near obstacles. When a point is quite
far from obstacles its boundary domain is the same as the
RRT’s sampling domain, that is the whole Voronoi region.
The dynamic domain for the random vertex selection is implemented using radius value for each vertex. By default,
it is set to infinity which guarantees the default domain behavior. If a generated vertex doesn’t provide any growth of
the tree, the domain is restricted. For all experiments, the restricted region has the radius 10. The bidirectional balanced
RRT expands two trees, one from the start and the second
from the goal. After each successful tree extension, both
trees are swapped. A path from the start to the goal is found
if the inserted vertex snew can be connected also with the
other tree without intersection with any obstacle.
Due to the random nature of RRTs, the post-smoothing
applied to paths formed by RRT planners can considerable shorten their lengths. In the paper, the following postsmoothing (PS) (Botea, Müller, and Schaeffer 2004) is used.
The path’s last vertex is set as the current vertex (s0 ). PS
checks whether the straight-line between the current vertex
(s0 ) and the parent of its parent on the path (s2 ) doesn’t intersect any blocked cell. If so, PS removes the parent (s1 )
of the current vertex (s0 ) from the path and repeats the procedure by checking again whether the straight-line between
the current vertex (s0 ) and the parent of its parent on the path
(s3 ) is usable, and so on. If not, PS uses the parent vertex
(s1 ) as the current vertex and repeats the procedure again until the path is shortened to the start vertex or the start vertex
is set as the current one.

RRT(sstart , sgoal )
τ.init(sstart );
for k=1 to K do
srand ← RandomVertex();
snear ← τ.nearest(srand );
snew ← τ.stopping configuration(snear , srand );
if snew 6= snear then
τ.add vertex(snew );
τ.add edge(snear , snew );
end
snear ← τ.nearest(sgoal );
if not Intersect(snear , sgoal ) then
return τ , snear ;
end
return f alse;
end

Algorithm 4: RRT algorithm

Rapidly-exploring Random Tree
In this section, the Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT)
path planning technique is briefly introduced. RRT techniques are very popular nowadays and they have been
successfully applied to many planning problems also in
robotics. RRT was chosen as a representative for randombased path planners within experiments. However, RRT is
suitable for high dimensional spaces, contrarily to most of
sampling-based techniques. Specifically, two version are
used: (i) RRT with one exploring tree (La Valle and Kuffner
2001) and (ii) dynamic domain RRT with two exploring
trees (Yershova et al. 2005). The pseudo-code of unidirectional RRT is shown in Algorithm 4. Initially, the tree
τ is initialized with the start vertex, line 55. Then, RRT
incrementally searches a grid for a path connecting start
and goal vertices, lines 56–67. The number of iterations
is limited to the constant K and if a path is not found the
search fails, line 68. At each iteration, a new vertex is sampled and the extension from the nearest node in the tree towards this sample is attempted, lines 57–59. The function
stopping configuration returns the last vertex snew in the
direction from snear towards srand for which the straightline between snear and snew doesn’t intersect any blocked
cell. If the extension succeeds (snew is different from snear ),
a new node and edge in tree is created, lines 61 and 62. Then,
RRT checks if the goal can be connected to the tree not intersecting any blocked cell, lines 64–66. If such a test passes,
a path is found. The constructed tree τ and snear is used for
the reconstruction of the path from the start to the goal.
The most complex part of the RRT algorithm is the function nearest, line 58. In order to implement the search for an
any-angle path over a grid, the function needs to search for
the nearest vertex not only from the set of inserted vertices in
the tree τ but to any grid position at any edge in τ . This behavior can be simplified in the following manner. Each time

Experiments
The presented AA* algorithm is compared to the original
A*, the basic Theta* (Θ*), the rapidly-exploring random
tree with post-smoothing (RRT PS) and the dynamic domain bi-directional rapidly-exploring random tree with postsmoothing (dynamic bi-RRT PS) in various grids of size
100x100, 500x500 and 1000x1000. Field D* (FD*) (Ferguson and Stentz 2006) is not included in the experiment, because it is shown in (Nash et al. 2007) that Θ* finds shorter
paths in less time than FD* in similar tests. Both RRT planners were executed also without post-smoothing, but it was
found that post-smoothing shortens paths with insignificant
time consumption. Thus, all results are provided only for
post-smoothed RRTs. All path planning methods were implemented in Java and executed on a 2.5 GHz Intel Xeon
CPU.
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Configuration
5% blocked cells
10% blocked cells
20% blocked cells
30% blocked cells

Shortest Paths
A*
54.210 (10.084)
53.190 (11.896)
53.301 (18.476)
53.206 (31.493)

Θ*

AA*

RRT PS

54.345 (0.023)
53.428 (0.026)
53.623 (0.036)
53.611 (0.049)

54.210 (0.079)
53.190 (0.082)
53.301 (0.101)
53.206 (0.129)

73.834 (0.003)
79.558 (0.013)
85.207 (0.032)
85.344 (0.077)

dynamic bi-RRT PS
73.411 (0.0004)
75.896 (0.0015)
78.030 (0.0037)
81.566 (0.0089)

Table 1: Path lengths and run-times (in parenthesis), each averaged from 500 runs for random grids of size 100 x 100.
Configuration
5% blocked cells
10% blocked cells
20% blocked cells
30% blocked cells

Shortest Paths
A*
56 (1962)
102 (3296)
198 (2597)
294 (1809)

Θ*

AA*

172 (275)
216 (324)
302 (403)
372 (466)

138 (181)
162 (205)
238 (294)
324 (363)

RRT PS
70
323
921
1938

dynamic bi-RRT PS
181
412
988
2053

Table 2: The number of vertex expansions and generated vertices (in parenthesis), each averaged from 500 runs for random
grids of size 100 x 100.

Randomized grids

Selected Grids

In the first set of experiments, all path planning algorithms
were executed on grids of size 100 x 100 with randomly
blocked cells. Start and goal vertices were selected randomly too. Similarly to (Nash et al. 2007), four different
densities of obstacles were selected: 5%, 10%, 20% and
30% blocked cells of the whole grid. Table 1 summarizes
results presenting lengths of paths and run-times of tested algorithms. Each different density of obstacles were measured
500 times and results show average values from all repetitions. Please, note that each generated planning task (grid,
start and goal vertices) was executed by all algorithms. In
other words, the same 500 tasks were executed by A*, Θ*,
AA*, RDT PS and dynamic bi-RDT PS.
AA* finds the same shortest paths as the original A* running on visibility graph in all cases. Θ* finds longer (but still
very close) paths than the shortest ones. Paths found by RRT
planners are more than 36% longer than the shortest paths.
In randomized grids, dynamic bi-RRT PS provides shorter
paths than RRT PS. On the other hand, both RRT planners
are very fast. Both Θ* and AA* are many times faster than
the original A*. Θ* is about three times faster than AA* in
these configurations.
Table 2 provides results about the number of expanded
vertices (those which were popped from OP EN ) and the
total number of generated vertices. For RRT-based planners
only the number of generated vertices is presented. AA*
works with less vertices than Θ* and the original A*. Thus,
AA* requires less memory. The reduction of the number of
vertices for AA* is primarily given by the reduction of the
search branching factor to 4 in these configurations. It is
not necessary to work with all visible vertices (connected by
an edge in the visibility graph) like in A* to find the shortest paths. Although the original A* algorithm processes the
lowest number of vertices in all cases, it is the slowest one
because it detects all visibility edges during each expansion
and put all of them to OP EN . Dynamic bi-RRT PS visits more vertices than RRT PS in grids but the fact that the
search is running simultaneously in both directions provides
significant acceleration of the search.

In the second set of experiments, selected obstacle configurations were used, as shown in Figure 6: a wall (a), a half
circle (b), a single gap (c), a double gap (d), a maze (e) and
multi-obstacles (f). Obstacle positions were motivated by
path planning testing setups as presented in (LaValle 2006).
The first five configurations, (a)–(e), are within grids of size
500x500 and the sixth configuration, (f), is within the grid of
size 1000x1000. In all these configurations, each solid line
in Figure 6 is mapped to many blocked cells which do not
allow a path connection to the opposite side of the line.
Configurations (a) and (b) have obstacles positioned so
that they cause deviation from paths which are strongly preferred by the used distance to goal heuristic. In the configuration (b), the path needs to go slightly in a opposite direction, away from the goal as the start vertex is positioned
within that half circle obstacle. Configurations (c) and (d)
are used for checking that the planning algorithm is able to
find a path through a small hole in obstacles. The configuration (e) is used for verification of acceleration capabilities
in the case where the heuristic is completely inefficient. Finally, the configuration (f) has many half circle obstacles between start and goal vertices and demonstrates a large-scale
search problem. Each selected configuration was executed
once by A*, Θ* and AA* path planning algorithms. Their
behavior is deterministic and results are the same for the
same configurations. Only values for RRT-based planners
are averaged from 500 successive executions because each
search provides a different result due to the random nature
of the algorithms.
Table 3 provides a comparison of lengths of paths and required run-times for selected configurations. Similarly to
random grids, AA* finds same the shortest paths as the original A* running on visibility graph for all configurations.
Θ* finds slightly longer paths than the shortest ones. Both
RRT planners provides much longer paths than others. For
example, in the multi-obstacles configuration, average path
lengths are more than 4 times longer which is caused by a
very complex combination of blocked cells. In all cases,
the original A* algorithm requires the longest run-time to
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Conclusion
The novel Accelerated A* (AA*) algorithm applied to gridbased any-angle path planning problem has been presented
in the paper. AA* modifies the original A* searching for the
shortest any-angle paths in two key parts: (i) AA* reduces
the search branching factor and (ii) AA* uses an adaptive
expansion. AA* reduces the search branching factor from
quadratic to constant in comparison to the original A* applied to visibility graphs providing any-angle paths. Each
vertex can have four successors at maximum in AA*. This
idea is not new, because a similar one has been already used
in Theta* (Θ*) (Nash et al. 2007) which uses eight grid
neighbors. However, AA* comes with novel progressive
truncation applied to each generated node. In contrast to
Θ*, AA* searches for a new suitable parent for each generated node in a limited set of vertices in CLOSED and
not only in a set of node’s predecessors. Beside the reduced
branching factor and the progressive truncation, AA* comes
with an adaptive expansion in grids. It is based on the identification of the maximum unblocked square around a vertex
selected for the expansion. Successors are then selected in
the middle of each side of such a square. This modification
of AA* avoids expansion of states in parts far from any obstacle and don’t affect the capability to find a path through a
small hole (one unblocked cell) between obstacles. The used
modification doesn’t require any preprocessing of grids. The
idea of an accelerated space exploration is not novel but the
way how the accelerated search is done is novel. It was previously used in 3D Field D* (3D FD*) (Hildum and Smith
2007) where the acceleration is given by varying size of octant tree cells. In 3D FD*, the octant tree is used as a structure for storage information about obstacles. Each time an
obstacle definition is changed, the octant tree needs to be
rebuilt which is a complex task.
The described AA* doesn’t reduce the quadratic search
complexity like Θ* but the number of processed nodes is
much lower than in the original A*. Thus, AA* is also many
times faster than A*. Properties of AA* have been validated
on many configurations. The main AA* advantage is the
fact that it provides the shortest paths in all of more than
two thousand configurations used during experiments. Beside a few selected configurations, many randomized grids
have been used. No grid where AA* provides different result than the original A* searching for the shortest any-angle
paths was observed. Although AA* is slower than Θ* and
rapid-exploring random trees (RRT) planners in randomized
grids, AA* is faster than Θ in four of six selected configurations. Moreover, in the complex large-scale multi-obstacles
configuration, AA* is faster than unidirectional RRT and is

(d)

(c)

sstart

only a few unblocked cells through which the path needs to
pass. In the single gap case (c), the use of two searching
trees still provides fast result. In the complex large-scale
configuration (f), RRT PS is two times slower than AA*
and dynamic bi-RRT PS has similar run-times even though
KD-tree acceleration structure (Cormen et al. 2001) is used
in RRT implementations. In this configuration, both RRTs
work with a huge number of vertices which increases its
memory requirements.

sgoal
sgoal

sstart

(e)

(f)

Figure 6: Selected experiment configurations: (a) a wall, (b)
a half circle, (c) a single gap, (d) a double gap, (e) a maze
and (f) multi-obstacles. The start vertex is denoted as sstart
and the goal vertex is denoted as sgoal .
find a solution. Even though AA* algorithm has the same
quadratic complexity like the original A*, AA* is much
faster than A* in these configurations too. The speed up effect is gained by both the reduction of the search branching
factor and the adaptive expansion. The adaptive expansion
helps AA* to explore quickly parts of grids far from any obstacle and not to lose the ability to find paths through small
holes like in configurations (c) and (d).
Required run-times in Table 3 correlates with the number
of expanded and generated vertices in Table 4. The adaptive expansion of AA* significantly reduces the number of
expanded vertices in comparison to Θ*. The huge number
of vertices in OP EN further slows down operations with
it, especially removal of the best candidate from OP EN .
Although OP EN combines together both a hash table for
speed up of contains’ tests and a heap structure (Cormen et
al. 2001) in measured implementations, Θ* is slower than
AA* in four configurations. For example, in the large-scale
configuration (f), AA* is about 12 times faster than Θ* and
works with about one sixth of vertices. Beside the speed
up effect, the reduction of processed vertices also decreases
memory requirements during the search. These memory
savings allow the AA* algorithm to find a path also in configurations where it is impossible with the original A* and
also with Θ*.
RRT-based planners are very fast in configurations (a) and
(b). But their paths are much longer than for others even
though the post-smoothing is applied. RRTs’ run-times are
considerably increased in configurations where there exist
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Configuration
a wall
a half circle
a single gap
a double gap
a maze
multi-obstacles

Shortest Paths
A*
357.106 (2 249.5)
422.154 (2 827.2)
395.991 (3 985.4)
485.213 (6 131.4)
4 121.478 (10 989.3)
662.550 (6 750.2)

Θ*

AA*

RRT PS

357.125 (0.504)
424.876 (0.652)
399.072 (0.736)
490.056 (1.744)
4 133.491 (3.148)
696.697 (250.208)

357.106 (0.881)
422.154 (0.264)
395.991 (0.207)
485.213 (0.735)
4 121.478 (7.202)
662.550 (20.586)

490.124 (0.0004)
685.465 (0.0021)
505.632 (0.1962)
581.479 (0.2949)
4 542.958 (0.4502)
2 971.787 (40.3726)

dynamic bi-RRT PS
525.953 (0.0001)
695.129 (0.0001)
737.162 (0.0006)
614.254 (0.2173)
4 559.624 (0.0188)
2 768.783 (17.7803)

Table 3: Path lengths and run-times (in parenthesis). Values for RRT PS and dynamic bi-RRT PS are averages from 500 runs.
Configuration
a wall
a half circle
a single gap
a double gap
a maze
multi-obstacles

Shortest Paths
A*
436 (876)
605 (2 132)
562 (1 871)
1 092 (2 694)
3 324 (5 347)
17 634 (43 796)

Θ*

AA*

24 020 (25 216)
25 756 (26 912)
24 308 (25 524)
44 380 (45 302)
145 284 (147 940)
166 091 (168 355)

687 (715)
811 (855)
786 (836)
1 940 (2 003)
13 769 (13 851)
28 149 (28 532)

RRT PS
24
48
24 462
25 266
46 272
781 558

dynamic bi-RRT PS
74
131
463
28 228
81 843
638 117

Table 4: The number of vertex expansions and generated vertices (in parenthesis). Values for RRT PS and dynamic bi-RRT PS
are averages from 500 runs.
as fast as dynamic domain bidirectional RRT.
Another strong property of AA* is the reduction of used
vertices during the search. AA* works with less vertices
than A* and Θ* in all configurations. In many cases, AA*
uses less vertices than RRT-based planners. Such a reduction of used vertices implies reduction of memory requirements during the search. These memory savings allow to
use AA* also to search in complex large-scale grids. In the
future, it has to be checked whether AA* techniques are usable also for grids with non-uniform traversing costs for the
movement through a cell which are widely used in robotics.
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